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Nomenclature
In the tables below the nomenclature used in this thesis is given. If another symbol is
used, it will be stated explicitly.
Uppercase Roman
A, B Matrices containing constants appearing in system of equations
A, B Influence matrices of discretized potential flow
B Boundary layer equations
Cf Skin friction coefficient [−]
CD Diffusion coefficient [−]
CE Entrainment coefficient [−]
Cτ Shear stress coefficient [−]
E External flow equations; Entrainment velocity (B.30)












I Interaction law equations
Q Volume flow rate [m2/s] (2D), [m3/s] (3D)
R Right-hand side vector of system of equations
Re Reynolds number
S Transformation matrix containing eigenvectors of a system of equa-
tions
Lowercase Roman




ccrit Critical value of the interaction-law coefficient [1/s]
~f Body force in Navier-Stokes equations [N ]
q Absolute value of the velocity [m/s]
p Pressure [kg/m2]
s, n, z Streamwise coordinates [m]
Lowercase Roman ctd.
∆t Time step size [s]
u, v, w u, v and w-component of the velocity [m/s]
∆x, ∆y Grid size in x- and y-direction [m]
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates [m]
Uppercase Greek
Λ Diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of a system of equa-
tions
Ω Rotation [rad/s]/ arbitrary flow volume [m3]
Lowercase Greek
α Angle of attack [deg]/ Rotation angle [rad]
tanβ Angle between wall streamline and external streamline, Fig. 4.2
δ Boundary layer thickness [m]







y n, s, x, y-component of δ
∗ in 3D-flow [m]
δk Kinematic displacement thickness [m]
µ Doublet strength [m2/d]
λ Eigenvalue of a system of equations [m]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
σ Source strength [m/s]
θ Boundary layer momentum thickness [m]
θxx, θyx, θxy, θyy Momentum thicknesses in Cartesian coordinates [m]
θss, θsn, θns, θnn Momentum thicknesses in stream line coordinates [m]
τ Skin friction [kg/(ms2)]
τ¯ Stress tension matrix [kg/(ms2)]
φ Primary boundary layer variables; Flow potential [m2/s]
ψ Characteristic boundary layer variables
ω Relaxation factor in semi-inverse method [−]
Superscripts
n Iteration number/ time level [−]




B,E Value in boundary layer (B) or external flow (E)
e Value at edge of boundary layer
ext Value from external, inviscid flow
i, j, k, l Grid point
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Our industrialized society is a consumer of huge amounts of energy. It is not possible
to meet the demand of energy by using fossil fuels alone, because of several reasons.
Firstly, we do not have enough oil or gas resources to last another century. Secondly,
by using fossil fuels greenhouse gases are produced which will result in (unwanted)
climate change and can make our planet unhabitable in the end [5].
Fortunately, by using renewable energy sources the effect of the negative aspects
of the use of fossil fuels is decreased. Hydro, solar and wind power are three of the
most important sources of renewable energy. A mix of all kinds of renewable energies
and a decrease in the demand of energy is, in the opinion of many, the way towards a
sustainable society.
Figure 1.1: Poul La Cour’s turbine
in 1897, [51].
Wind energy can be ‘harvested’ by wind tur-
bines; devices that turn the kinetic energy of the
wind into eletrical energy. To be able to achieve
the highest power output, their efficiency has to
be optimized. The rotors of the wind turbine con-
vert the energy of the wind into a rotating motion
that a generator turns into electricity. The design
of the blades plays an important role in the opti-
mization process of wind turbines.
In this thesis we will focus on a design method that is very promising in terms
of accuracy and calculation time. It will become clear why this method, a quasi-
simultaneous viscous-inviscid interaction method, is very suitable for wind turbine
rotor design methods.
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(a) Elsam’s Nibe A, Den-
mark, 1979, [105].
(b) The assembly of the 5.5 MW turbine of
XEMC Darwind in 2011, [106].
Figure 1.2: Wind turbines throughout the years.
1.1 Historical overview of wind energy use
Wind energy has been used as a source of power since the Middle Ages. It is even
believed that already for more than 3000 years wind energy has been used as a source
of power [38]. Until the beginning of the last century, wind energy was converted into
mechanical energy for e.g. grinding wheat in mills or for keeping the polders dry by
pumping the excess water into canals. The first wind turbines1 to turn wind energy into
electrical energy were manufactured at the end of the nineteenth century. Poul la Cour
was a Danish pioneer in this field [51]. In the beginning of the twentieth century wind
turbines were used to provide electrical power to rural areas that had no connection to
the electrical grid. The designs were based on experience and were the result of trial
and error. Only in the second half of the last century scientific research was used for
the development and design of wind turbines.
From the days of the first turbines, the various designs have shown many differences.
For example, the number of blades varied from one to many. Also the support structure
has seen many different forms. In Figures 1.1 and 1.2 some examples of wind turbines
are shown.
The size, and thus the power output, has seen a huge development over the last
decades. The first commercial turbines of the 1970s had a hub height of approximately
15 m and an average power output of about 75 kW. The latest developments of wind
turbines - designed for offshore applications - have hub heights of about 120 m and
1The term wind turbine is used to refer to a machine that produces electrical energy from wind.
Wind mill refers to a machine that converts wind energy into mechanical energy.
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a rated power output of 10 MW, see Figure 1.3. The figure tells us also that by the
turn of the century the rotor diameters were already larger than the span of an Airbus
A380. Recently, Siemens tested an experimental blade with a rotor diameter of 150 m
[104].
Figure 1.3: Increase in turbine size and power output since 1985 [26].
When wind turbines are placed together, rather than as single, isolated turbines, we
speak of wind farms. In the late 1970s the concept and advantages of wind farms were
already discussed [99]. The use of wind farms is advantageous in terms of maintenance
and use of locations with a good wind resource. Another recent development in the
use of wind energy is the development of offshore wind farms. This is because the best
wind sites onshore have been used up and the public resistance against large onshore
wind farms is increasing. For many countries the development of offshore wind farms is
the only way to achieve the national renewable energy goals in wind energy. The first
offshore wind turbine was placed in 1990 and had a capacity of 0.25 MW; nowadays
turbines are manufactured with a capacity of 5 MW. And on the design tables plans
for turbines with capacities of 6 to 10 MW can be found.
Nowadays, the cost of energy of onshore wind energy is almost equal to that for
electricity from fossil fuel based power plants [35]. Unfortunately, offshore wind en-
ergy is still less cost effective. This is because offshore wind energy is a new area of
application and still in its infancy. However, with the knowledge of the onshore tur-
bines, a steep learning curve in the development of offshore wind turbines and wind
farms is expected. It is expected that offshore wind energy will become the motor for
innovations and scaling up the dimensions of wind turbines. According to Beurskens
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[6], for offshore turbines, new phenomena like the impact of waves on structures, are
encountered which previously could be ignored in the development of onshore turbines.
Research on all aspects of reducing the cost of wind energy is ongoing. One of the
fields of research is rotor aerodynamics. Wind turbines with larger rotor diameters
can extract more energy from the wind than smaller rotors. The increase in rotor size
requires a better understanding of the phenomena that will play a role in the efficiency
and lifetime of a rotor blade. For example the weight of the blade increases and so
does the weight of the structure that has to support it. Furthermore, the aerodynamic
forces of the wind on the blade need to be known quite accurately in order to be able
to design a blade that suits the requirements: long lasting and high efficiency. The
research presented in this thesis will be in the field of design methods for rotor blades
in which the aerodynamic forces are determined.
1.2 Wind turbine blades: design and aerodynamics
The function of a wind turbine rotor blade is to convert the kinetic energy contained
in the wind into a rotating motion. The rotor of a wind turbine can be regarded as a
wheel with rotating wings. The torque generated by the rotating motion of the rotor
is (in the nacelle) converted into electrical energy.
Figure 1.4: Limiting streamlines on the suction side of the blade of the NREL Phase VI
Rotor simulated with a Navier-Stokes method for a flow simulation with stall (So¨rensen et
al. [85]).
The blades are designed such that the performance and lifetime are optimized.
Although the airflow over the blades is very complicated, simplified flow models have
been developed over the past decades in order to optimize the blade design. Snel
[83] provides an overview of methods for determining the aerodynamic forces on wind
turbine rotors. Figure 1.4 shows the flow field on a rotor blade for a situation in stalled
conditions. In this off-design condition the flow has separated which is visible from the
reverse direction of the surface streamlines.
The most applied method for the aerodynamic design of blades is the Blade Element
Momentum method. The concept of it was already mentioned by Glauert in 1935
[31]. The Blade Element Momentum method assumes the flow to be inviscid and the
resulting potential method uses empirical data to adjust it to wind turbines (see for a
nice explanation Burton [10], Section 3.5.3 or Hansen [37], Chapter 6). It is a very fast
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method. The drawback, however, is that the basic assumptions are nowadays regarded
to be incorrect [83].
Methods, like AWSM2, that do take the effect of the wake into account, give a
slightly higher accuracy of the solution in terms of the physical behavior of the flow on




























Figure 1.5: Simulation codes.
For the design of larger blades these two
approaches are not accurate enough anymore
[36]. Carrying out full Navier-Stokes simu-
lations potentially gives a high accuracy in
the solution of the flow. However, these sim-
ulations need extremely large computational
times and are not suited to design purposes.
At the Energy research Center of the
Netherlands (ECN) a design method is being
developed that has a higher level of physics
incorporated in the flow models than BEM
and AWSM, but is still acceptable in terms of
computational time compared to a full Navier-
Stokes simulation. This method is Rotor-
Flow. Figure 1.5 shows how the RotorFlow project lies between the BEM meth-
ods and a Navier-Stokes approach in terms of the amount of physics modeled and the
required computational time.
1.2.1 Flow domain
In order to achieve the extra level of accuracy, whilst keeping the total computational
time reasonable, assumptions are made about the flow field surrounding the rotor blade.
The total flow domain is split into two regions: an inviscid and a viscous flow region.
The viscous region is modeled as a boundary layer in which the effect of the viscosity
is assumed to be relevant. The inviscid flow is the domain outside the boundary layer.
Here the viscous forces can be neglected. Figure 1.6 shows schematically the domain
decomposition applied in RotorFlow and in this thesis.
The decomposition of the flow field is a pure modeling approach. It does not exist
in reality. Therefore, we have to make sure that in simulations there is no effect of the
splitting of the flow domain. We have to ensure that the flow variables at the edges
of the flow domains are continuous. In other words: we have to ‘glue’ them together
in a smart way. This can be achieved by making use of a so-called viscous-inviscid
interaction method.
2AWSM is an abbreviation of Aerodynamic Wind turbine Simulation Module.














Figure 1.6: Decomposition of a flow field surrounding an airfoil into a viscous and an inviscid
flow region.
1.2.2 Interaction methods
The interaction methods ensure a good connection between the flow variables along
the domain edge. There are many ways in which interaction methods are applied to
the flow simulations. We discuss them in detail in Chapter 3.
In the inviscid flow domain the flow is modeled with a potential flow model. The
velocity potential φ is directly related to the flow velocity, because the velocity compo-
nents are determined from the gradient of the flow potential: ~q = ∇φ, where ~q is the
vector containing the velocity components.
In the boundary layer the flow is decelerated due to the viscous effects. Because of
this the boundary layer thickens along the blade. A measure for the loss of velocity and
the increase in boundary layer thickness is the boundary layer displacement thickness
δ∗, see also equation (2.8) and Figure 2.4 on page 20. It is the length over which the
surface is displaced to effectively obtain the same mass transport in the inviscid flow
as if no viscous flow effects were taken into account [66].
The equations that apply in the inviscid or viscous flow region can be expressed in
terms of the streamwise velocity ue and the displacement thickness δ
∗, which helps to








where E stands for the equations modeling the inviscid flow and B for the equations












Figure 1.7: Interaction methods.
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By making use of a numerical method, the flow in both domains can be calculated.
The potential in the inviscid flow model yields a velocity at the edge of the flow domain,
which makes it very attractive to use this as an input for the boundary layer flow do-
main. From the boundary layer calculation a displacement thickness can subsequently
be obtained. In an iterative way the flow in both domains is solved until a continuous
solution is found, see the direct method in Figure 1.7a.
This interaction method is very straightforward and easy to implement. In the
beginning of the twentieth century the German scientist Prandtl already suggested
this method [76]. However, by applying it, scientists ran into problems at the point of
flow separation. Goldstein [32] analyzed this method to figure out the reason for the
breakdown of computations at the point of separation. He suggested several causes.
One of them points in a mathematical direction. In Chapter 3, in which the direct
method is discussed in more detail, we shall see that he guessed correctly that the
problem was caused by a mathematical singularity.
Because of its simplicity, the direct method is still in use for attached flows. How-
ever, when the boundary layer flow is no longer attached, but separates, this method
fails to work and one has to apply a different interaction method to be able to find a
converged solution to the flow problem at hand.
(a) Attached (b) Separated
Figure 1.8: Attached and separated flow over an airfoil [77].
When the flow separates, the assumed hierarchy between the velocity and displace-
ment thickness apparently no longer holds (Lagerstrom [52]). The velocity from the
inviscid flow no longer dominates over the displacement thickness in the boundary
layer. They are equally important now. Therefore, a method that does not assume
a hierarchy has to be applied in order to obtain a solution to the system P (1.1). In
such a method, the velocity and displacement thickness are both unknowns. This is
contrary to the direct method in which either the displacement thickness or the velocity
is unknown. In a simultaneous method a solution is found by solving the inviscid flow
equations E and the viscous flow equations B simultaneously, see the simultaneous
method in Figure 1.7b. A drawback of this method is that the system of equations to
be solved results in a computationally very complex system in terms of algorithm.
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For separated flows, the direct method is not suitable and the simultaneous method
gives a very complex system. To avoid these drawbacks and to be able to solve the flow
in a quite easy way, one can use a quasi-simultaneous method, developed by Veldman
[94], see Figure 1.7c. In this method the velocity is assumed to be an approximation of
the external flow and this approximation is solved simultaneously with the boundary
layer flow. The approximation of the velocity is modeled as a function of the displace-
ment thickness: ue = f(δ
∗). This function is referred to as the interaction law equation
I. The interaction law equation is solved together with the boundary layer equations





uneB − I(δ∗n) = un−1eE − I(δ∗n−1)
uneB −B(δ∗n) = 0
uneE − E(δ∗n) = 0
. (1.2)
with E and B as before, n the iteration number and I the interaction law. The way it
is used resembles the simultaneous method.
The interaction law equation is formulated in a deficit form such that it has no
influence on the final converged result. When after n iterations a converged solution to
P (1.2) has been found (δ∗n = δ∗n−1 and I(δ∗n) = I(δ∗n−1)), we see that I drops out of
equation (1.2) and we get: ueB = ueE , which means that the velocity at the edge of the
boundary layer equals the velocity at the edge of the external flow domain. It is now
clear that the interaction law has no influence on the converged result. This property
of I enables us to be relatively free in the choice of the formulation of the interaction
law equations and to choose it such that the numerical calculations proceed smoothly.
We will make use of this when we are deriving the interaction law equations.
In order to keep the whole system P as simple as possible, we use a very simple
relation for the interaction law equation, equation (1.3):
I : ue − cδ∗ = RHS. (1.3)
The above equation is a linear relation in which the velocity and displacement thickness
are related via the interaction law coefficient c. The right-hand side (RHS) contains
information from the inviscid flow. We will define the interaction law coefficient c
such that it only depends on local properties. The interaction law equation I can
be seen as a very crude approximation of the solution of the inviscid flow to mimick
the simultaneous method in a direct way. By treating the problem P in a quasi-
simultaneous way, solutions to flow problems with separation can be obtained in a
relatively easy way.
The system of equations P (1.2), can be solved numerically by determining the so-
lution in the grid points of a mesh representing the geometry of e.g. an airfoil or a wind
turbine blade. The characterization of the system of equations provides information
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for the choice of the numerical techniques to be used. The boundary layer equations
B are a hyperbolic set of first-order partial differential equations. The set remains
hyperbolic even with the interaction method incorporated as will be shown in Chapter
4. In systems of hyperbolic partial differential equations, the eigenvalues are real and
distinct. The latter gives insight in the direction from which the information of the
flow stems in the computational grid: the domain of dependence can be obtained. This
information is essential in determing the direction of the discretization in numerical
methods. For example, in finite-difference methods the direction determines the details
of the numerical scheme, where it is used for the direction of the discretization scheme.
In Hirsch, vol. 1 and 2 ([41], [42]) a good description on discretization methods is
presented. In this research, we will only use finite difference discretization methods.
1.2.3 Characteristic variables
The boundary layer equations B are a set of coupled equations in terms of boundary
layer variables, like the velocity and displacement thickness. We call these primitive
variables.
In order to find a solution in a point in the computational grid the equations of
the system have to be solved together. By applying a transformation of the prim-
itive variables - in which B is expressed - to so-called characteristic variables, the
system becomes decoupled. The equations in the resulting system are now expressed
in characteristic directions which are determined by the eigenvalues of the system. The
equations in the resulting system of characteristic equations can be solved separately
in the direction of information. This type of flow solver will be used in the research
to compare its usefulness to a solver that solves a coupled set of equations in primary
variables.
As on a wind turbine blade in stalled condition the flow can be very complex,
see Figure 1.4, the use of a characteristics solver can be very advantageous as the
flow directions vary significantly on the blade. Therefore, if the quasi-simultaneous
interaction method is applicable to a characteristics solver it might successfully be
implemented in RotorFlow.
The present study will focus on the application of the quasi-simultaneous interaction
method to boundary layer flows in primitive and characteristic variables. Simulations
with unsteady two-dimensional laminar and turbulent boundary layer flows on flat
and dented plates will be executed to confirm the theoretical aspects. Simulations
of steady three-dimensional turbulent flows are executed to show the applicability to
three-dimensional flows. Additionally, the effect of rotation will be addressed briefly.
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1.3 Objective and outlook
We will briefly state the objective and outlook of the present thesis.
1.3.1 Objective
For the development of a relatively fast design method with higher accuracy than
inviscid flow methods, RotorFlow is being developed at ECN. In this method, the
flow is modeled with an inviscid and viscous flow domain with a suitable interaction
method ‘gluing’ the two domains together. The quasi-simultaneous method will be a
proper choice for the viscous-inviscid interaction.
The main objective of the research described in this thesis is to derive and analyze
a suitable interaction law equation for the quasi-simultaneous interaction method. The
interaction law equation should give the set of boundary layer equations such properties
that with the interaction method both attached and separated flow can be solved
without too much computational effort.
We will focus on the effect of the interaction law equation on the hyperbolic char-
acter of the system of equations and on the behavior of the eigenvalues in several flow
simulations. From this we hope to be able to prevent possible breakdown of the numer-
ical simulations. Besides that, we will investigate the applicability of some numerical
ways to solve the equations. We want to confirm that solving the equations either
in primitive or in characteristic variables has no influence on the performance of the
method and on the converged result.
1.3.2 Outlook
In Chapter 2 we first discuss the domain decomposition of the flow field. This is
followed by a discussion of the inviscid flow model which we will use later to define
the interaction law equation. Boundary layer models for unsteady 2D laminar and
turbulent and for steady 3D turbulent flows are discussed next. The chapter ends with
a description of how the boundary layer affects the inviscid flow.
Chapter 3 deals with interaction methods. After a discussion of the relation between
δ∗ and ue, the most-used methods are treated. This leads to the explanation of the
quasi-simultaneous interaction method.
Chapter 4 deals with the mathematical analysis of the systems of equations that are
composed of the boundary layer equations and interaction law equations. Here some
observations on the behavior of the flow will be made. These observations are tested
in Chapters 6 and 7. First, the derivatives of the interaction law are derived which are
needed for substitution in the boundary layer equations. Next, the hyperbolicity and
eigenvalues of the resulting system of equations are considered.
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The numerical method used to obtain results is explained in Chapter 5. First, the
general process of the algorithms is discussed followed by an explanation of the used
flow solvers.
In Chapter 6 and 7 results of simulations of 2D and 3D flows are presented. Chapter
6 deals with unsteady two-dimensional laminar and turbulent flows. Results of simu-
lations for both attached and separated flows over dents and airfoils are presented. In
Chapter 7 results of simulations of steady flows over three-dimensional dented plates
are presented.
The thesis ends with conclusions on the results and an outlook for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
Flow models
In order to be able to solve the flow around an arbitrary geometry we need to model
the flow. The models may differ due to the requirements of specific applications and
the physical effects that are relevant in specific cases. In this chapter the governing
equations of the flow models used for this research are presented.
The chapter starts with the conservation laws of fluid dynamics which are followed
by a description of the decomposition of the flow field into an inviscid and a viscous flow
domain. Subsequently, the inviscid flow model is introduced, after which the viscous
flow model is addressed. Finally, the effect of both models on each other is discussed.
2.1 Conservation laws
The characteristics of the flow of any fluid can be described by the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions1. The three equations describe the conservation laws of mass, momentum and
energy. We will derive the used flow models from these equations by making assump-








ρ~u · ~ndS = 0; (2.1a)
1The term Navier-Stokes equations refers to the three conservation laws, (2.1a), (2.1b) and (2.1c),
although some authors only denote the conservation of momentum with it.
2See Appendix A for a derivation and Nomenclature for a list of symbols.
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ρ~u · ~fdV −
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p~u · ~ndS +
∫
∂Ω






~q · ~ndS. (2.1c)
The three conservation laws form a set of highly non-linear equations. Solving them
analytically is only possible for simple flow problems, like Poiseuille flow. In general one
has to take resort to numerical calculations. This is computationally very expensive.
We can also try to reduce the complexity of the equations by making certain as-
sumptions with the result that certain features can be neglected in the flow problem
at hand. A less complex set of equations is more attractive in terms of computational
cost.
Assumptions can be made if some features of the flow problem are negligible. In
that case, one can omit terms from the Navier-Stokes equations thus reducing their
complexity. This is the case in many engineering problems like the determination of
flows over airfoils.
We assume that the flow is incompressible. For airfoils and wings, we can make
this assumption if the magnitude of the velocity is smaller than about 0.3 Ma, which
will be the case in this research. For incompressible flows, and in addition assuming
that viscosity is constant, the conservation of energy (2.1c) is not needed to solve the
flow problem. Therefore, we will not use this equation in the remainder of the thesis.
2.2 Domain splitting
In the flow model, the flow domain is split into two domains. In each domain different
assumptions are applied to the flow. In Figure 2.1 the domain decomposition around
an airfoil is sketched. The total domain consists of an external, inviscid flow domain
and an internal, viscous flow domain, which are indicated in the figure. An interaction
method accounts for a matching solution between the two domains.
The concept of domain decomposition was first described ‘avant-la-lettre’ by Prandtl
in 1904 when he introduced the phenomenon of a boundary layer. In his lecture ‘U¨ber
Flu¨ssigkeitsbewegung bei sehr kleiner Reibung’ [76] he showed that the flow past a body
can be divided into two regions: a very thin layer close to the surface in which the vis-
cosity is important and an outside region in which the viscosity can be neglected. He














Figure 2.1: Decomposition of a flow field into inner and outer flow domain. At the dashed
line the viscous-inviscid interaction takes place to ensure a match between the two flow
domains.
was the first to sketch the domain decomposition which turned out to be very suc-
cessful for many engineering problems. A domain decomposition into a viscous and
an inviscid flow region will be applied in this research. A viscous-inviscid interaction
method is needed to ensure a smooth connection between the two flow regions.
Like Prandtl, we assume that in the outer, external region the flow is inviscid.
This means that the viscous terms drop out of the equation of the conservation of
momentum (2.1b). In the internal, viscous flow domain the effects of viscosity are not
neglected. Because this domain is thin, the pressure in the direction towards the wall
turns out to be approximately constant. In that region we will use a boundary layer
model which is given in Section 2.4.
The crucial aspect of splitting the flow domain in subdomains is that at the edges
of the domains the flow variables should match. By applying an interaction method,
one can make sure that the flow variables are continuous over the interface between the
domains. This is where viscous-inviscid interaction comes into play. It ensures that
there is an exchange of information between the domains such that continuity of the
variables exists.
In many engineering problems the concept of domain decomposition and the deter-
mination of the flow in the two domains yields acceptable results for the design and
optimization processes. For example, aerodynamic forces on airfoils, wings and wind
turbine blades can be determined with this method, see for example LeBalleur [56],
Simandirakis et al. [80], van der Wees et al. [101]. The method will also be applied in
the RotorFlow project.
In the next sections, the models for the flow in the inviscid and viscous flow domains
which we use in this thesis will be described in more detail.
The next chapter deals with viscous-inviscid interaction methods and in particular
the quasi-simultaneous interaction method. Based on its properties we will choose the
quasi-simultaneous interaction method for the application in RotorFlow. In the
following chapters we will analyze the method theoretically and numerically and test
its applicability.
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2.3 Inviscid flow model
In this section we introduce the inviscid flow model which we will use. In the external,
inviscid flow domain, we assume that the influence of the viscosity can be neglected
and that the flow is incompressible and irrotational. With these assumptions we can
solve the flow using a potential flow model.
Here we will derive a formulation in terms of the velocity potential for an undis-
turbed flow. In Section 2.5 we will add the displacement effect of the boundary layer to
it. This will be the basis for the derivation of the interaction law equation in Chapter 3.
The inviscid flow equations, introduced in this section, form the basis for the external
flow model that is applied in the simulations for two- and three-dimensional flows.
2.3.1 Model
Figure 2.2 shows a sketch of an arbitrary inviscid flow domain Ω with inside of it an
arbitrary solid body with boundary ∂Ω = Sb(ξ, η, ζ). The normal vector ~n is pointing
inside the domain from the outer edge S∞ and from the solid body surface Sb. The





















Figure 2.2: Inviscid flow domain with a solid body and arbitrary outer edge S∞ with r the
distance between point k(ξ, η, ζ) and l(X,Y,Z).
In the inviscid flow model we assume that the flow is irrotational: ~ω = ~∇× ~q = ~0.
By assuming this, flows can be described by a potential flow model. The velocity
components ~q = (U, V,W )T follow from the velocity potential Φ(~x, t) with:
~∇φ(~x, t) = ~q(~x, t); ~x = (X, Y, Z).
Then, for incompressible flow, the equation for the conservation of mass, eq. (2.1a),
reduces to the Laplace equation:
~∇ · ~∇φ = 0.
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On solid bodies Sb in the flow, the Neumann boundary condition holds:
~∇φ · ~n = 0.
And at infinity, S∞, the disturbance due to the body must vanish, which leads to:
lim
S∞→∞
(∇φ−∇Φ∞) = 0, (2.2)
with Φ∞ the free-stream potential at infinity.
If a sharp trailing edge is present the Kutta condition applies, which is imposed
at the sharp trailing edge. The Kutta condition ensures a smooth solution of the
flow at the trailing edge and it prevents the existence of any physically unrealistic
singularity [2]. As a result of the Kutta condition, circulation is created. The effect of
the circulation is the generation of lift by the airfoil. We will make use of this when
we simulate flows over a NACA0012 airfoil.
2.3.2 Integral equation
For the application of the inviscid flow model in the simulations, we want to have an
integral equation for the velocity potential from which we can derive expressions for the
velocity components. Hereto a singularity distribution of sources and doublets is placed
at the body surface. By considering the potential on all boundaries and integrating it
for the whole body volume, the potential φ at point l is given by [17, 48]:






σ ln r − µ~n · ~∇(ln r)
)
dS + Φ∞(l); (2.3a)











dS + Φ∞(l). (2.3b)
where σ is the source strength and µ the doublet strength.
These equations can be solved by considering a difference in external potential φ
and internal potential φin: (φ − φin), see Katz & Plotkin [48]. A continuous doublet
distribution of strength µ over the surface of the body is assumed. The differences
between the normal derivatives of the external and internal potential can be represented
by a continuous distribution of sources of strength σ on the body. We can write for
these conditions:
µ = φ− φin; σ = ~∇(φ− φin) · ~n. (2.4)
The freestream potential Φ∞ is given by: Φ∞ = U∞X +V∞Y +W∞Z, which is needed
to fulfill condition (2.2) at infinity. Finally, the velocity is found by computing ~q = ~∇φ.
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((X − ξ)2 + (Y − η)2 + Z2) 32 dξdη.
The flow in the external, inviscid flow domain can now be solved by finding an
appropriate distribution of the sources and doublets that satisfy the boundary condi-
tions and the additional requirements on the flow to obtain a unique solution (like the
Kutta-condition in the case of an airfoil).
For the applications in this thesis, a panel method is used in the simulations to
numerically obtain the strengths of the singularities as described in Coenen [17]. In
the final application of RotorFlow the panel method developed by van Garrel ([28])
will be used.
2.4 Viscous flow model
In this section we introduce the flow models that describe the viscous flow region. The
internal, viscous domain of the flow is modeled with a boundary layer model. The
term boundary layer is a translation of the German term ‘Grenzschicht’ introduced
by Prandtl in 1904. In the boundary layer, a thin layer close to the solid surface,
the viscosity terms cannot be neglected. Effectively, the boundary layer thickens and
smoothes the shape of the geometry. The resulting shape is called the displacement
body and is a streamline for the inviscid flow, Lighthill [59].
2.4.1 Derivation of the boundary layer equations
The derivation starts by making certain assumptions in the boundary layer flow model.
First of all, we assume that the ratio between the inertial and viscous terms is large.



















(b) Typical velocity profile
Figure 2.3: Boundary layer characteristics.
where q is a characteristic velocity, L a characteristic length and ν the kinematic
viscosity. Furthermore, we assume that the characteristic boundary layer thickness δ
is small compared to the characteristic length L (see also Figure 2.3a):
δ ≪ L.
We also assume that the velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer is of the order
of q and that no body forces are present (~f = 0). At the wall, the no-slip condition
holds (see also Figure 2.3b).
If we apply these assumptions to the mass and momentum conservation laws (equa-
tions (2.1a) and (2.1b)), the boundary layer equations can be derived. This derivation
is given in detail in Appendix B. Note that in the boundary layer the pressure in nor-
mal direction is constant. The three boundary layer equations for a two-dimensional




























At the surface of the body the no-slip condition holds and at the edge of the boundary
layer the velocity matches the inviscid flow velocity:
y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0;
y = δ : u = ue; p = pe.
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The pressure in normal direction is constant: p(x, y) = p(x) and with the Euler equa-










The boundary layer equations of (2.6) are sometimes referred to as the field equations.
With the field equations details of the flow inside the boundary layer can be determined.
In the integral formulation of the boundary layer equations these details disappear, but
we will have one less spatial dimension. We will make use of the integral boundary
layer equations in this thesis.
Integral boundary layer equations
The integral boundary layer equations are obtained by integrating the field equations of
(2.6) over the boundary layer thickness δ. This reduces the system of equations by one
dimension, but it also introduces extra unknowns, the so-called integral thicknesses.
The possibility of determining the details inside the boundary layer is not present





Figure 2.4: Definition of boundary
layer displacement thickness δ∗. The
shaded areas have the same size.
Before showing the result of the integration,
we will introduce the boundary layer displacement
thickness δ∗. This variable will play an important
role in boundary layer calculations. In order to
fulfill the no-slip condition at the solid surface the
streamwise velocity component is reduced to zero.
This causes the body to appear to the inviscid flow
to be thicker than the real body: the displacement
body is such that the mass flow is kept equal (see
Section 2.5). The additional thickness is referred to
as the boundary layer displacement thickness, δ∗,







where δ is the boundary layer height and the subscript e refers to the variables at the
edge of the domain. Figure 2.4 shows schematically the definition of the boundary
layer displacement thickness δ∗.
Another integral variable that appears in the equations is the boundary layer mo-
mentum thickness, θ. It represents the additional displacement of the surface for the
inviscid flow to have the same momentum as if there were no boundary layer: θ + δ∗.
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Finally, the shape factor H is the ratio between the boundary layer displacement





To arrive at the integral boundary layer equations, the momentum equation (2.6b) is
integrated over the height δ of the boundary layer. Using the condition at the edge of


























derivation can be found in Appendix B.2.
In a steady three-dimensional flow the x- and y-momentum equations are integrated











































e . θxx and
δ∗x etc. are the momentum and displacement thicknesses which are given in Appendix
B.1 and τw is the skin friction.
2.4.2 Historical overview
The concept of boundary layers enabled the understanding and determination of drag
over bodies, which was extremely useful for flight applications. Prandtl introduced
the concept of boundary layers in his paper of 1904. At first, theory was developed
for incompressible laminar flow. Later, attention was given to compressible flows and
turbulent flows as well.
Integral methods were developed in 1921 by von Ka´rma´n. This approach reduces
the complexity of the equations even more as they have one less spatial dimension. In
the previous section they have been defined for incompressible flow. As a result of the
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integration, closure relations are needed to close the set of equations. These equations
depend on empiricism. However, simulations with these equations have shown to be
as accurate as the field equations (2.6); see for example 2D: Swafford [88], Whitfield
[103] and 3D: Humphreys [45], Lindhout [60].
Boundary layers can either be laminar or turbulent. The concept of mixing length
by Prandtl in 1925 helped with the development of theory for incompressible turbulent
flow. Modeling of turbulence is still ongoing, see e.g. Bradshaw [9], Patel [74], Pope [75].
Transition from laminar to turbulent flow has been examined by Prandtl theoretically
and it was experimentally confirmed by Tolmien and Schlichting for flows over flat
plates at zero angle of attack. Transition plays an important role in low Reynolds
number flows (Schlichting [79]). This issue is not further addressed in this thesis,
because we will only consider flows at Reynolds numbers of the order of 106-107.
Halfway during the last century, books on singular perturbation theory appeared.
Prandtl already addressed in his papers on boundary layers the subject of singular
perturbation theory. Later, it could be shown that boundary layer theory is a rational
asymptotic theory of the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds
numbers (e.g. Van Dyke [93], Gersten [29]). Stewartson [86], amongst others, further
developed asymptotic boundary layer theories in the late sixties and seventies; see also
Gersten [30] or F.T. Smith [81].
In the seventies, the first extensions to three-dimensional boundary layer flows were
developed. The need for two-dimensional crossflow relations in integral methods was
tackled by amongst others Johnston [46] and Mager [62]. Models for turbulent three-
dimensional boundary layer flows were developed by e.g. Cebeci [16], Myring [70],
Smith [82].
Rotational effects have been studied as well, for example for applications in tur-
bomachinery and helicopters, Karimipanah & Olsson [47]. Rotational effects on wind
turbine blades have been addressed e.g. by Snel [84] and Verhoeff [98]. The rotation
induces Coriolis effects on the flow over the body, which result in a thinner boundary
layer on the blade than in absense of that rotation.
Application
In many engineering approaches the integral boundary layer equations are used to
solve boundary layer flows. The velocity and integral thicknesses are determined and
used in a viscous-inviscid interaction method to solve the whole flow and finally obtain
quantities like lift and drag coefficients.
The integral boundary layer equations offer more opportunities of tuning to mea-
surements because of the use of empirical closure relations in terms of observable quan-
tities instead of tuning the flow parameters in turbulence models. Almost all models
use the von Ka´rma´n integral equation which is closed with additional integral equa-
tions and closure relations. These closure relations are needed as by the process of
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integrating the field equations along the boundary layer height extra unknowns are
introduced like δ∗, θ and H . These extra equations ensure that the final set of integral
equations is closed.
For both laminar and turbulent flows the integral equations apply. The von Ka´rma´n
equation together with a suitable set of closure relations is sufficient to model the flow
inside the boundary layer. Thwaites, amongst others, applied this model to laminar
flow and compared his results to those of others [90]. For the simulation of laminar
flow, one can also decide to use an additional integral equation like Drela applies in
XFOIL [22]. In that case, a different set of closure relations is required. In addition
to the von Ka´rman´ equation, he uses the mechanical energy equation for his laminar
boundary layer calculations [22] as this equation is also applicable to 2D turbulent
flows [21]. We will use the models of Thwaites and Drela.
In models for turbulent boundary layer flow an extra equation compared to those
for laminar flow can be added. This equation accounts for the turbulence effects,
for example an entrainment equation which is based on the entrained mass into the
boundary layer, Head [40]. One can also derive this by integrating the equation for the
conservation of mass over the boundary layer height [70]. LeBalleur [57] suggests to
use an additional lag-entrainment equation when the turbulence is not in equilibrium
in order to better estimate the entrainment coefficient.
In rfoil [84] the integral boundary layer equations are solved for a rotating flow.
It is a quasi 3D method. The interaction with the inviscid flow is weak in the case of
laminar flow and strong in the case of turbulent flow (following [44]).
2.4.3 Boundary layer models
In this section we introduce the complete boundary layer models. In the previous sec-
tion the integral boundary layer equations were introduced. Because of the integration
along the boundary layer height, the set of integral boundary layer equations contains
more unknowns than equations; it is not closed.3 In order to solve the boundary layer
flow with an integral method, we need extra closure relations to account for the extra
unknowns that have appeared due to the integration. The closure models are almost all
empirical relations and for each of the different boundary layer models we will introduce
the corresponding closure relations.
In this research three different closure models for boundary layer flows are consid-
ered: for unsteady 2D laminar and turbulent flow and for steady 3D turbulent flow,
respectively.
We start with the models for two-dimensional laminar and turbulent flow. This is
followed by a discussion of the models for three-dimensional turbulent flow. Results
3The closure we mention here is the closure of this specific model of the turbulent boundary layer
flow.
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of simulations with the models are presented in Chapter 6 (2D flow) and in Chapter 7
(3D flow).
2D laminar flow
Laminar flows have been investigated extensively and much about their behavior is
known. Therefore, laminar flows are useful for test cases. Besides that, it is very likely
that at the leading edge of wind turbine blades the flow is laminar before it becomes
turbulent.
For simulations of two-dimensional laminar boundary layer flows past a dented
plate, a two-equation boundary layer model is used. This is, according to Drela [21],
more accurate than the one-equation model of Thwaites. We use the model of Thwaites
in the laminar flow past a NACA0012 airfoil (see Appendix B.3.4 for details of the
model).
In the laminar two-equation model, the two integral boundary layer equations de-














where δk = f(H∗) given by (B.36) and CD is the dissipation coefficient. The mechanical
energy equation is obtained by integrating the moment of momentum equation [21].
This equation can be thought of as a divergence of the kinetic energy deficit balanced
by the mechanical work deficit and dissipation, Nishida [73]. This set is closed by the
relations of Nishida [73] for H∗ (B.37), Cf (B.38) and CD (B.39).
2D turbulent flow
The models for two-dimensional turbulent flow consist of the von Ka´rma´n equation






















with the turbulent shape factor H1 =
δ−δ∗
θ
and CE the entrainment coefficient. The
entrainment equation is the result of observing mass conservation for an arbitrarily
chosen control volume; the derivation can be found in Appendix B.2. The closure
model consists of the H1(H)-relation (B.40) of Houwink and Veldman [44], the skin
friction relation (B.41) of Green [34] and Head’s entrainment coefficient is given by
equation (B.42) [40].
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3D turbulent flow
Flows over three-dimensional plates are modeled with a model for steady turbulent
boundary layers. The two integral equations (2.10) are supplemented with the three-









(−qeδy + veδ) = CE. (2.13)
The closure relations for H1, CE and Cf are the same as those applied in the model
for two-dimensional turbulent flow (equations (B.40), (B.41) and (B.42) respectively).
The crossflow component of the skin friction is determined via:
Cfn = Cfs tanβ,
where tanβ is the angle between the wall streamline and external streamline (Fig. 4.2).
2.4.4 Rotation in 3D turbulent flow ~Ω
Figure 2.5: Rotation vec-
tor ~Ω on a curved plate.
Wind turbine blades in operation are rotating objects.
Therefore, the effect of rotation on the boundary layer will
be addressed. Reports of the effect of rotation on bound-
ary layers appear in literature since the last decades of the
twentieth century. The equations are mainly written in
polar coordinates ([7], [24], [84]) or streamwise coordinates
([47], [68]). They are derived for a Cartesian coordinate
system, see for example Verhoeff [98]. We will use a Cartesian coordinate system in
order to be able to facilitate addressing the changes compared to the boundary layer
equations without rotation (see eqns (2.10a), (2.10b) and (2.13)).
If the flow is rotating, the equations for the conservation of momentum have an
extra term due to the Coriolis and centrifugal forces that occur. Figure 2.5 shows the
rotation vector that is perpendicular to the surface: ~Ω = {0, 0,Ω}, with Ω the rotation
in rad/s and the Coriolis force in the conservation of momentum is given by:
~frot = 2~Ω× ~u.
The Coriolis forces have an effect on the integral boundary layer equations and their
effect is seen by an extra term in the right-hand side. The terms due to the centrifugal
force have cancelled from the substitution of the pressure term in the Euler equations
(B.22). The derivation of the effect is given in Appendix B.2.2. The integral boundary
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(−qeδy + veδ) = CE. (2.14c)
The present momentum equations have an extra term in the right-hand side compared
to the ones without rotation. The entrainment equation has not been changed as it is
based on the continuity equation in which the rotational effects are not present.
The main applications of rotating boundary layer flows are in turbomachinery, he-
licopter blades and -more recently- wind turbine blades. Some interesting conclusions
from the literature are presented here. In 1982, Toyokura and Kurokawa [91] conclude
that rotation suppresses the growth of the boundary layer. Karimipanah and Olsson
[47] report that the magnitude of the crossflow is larger for rotating blades compared
to stationary blades. They also observe that the skin friction coefficient and span-
wise momentum thicknesses for rotating blades show different behavior compared to
that of stationary blades. Snel [84] uses a quasi-3D approach in combination with a
viscous-inviscid interaction scheme to calculate the boundary layer flow on rotating
wind turbine blades with a high aspect ratio and concludes that the lift coefficient
increases due to the blade rotation. He concludes that due to the rotation the flow is
directed more towards the tip of the blade. Because of that, the displacement thick-
ness decreases which leads to a favourable pressure gradient that reduces the viscous
effects. Bosschers et al. [7] use the model of Snel and conclude that due to the Coriolis
force the chordwise momentum thickness decreases in both attached and separated
flow. The separation point moves towards the trailing edge. Du and Selig [24] use
3D incompressible integral boundary layer equations and also conclude that stall is
postponed.
2.5 Boundary layer effect on the potential flow
In the potential flow model the geometry for the inviscid flow field has to take into
account the displacement effect of the boundary layer from the viscous domain. The
boundary layer displaces the potential flow away from the surface over a distance equal
to the boundary layer displacement thickness δ∗ [66]. This effect has to be taken
into account in the potential flow equation as it ‘sees’ a thicker geometry than exists
in reality, see Figure 2.6. The thicker geometry is called the effective displacement
body which is a stream surface of the flow, see Lighthill [59]. It can be determined
by applying a compatibility condition at the stream surface. This condition ensures
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that the displacement effect of the boundary layer is transferred into the inviscid flow
domain.
δ∗
Figure 2.6: Real body (solid line) and displacement body (dashed line).
The compatibility condition - the disturbance due to the presence of the boundary layer
- can be modeled by changing the zero normal velocity boundary condition in such a
way that the normal velocity at the real body surface in the potential flow has a relation
with the normal velocity at the edge of the boundary layer on the effective body. We
do that by adding a transpiration velocity to the flow potential equation (2.3). In this
way the two flow domains are ‘glued’ together and a match of the variables at the edges
of the domains can be established. Later we will see that the transpiration velocity
will play an important role in the interaction method.
In order to find the transpiration velocity, we write the velocity with ~qe = (ue, ve, we)
T
and we will indicate the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer with subscript e.
We start with applying a series expansion of the normal velocity component w. First
we assume that in the outer part of the boundary layer it grows linearly with the height










Using this we can approximate the normal velocity in the outer part of the boundary
layer with:








z + w1(x, y) + ..., z →∞,
where z → ∞ indicates the edge of the boundary layer. The transpiration velocity is
w1. In Appendix C.1 it is shown that w1 is caused by the presence of the boundary






















y are the displacement thicknesses as defined in




y represent the mass defect mx and my
respectively. These quantities will be used in the interaction law equations that are
introduced and discussed in Chapter 3.
With the inclusion of the viscous influence the boundary condition of the potential
flow problem at the real surface changes to:
~∇Φ · ~n = w1(x, y) 6= 0.
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To account for this, the source strengths σ in equations (2.3) have to be modified.
Therefore we assume that they consist of an ‘inviscid’ and a ‘viscous’ part, instead of
only an ‘inviscid’ part:
σ = σinv + σvis,
where σvis = 2w1, see also page 155.
The ‘viscous’ potential flow problem is now given by:






(σinv + σvis) ln r − µ~n · ~∇(ln r)
)
dS + Φ∞(l); (2.16a)








− (σinv + σvis)
r
)
dS + Φ∞(l). (2.16b)
x
y
x = 0 x = 1
Yp
Figure 2.7: Dented plate with dent depth Yp.
We will now look at a special case of
the viscous potential flow problem. Con-
sider the flow over a plate with a dent
of depth d which is small compared to a
characteristic length (see Fig. 2.7). We
determine the potential flow by a source
distribution over the surface of the plate as the doublets cancel over the plate due
to condition (2.4). In Coenen [17] it is shown how for this model the source at point
(x, y, 0) on the plate can be related to the normal velocity, where we is given by equation
(C.11):
σ(x, y) = 2we(x, y).







x− ξ dξ + U∞(x), x ∈ [x0, x1], (2.17a)








we(ξ, η, 0)(x− ξ)









we(ξ, η, 0)(y − η)
((x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2) 32 dξdη + V∞, x ∈ [x0, x1] y ∈ [y0, y1];
(2.17c)
These equations will be used as a basis for the derivation of the interaction law equation
in Chapter 3 and they will also form the model for the inviscid flow in the simulations
performed on flat and dented plates.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the domain decomposition of a flow field was discussed. The flow field
is split into an external domain with inviscid flow and a internal domain with viscous
flow. The inviscid flow domain is modeled by a potential flow model. The viscous
flow domain is a boundary layer which allows the use of the integral boundary layer
equations. The two flow domains are ‘glued’ together via an interaction method.
The set of boundary layer integral equations is not closed as a result of the integra-
tion over the boundary layer height. To account for this, extra closure relations have to
be used to enable the solution of the equations. Three models are analyzed and numeri-
cally tested in this thesis: a model for unsteady two-dimensional laminar flow, a model
for 2D unsteady turbulent flow and a model for steady turbulent three-dimensional
flow.
The interaction method ensures that boundary layer variables like the velocity are
continuous over the edge of the domain. The system of equations modeling the inviscid
- external - flow can be written as: ~qe = E(δ
∗) and the system for the boundary layer
as: ~qe = B(δ
∗). The equations for the inviscid flow E are given by the potential flow
equations (2.3). The equations for the boundary layer flow B are given in Section 2.4.3
for unsteady two-dimensional laminar and turbulent flow and for the steady three-
dimensional turbulent flow.
The whole flow problem - finding a match for the displacement thickness δ∗ and








We will make extensive use of equation (2.18) in the remainder of this thesis.
Equation (2.18) can be regarded as a problem for solving two (sets of) equations for
two unknowns. The solution can be achieved via a viscous-inviscid interaction method
which is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
Interaction methods
In the preceding chapter, we stated that in order to match the inviscid and viscous flow
region we have to use an interaction method. This chapter deals with viscous-inviscid
interaction methods.
First, we will explain what interaction methods are and why they have to be used
for these kinds of boundary layer flow problems. Then an overview of the main methods
is given. This is followed by a more extensive explanation of the quasi-simultaneous
interaction method for which the interaction law is derived and its applications are
discussed.
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we showed that the domain decomposition splits the flow field
in an inviscid and a viscous region. Physically, the splitting of the flow in two domains
does not exist. To account for this, one has to make sure that the flow variables across









with E the set of equations describing the inviscid flow and B the set of equations
applied in the boundary layer.
Viscous-inviscid interaction methods are developed to solve the system in such a
way that a continuous solution over the interface of the two domains is established.
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Via a smart iterative exchange of flow variables between the viscous and inviscid flow
domain, a proper solution to the flow problem (3.1) can be found.
Over the years, a wide variety of methods has been developed. They range from
very intuitive methods in which the displacement thickness and velocity are exchanged
iteratively to methods that are more sophisticated in which the whole system in (3.1)
is solved as a coupled system. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages
and can be tailored for specific applications. The most common methods are explained
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. In Section 3.5 we will discuss the quasi-simultaneous interaction
method in detail, because we will use this method for the viscous-inviscid interaction
in this thesis.
3.2 Relation between δ∗ and ue
Both the inviscid and viscous flow can be expressed as a relation between the displace-
ment thickness δ∗ and the boundary layer edge velocity ue, see equation (3.1). Figure
3.1 very schematically shows the relation between δ∗ and ue for the flow in the bound-
ary layer (indicated with B) and the external flow (indicated with E). We assume
E to be linear. As long as an intersection between B and E exists, a solution of the







Figure 3.1: Sketch of the relation between
the boundary layer edge velocity ue and dis-
placement thickness δ∗ for the inviscid flow E
and the boundary layer flow B.
In Figure 3.1 curve B shows a mini-
mum. This minimum appears to be at the
point of flow separation. This minimum is
not immediately clear from the equations
in the boundary layer models. However,
if for the boundary layer variables in sim-
ulations at a certain grid point this rela-
tion is plotted, one obtains a curve that
looks like curve B, e.g. Veldman [97].
The shape of B will be similar for each
point in the boundary layer flow. The
shape of curve B indicates that not every
value of the streamwise velocity has a cor-
responding displacement thickness. If it
is assumed that the driving factor of the
boundary layer is the velocity of the invis-
cid flow (like Prandtl did), then problems
will occur when the boundary layer separates. We will come across this later in the
discussion on interaction methods. There we show that the minimum in B can be
related to a singularity that occurs in the boundary layer equations, which in fact is
the Goldstein-singularity.
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Curve E has to be such that the curve is steep enough to intersect with curve B.
One can imagine that if at a certain point in the flow curve E is not steep enough to
have an intersection with B, no solution exists. This can happen in flow conditions
with large scale separation. If that happens, one can doubt whether the inviscid flow
as well as the boundary layer models are still valid and that the use of modified models
for B and / or E is required.
The way in which the solution to the flow problem is found is largely determined
by the way in which the interaction is applied, see Figure 3.2 on page 34. An iter-
ative interaction method in which the two flow solutions are calculated subsequently
exchanging one of the flow variables is called a weak interaction method. Weak interac-
tion methods assume a hierarchy between the flow solutions like Prandtl and Goldstein
did. Methods that do not assume a hierarchy are regarded as strong interaction meth-
ods. They solve for all unknowns simultaneously in an iterative procedure.
In general we can say that for industrial applications, like RotorFlow, viscous-
inviscid interaction methods are attractive as they are computationally about two
orders of magnitude less expensive compared to solutions from Navier-Stokes solvers
(Veldman [96]). They yield equally useful results for boundary layer flows, see for
example the VTA workshop of 1987, Holst [43].
In the next sections weak and strong interaction methods are discussed in more
detail. Figure 3.2 shows the exchange of information for three weak and two strong
interaction methods for the interaction between the inviscid flow E and the boundary
layer flow B. These iterative schemes are executed until convergence is achieved.
3.3 Weak interaction methods
Two major weak interaction methods are the direct and the inverse method, see Figures
3.2a and 3.2b on page 34. The semi-inverse method is a combination of the direct and
the inverse method, see Figure 3.2c.
3.3.1 Direct method
The direct method (see Figure 3.2a) is a very intuitive method and one of the first
methods that has been used in viscous-inviscid interaction methods. Prandtl [76] and
Goldstein [32] used this approach. This method was actually used in all calculation
methods until the end of the 1970s.
In the direct interaction method the velocity vector ~qe - that follows from a calcu-
lation of the external, inviscid flow - is used as a known variable to solve the flow in
the boundary layer, B. This yields a new value for the boundary layer displacement
thickness δ∗ which is used by the inviscid flow solver E for the calculation of a new
external flow calculation. This process can be repeated until convergence is achieved.






















Figure 3.2: Weak and strong interaction methods. In each block the set of equations that
are solved is indicated.
The direct method can be described mathematically as:
Pdirect :
{
~q ne = E(δ
∗n−1)
δ∗n = B−1(~q ne )
, (3.2)
where n is the iteration number. In the direct method, B becomes singular at the
point of flow separation because the determinant becomes zero. A solution cannot be
obtained. Goldstein analyzes in his 1948 paper [32] the breakdown of steady compu-
tations near the point of flow separation when using this direct method. The problem
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at flow separation is now known as the Goldstein-singularity. However, at his time,
Goldstein could only guess the cause of the breakdown of his calculations. One of the
possibilities he described as: “Another possibility is that a singularity will always occur
except for certain special pressure variations in the neighbourhood of separation, and
that, experimentally, whatever we may do, the pressure variations near separation will
always be such that no singularity will occur”. He was very close to the cause as we
can see in Figure 3.1 which was drawn many years later. Veldman [96, 97] argued
that the singularity at flow separation corresponds to the minimum of the B-curve in
Figure 3.1. From the sketch it follows that for a direct method ue cannot be prescribed
arbitrarily to a boundary layer calculation near a point of separation.












Figure 3.3: H1-H relations (Figure from Veldman [97]) which were developed around 1980.
All relations show a minimum around H ≈ 2.7 which corresponds with the onset of flow
separation. The differences between the curves at large values of H are related to insufficient
experimental data for flows with severe separation.
It is concluded that the interaction method that Goldstein applied had to break
down at the point of flow separation as the velocity ue is prescribed. This implies that
the weak hierarchy between the velocity and displacement thickness ceases to exist
when the flow separates.
At the end of the seventies a view to tackle this emerged when LeBalleur [54, 55]
connected the minimum in the H1-H relation to the (numerical) breakdown of the
computations near the point of flow separation. It turned out that this relation has
a minimum near separation, see Figure 3.3. This means that not for every H1 a
corresponding H can be found. An example can illustrate this. We use the steady
form of the two-dimensional turbulent integral boundary layer equations (eqns. (2.9)






























= CE . (3.3b)
The empirical relations for Cf , CE and H1 are given in Appendix B.3.2.
For the analysis, we expand the derivatives in equations (3.3a) and (3.3b). The
















































If the external velocity ue is known from the solution for the inviscid flow, system (3.4)
can be solved in principle. But this system for steady flow (3.4) will break down when
the matrix N becomes singular, i.e. when the determinant dH1
dH
= 0. Figure 3.3 shows
the relations between H1 and H . The problems that Goldstein and others encountered
at the point of separation are related to the singularity of N .
Another view on the breakdown can be explained with triple-deck theory. The
triple-deck theory, developed at the end of the sixties of the last century by Stewartson
and Williams [86], Neiland [71] and Messiter [64], regards the boundary layer as being
composed of three layers: a viscous sublayer of thickness O (Re−5/8L) governed by the
boundary layer equations; an inviscid middle layer of thickness O (Re−1/2L), which is a
continuation of the oncoming boundary layer and a top layer of thickness O (Re−3/8L)
with inviscid irrotational flow which can be treated with a potential flow model based
on thin-airfoil theory. This last layer forms the inspiration for the quasi-simultaneous
method, which we will discuss later.
Triple-deck theory shows that at the point of flow separation the boundary layer
is equally important as the inviscid flow, which is contrary to the assumption in the
direct method of the hierarchy between the velocity and displacement thickness. In
1975 Lagerstrom [52] reported “a definite loss of hierarchy” between the external and
boundary layer flow.
Both analyses indicate that the direct method is not suitable for separated flows. If
the velocity is treated as an unknown as well, the hierarchy vanishes. The derivatives
of the velocity in R will move to the left-hand side of equation (3.4). In order to solve
this system a relation for the velocity in terms of H and δ∗ is added. In the direct
method the velocity is known, but in general this can be the complete set of inviscid
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flow equations or an approximation thereof. From triple-deck theory it can be deduced
that taking only the local influence of the inviscid flow into account is sufficient to find
a solution of the set of equations even in the case of separated flows.
3.3.2 Inverse method
In the inverse interaction method, the equations for the inviscid flow use the velocity
as specified and yield a new displacement thickness, see Figure 3.2b and equation (3.5).
The new displacement thickness is used for the boundary layer calculation. The inverse









Catherall and Mangler [14] tried this method and succeeded in avoiding the singularity
at the point of flow separation that Goldstein had encountered before. This method also
assumes a hierarchy between the displacement thickness and velocity, but numerically
it ‘survives’ separation. A change in hierarchy turned out to be the reason for the
breakdown problem of Goldstein. Inverse hierarchy works for the small scales of the flow
and avoids the singularity. However, it does have problems on larger scales, although
it does not lead to a singularity in the solution procedure.
The idea of Catherall and Mangler inspired others to develop the inverse method
further. In the inverse method, the singularity at the point of flow separation is avoided
due to the prescription of the displacement thickness from the inviscid flow calculation.
However, the method requires underrelaxation and is slow to converge, see Lock and
Williams [61]. In his discussion about interaction methods, Lagre´e [53] concludes that
a major drawback of the inverse method is that it is difficult to computationally derive
the displacement thickness from the potential flow solution.
3.3.3 Semi-inverse method
A mixture of the direct and inverse methods is the semi-inverse method, see Figure
3.2c and equation (3.6). In this method, the boundary layer displacement thickness is
used as input for both the external (E) and boundary layer (B) flow calculations. The
output is the velocity and via a relaxation formula the displacement thickness for the




~q neE = E(δ
∗(n−1)),
~q neB = B(δ
∗(n−1)),
δ∗n = δ∗(n−1) + ω(~q neB − ~q neE)
, (3.6)
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with ω a suitable chosen relaxation factor and ~qeB , ~qeE the edge velocities of the bound-
ary layer and external flow respectively. Convergence is achieved when the velocities
calculated in both flow domains match: ~qeB = ~qeE .
LeBalleur [55, 57] and Carter [11] have developed this method for their turbulent
boundary layer calculations. They showed that the method is capable of, for exam-
ple, the calculation of separated, steady flow over transonic airfoils and multi-element
airfoils.
3.4 Strong interaction methods
Treating the boundary layer displacement thickness and velocity as being equally im-
portant is the idea behind strong interaction methods. The advantage of these methods
is that in the case of flow separation, for which ~qe and δ
∗ are equally important, the
methods work well as they do not assume a hierarchy between ~qe and δ
∗. This makes
these methods very useful for applications featuring separated flow.
The simultaneous and quasi-simultaneous interaction methods are the most applied
strong interaction methods.
3.4.1 Simultaneous method
In the simultaneous method, the external flow (E) is solved together with the boundary
layer flow (B) in one iteration, see Figure 3.2d and equation (3.7). This yields in one
step a new value for both the velocity and the displacement thickness. The method
can be represented as:
Psimultaneous :
{
~q ne −E(δ∗n) = 0
~q ne −B(δ∗n) = 0
. (3.7)
We can rewrite equation (3.7) as: [E − B](δ∗n) = 0. From this formulation it follows
that there is a solution as long as [E −B] is not singular, i.e. in Figure 3.1 the curves
of E and B should have an intersection.
As there is no assumption of hierarchy between the velocity and displacement thick-
ness, the method works well for both attached and separated flows. The method is
known to be very robust [21, 22]. By solving sets B and E, the necessity of the inverse
of B is avoided and its singularity will not occur. The physical method converges for
flows for which the region with separated flow is not too large. For large regions with
separated flow, the validity of the models for B and E is to be doubted.
The major drawback of the simultaneous method is, that in terms of software, the
method becomes very complex. This is due to the fact that both equations of (3.7)
have to be expressed in one big system of equations in order to solve the inviscid and
viscous flow simultaneously in one iteration step.
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Furthermore, in terms of programming there is little flexibility in modularity. The
change of flow models for either the inviscid (E) or viscous (B) flow is complicated as
they are linked and solved in one system. The method is quite complex and rather
inflexible in the choice for flow models compared to other viscous-inviscid interaction
methods.
The idea of a simultaneous method was already mentioned in 1959 by Hayes and
Probstein [39], but computers at that time were not able to perform such large compu-
tations. The simultaneous method was first developed and applied by Lees and Reeves
[58] for supersonic flows, but it got widely known in the 1980s when it was used in
the xfoil method developed by Drela [22]. First, Drela coupled an Euler method
with the integral boundary layer equations. In a later stage, Drela used a vorticity
streamfunction panel method for the inviscid flow with the aim to make the external
flow calculations less computationally expensive [23].
A few years later, Nishida and Drela extended the method to steady 3D appli-
cations [72, 73] which were also investigated by Milewski [65]. The 3D simultaneous
method turns out to be computationally quite complex. For wind turbine blade design
optimalization purposes its usefulness is to be questioned as it is not very flexible in
terms of changing flow models.
3.4.2 Quasi-simultaneous method
For separated flows, the direct method does not work due to the singularity, while the
simultaneous method is very complex in terms of programming. The idea to have a
viscous-inviscid interaction method that avoids the singularity, but is not complicated
in terms of software, led to the development of a quasi-simultaneous interaction method.
Combining the advantages of the direct and the simultaneous method and at the same
time having a relatively high convergence rate is the basis for the quasi-simultaneous
method.
The method was developed by Veldman in the late 1970s for a field method and has
since been used in different variants for many two- and three-dimensional applications
[94, 95, 97]. The method was developed and applied at the Dutch National Aerospace
Laboratory (NLR) for the determination of boundary layer flows before applications
with the simultaneous method were developed.
The advantage of the direct method is the iterative exchange of the velocity and
displacement thickness during the viscous and inviscid calculations. The advantage of
the simultaneous method is that because of the simultaneous calculation of the solution
of the viscous and inviscid equations no hierarchy between the velocity and displace-
ment thickness is assumed and that the singularity at the point of flow separation is
avoided.
In the quasi-simultaneous interaction method (Figure 3.2e) the most influential
part of the velocity from the inviscid flow calculations is solved simultaneously with
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the boundary layer equations. The flow is solved in a quasi-simultaneous way, hence
the term ‘quasi’. Instead of treating the velocity as a known - as is the case in the direct
method - it is now represented by an algebraic relation in which the local influence of
the inviscid flow is represented. This relation is called the interaction law I.





~q neB − I(δ∗n) = ~qn−1eE − I(δ∗ n−1)
~q neB − B(δ∗n) = 0
~q neE − E(δ∗n) = 0
. (3.8)
The representation of the interaction law I in the quasi-simultaneous method in (3.8)
is in deficit formulation. For a converged solution we get: δ∗n = δ∗n−1 and the I-terms
cancel from equation (3.8). This shows that the final result is independent of the choice
of the interaction law I.
The method can be seen as a direct method with the difference that the interaction
law enables us to treat the velocity as an unknown in the viscous flow calculation.
By doing so the singularity is avoided and the hierarchy between the displacement
thickness and the velocity is removed.
The challenge of the quasi-simultaneous method is to find a suitable interaction
law I that is the best combination of the advantages of the direct and simultaneous
methods. The formulation of the interaction law I (3.8) is in deficit form, providing
flexibility in the choice of interaction law equation. We can require that it should
be as simple as possible, but still have a robust procedure with a better convergence
rate compared to simultaneous methods. We will discuss the interaction law and its
applications in more detail in the next section.
3.5 Quasi-simultaneous interaction method
The philosophy of the quasi-simultaneous interaction method is to combine the advan-
tages of the direct and simultaneous methods obtaining a robust method in which the
boundary layer equations are easy to implement. The idea of a simultaneous method
was already mentioned in 1959 by Hayes and Probstein [39] for supersonic flows, which
have a hyperbolic character. Hayes and Probstein suggested to couple the velocity to
the displacement thickness as a boundary condition (through a Prandtl-Meyer rela-
tion). Later Carter [12] stated that this was not possible for subsonic flows, which are
governed by elliptic partial differential equations. Yet, Veldman developed the quasi-
simultaneous method and applied it first to laminar boundary layer flows and later to
turbulent boundary layer flows [94, 95, 97] which are parabolic (the integral boundary
layer equations for unsteady flow are hyperbolic).
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In this paragraph, the interaction law itself will be discussed, followed by an
overview of the applications so far.
3.5.1 Interaction law
In Figure 3.4 the three sets of equations (E, B, I) are sketched. It is the same figure as
Figure 3.1 but now the curve of the interaction law is added. To make the differences
and behavior of E and I more clear, the external flow is again assumed to have a linear
behavior and we assume a linear behavior for the interaction law too. If the external
flow relation does not have an intersection with the boundary layer flow relation, i.e.
it is not steep enough, a solution cannot be found and physically a steady flow will not
exist. This can happen for extreme flow cases in which the boundary layer flow model








Figure 3.4: Sketch of the relation between the boundary-layer edge velocity ue and dis-
placement thickness δ∗ for E, B and I.
The interaction law can be defined such that an intersection with the boundary layer
equations can always be found, even if E does not intersect with B. It is therefore
important to understand what the key factors are that determine the intersection
between the sets of equations.
The expression for the interaction law equation has to satisfy a number of require-
ments. First of all, to stay close to a direct method, the expression for the interaction
law should be as simple as possible. Arguments for this statement are that from a
software point of view the implementation is kept as simple as possible. Furthermore,
from triple-deck theory (see Section 3.3.1) it can be learned that local information of
the inviscid flow is sufficient to obtain a solution. Following the triple-deck model, we
will use thin-airfoil theory to derive the interaction law equation.
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Based on this, we will use a simple interaction law that will only take into account
the local influence of the inviscid flow. In both the external flow and the boundary
layer flow, the velocity and displacement thickness play an important role, see equation
(3.1). Therefore, we use an interaction law which links the external flow velocity vector
to the displacement thickness:
I : ~qe = f(δ
∗) . (3.9)
In three-dimensional applications two components of the displacement thickness are
present (δ∗x, δ
∗
y) and an interaction law equation for both is needed.
2D interaction law equation
In order to obtain a simplified representation of the external flow, we model the ex-
ternal flow with a simplified version of the ‘viscous’ potential flow model from Section
2.5 which is based on thin-airfoil theory and we simplify it. For the interaction law
equation, we will only take the local effect of the inviscid flow into account. In order
to achieve this, the expressions for the velocity are discretized on panels, which we will
show later. The contribution of the corresponding grid point in the inviscid flow will
be the input for the interaction law at a point in the boundary layer flow.
The interaction laws employed by Veldman [97] and Coenen [17] are based on the
same method. They apply a panel method for the discretization of the external flow.
Based on this discretization they derive the expression for the interaction law equation.
The procedure is repeated here briefly.







xi − ξdξ + u∞i(x), (3.10)
where Mp is the number of panels. For this discretization, the geometry is divided into
Mp straight-line panels of equal length ∆x. After further discretization and accounting





Auikqekδ∗xk + u0ei , i = 2, ...,Mp. (3.11)
Matrix Au contains the effect of the other panels on the point i in which the velocity
is computed. In Coenen [17] expressions for the elements of Au for a two-dimensional
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model are given1. Matrix Au has the following properties:
Auii > 0, (3.12a)
Auik = Auki < 0, (i 6= k) (3.12b)
Mp+1∑
k=1
Auik ≥ 0, (3.12c)
where the last property has the inequality sign for at least one i. Hence, matrix Auij is
positive definite and diagonally dominant.
For the interaction law, only the local influence is taken into account. Therefore
only the diagonal elements Auii are considered. This means that in equation (3.11) the
sum will only be taken for k = i. The choice of using Aii in the interaction law equation
is based on the conclusions of Coenen [17] for applications of the quasi-simultaneous
interaction method to airfoils and wings. The robustness of the method is increased by
using the minimum number of diagonals from matrix A in the approximation of the
flow, which is the input for the interaction law equation. The reason for this is that -
see also Fig. 3.4 - the slope of I should be larger than the one for E. In Chapter 4 we
will come back to this.
The quasi-simultaneous interaction method is represented via the first equation in
(3.8):
uneB − I(δ∗n) = un−1eE − I(δ∗n−1).
I(δ∗n) and I(δ∗n−1) are found by taking equation (3.10) only for point i:
I(δ∗n) = Auiiqneiδ∗ni + u0ei ; I(δ∗n−1) = Auiiqneiδ∗n−1i + u0ei . (3.13)
Combining equations (3.8) and (3.13) yields the interaction law equation in 2D:
uneiB












Furthermore, we replace qei with the constant value of u∞ because the precise choice of
the velocity term in the equation does not influence the converged result. This leaves
room for simplifications. With these modifications we get the final expression for the
two-dimensional interaction law equation:
ueiB − cδ∗iB = ueiE − cδ∗iE , c =
4u∞
π∆x
> 0 . (3.15)
1the expression for Aui1 on page 41 of [17] should be: Aui1 = − 1pi∆x ln i−1i−2 .
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Equation (3.15) exhibits a linear relation between the velocity and displacement thick-
ness. The constant c in the interaction law equation is always positive and depends on
the local grid size ∆x.
From Figure 3.4 it follows that the value of the constant of the interaction law has
to be positive to ensure an intersection of I with B in separated flows. Hence, the sign
is already as desired.
Remark: From a physical point of view it is more logical to use the quantity qeδ
∗ as
unknown instead of δ∗, as qeδ
∗ represents a mass defect. However, for two-dimensional
boundary layer calculations it is more convenient to use δ∗ and replace the velocity
term with u∞ as a constant such that it can be eliminated from the interaction law
equation and reduces the complexity of the flow solver.
3D interaction law equation
For the derivation of the interaction law equation for three-dimensional problems, the
same procedure as in the two-dimensional case is followed. Two velocity components
(u,v) and two components of the displacement thickness (δ∗x,δ
∗
y) are to be taken into



















For the derivation of the interaction law it is assumed that the simulations are per-
formed on panels that are rectangular on an equidistant Cartesian grid with mesh sizes
∆x and ∆y. The expressions for both (decoupled) velocity components of the ‘viscous’








we(ξ, η)(xi − ξ)
((xi − ξ)2 + (yj − η)2)
3
2









we(ξ, η)(yj − η)
((xi − ξ)2 + (yj − η)2)
3
2
dξdη + v∞ij ; i = 2, ..., Nx; j = 2, ..., Ny.
(3.16b)
After discretization, the velocity components at point (i, j) can be represented by (see














[Avijklδ∗xkl + Bvijklδ∗ykl]+ v0eij . (3.17b)
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For the interaction law equation we take only the local influence of point (i, j) into
account (kl = ij). Note that we indicate the velocity of the boundary layer at the edge
of the domain with uBij and the velocity of the inviscid flow at the edge of the domain
with uEij :
uBij + [Auijijqeijδ∗nxij + Buijijqeijδ∗nyij ] = uEij + [Auijijqeijδ∗n−1xij +ABuijijqeijδ∗n−1yij ]; (3.18a)
vBij + [Avijijqeijδnxij ∗+Bvijijqeijδ∗nyij ] = vEij + [Avijijqeijδ∗n−1xij + Bvijijqeijδ∗n−1yij ]. (3.18b)
For expressions of the interaction law equation only the terms of elements (ijij) of





































































where mnx = qeδ
∗
x
n and mny = qeδ
∗
y
n represent the mass defect at the current iteration.
3.5.2 Properties of the interaction law equation
The interaction law equations (3.15) and (3.20) are algebraic relations: they relate the
velocity to the displacement thickness, leading to a relation with the form of equation
(3.9).
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The interaction law equations for 3D applications show a linear relation between
ue, δ
∗
x and ve, δ
∗
y respectively. There are no ‘cross-terms’. This is due to the choice of a
Cartesian grid in the derivation. For non-Cartesian grids terms with δ∗y will appear in
the equation for uBij in equation (3.20) and terms with δ
∗
x will appear in the equation
for vBij in equation (3.20).
Interaction law coefficient
The factors in front of the displacement thicknesses are called the interaction law
coefficients and are indicated with c (2D) and cx, cy (3D):
2D : c =
4
π∆x























The above relations show that the interaction law coefficients only depend on the local
grid sizes. They are positive. Smaller grid sizes will increase the value of the coefficient.
The 3D coeffcient cx reduces to the 2D coefficient if the limit ∆y →∞ is taken.
Limitations of the value of the interaction law coefficient
In Figure 3.4 the relation between the boundary layer equations (B), external flow
equations (E) and interaction law equations (I) is sketched. In order to have a solution,
B and E must intersect.
For the interaction method to work, I should intersect with B too. Roughly spoken,
the slope of I must be larger than the slope of B. This means that the value of the
interaction law coefficient - which is a measure for the slope of I - has to be positive
enough to ensure an intersection with B in separated flow. The value of the interaction
coefficient c has to be larger than a criticial value which follows from B. In Chapter 4
we give relations for the critical values of the models for two-dimensional laminar and
turbulent boundary layer flow.
The interaction method will converge if E intersects with B and I > E, (a proof of
this is given by Veldman in [97]). The interaction law equation I is an approximation
of E and has to mimic its features, therefore I should be in the proximity of E. In
principle, it is possible to have a curve of I with a slope slightly smaller than the slope
of the curve of E, but this will not increase the robustness of the method. We can put
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this into equations, where we regard ~δ∗ as a vector with the displacement thickness:
Pqs =
{
~une − Iδ∗n = E~δ∗




⇒ (B − I)~δ∗ n = (E − I)~δ∗ n−1 −RHS
⇒ ~δ∗ n = (B − I)−1(E − I)~δ∗ n−1 − (B − I)−1RHS.
When the simulation has converged, we have: (E − B)~δ∗ = RHS. A special, simple,
choice for I is to take it equal to the diagonal of E. In this case one recognizes a Jacobi-
type iteration of the inviscid flow equation. The other extreme is the choice I = E,
which will lead to a Gauss-Seidel iteration. Also choices ‘in between’ are possible.
The requirement for convergence is that the spectral radius ρ of the iteration matrix
is smaller than one:
ρ((B − I)−1(E − I)) < 1.
We can analyse this requirement in a special case assuming:
• I = cI, with I an identity matrix, c the interaction law coefficient and we chose
a uniform sized grid;
• B and E have the same set of eigenvectors (which in reality will not be the case,
but it will turn out to be very useful in this analysis).
For every eigenvector ~δ∗ of B and E we can write:
(B − I)(E − I)~δ∗ = (λB − c)−1(λE − c)~δ∗
The spectral radius ρ should be smaller than one, leading to the following limitation
to c:
−1 < λE − c
λB − c < 1.
The first limitation follows from the left inequality: 2c > λE + λB; the slope of the
interaction law I should be closer to E than to B, but can still be smaller than E. The
second limitation is set by the right inequality: λE > λB, which is the requirement for
a solution. From this we conclude that: c > maxλB, i.e. I should intersect with B.
To summarize: ‘the slope of I > the slope of E’ is sufficient to have a converging
method which is robust (see also Veldman [97]). It is possible, but not recommended
for applications, to have the slope of I slightly smaller than the slope of E (but still
larger than the slope B).
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3.5.3 Numerical aspects
One of the aims of the quasi-simultaneous interaction method is to keep the imple-
mentation of it in software terms as easy as possible. The simple expression of the
interaction law makes implementation of it in computer algorithms quite easy. It can
be done by adding it as a modified boundary condition to the set of boundary layer
equations in the sense that it is not a specified value but a function of the boundary
layer variables and the specified inviscid local influence.
Besides that, it is possible to substitute the algebraic interaction law equation in
the boundary layer equations to obtain a set of partial differential equations only.
This reduces the number of equations and enables us to determine the eigenvalues and
characteristic directions of the flow as will be explained in the next chapter.
Another advantage of the quasi-simultaneous interaction method is that it is defined
such that it is relatively easy to change flow models in the numerical method. The
inviscid flow is solved separately from the boundary layer flow and can be coded as a
stand-alone module. This also is valid for the boundary layer computation, although
there the interaction law still can be substituted if required.
Furthermore, the convergence rate is high, see for example Lock and Williams
[61] and Coenen [17]. The method is also more robust compared to the simultaneous
method, because I > E and in the simultaneous method we use only E.
In three-dimensional applications of e.g. flows over wind turbine blades, standard
upwind finite difference discretizations can cause problems numerically if the flow comes
from different directions, see Figure 1.4. In three-dimensional flows typically the flow
information can come from different directions and may differ from grid point to grid
point. Flux-splitting methods and methods based on characteristic variables are appli-
cable here. These methods require a set of partial differential equations only. Therefore,
the substitution of the algebraic interaction law in the integral boundary layer equa-
tions is crucial for these flows. In Chapter 4 we will show that for two-dimensional
applications the interaction law prevents a change of characteristic direction at the
point of flow separation and upwind finite difference schemes can be applied without
fear of numerical breakdown of the computations.
3.5.4 Applications
In the book of Cebeci [15] a good overview of the applications of interaction methods
can be found. The quasi-simultaneous interaction method has been in use since its
development by Veldman. The first applications were for simulations of laminar flow
over a flat plate using differential boundary layer equations [94]. A few years later
this method was extended to calculations of steady and unsteady flow over transonic
airfoils [44]. Multi-element applications were made by King and Williams [49].
Three-dimensional applications were reported by Edwards [25] in 1987 for simula-
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tions of laminar flow over flat plates with a dent or hump. Smith [81] and Roget et
al. [78] investigated these flow cases too. Roget calculated steady three-dimensional
laminar incompressible flows over small humps using a triple-deck approach in regions
with separated flow. The conclusion is that a quasi-simultaneous treatment of the
flow provides a powerful tool to explore the physical structure of the flow for various
three-dimensional obstacles.
At the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory NLR a method was developed for
simulations of transonic flows over wing/body configurations. The interaction law in
this method is different from the one derived here, although it also takes into account
the local influence of the inviscid flow [100]. It was shown that although the interaction
law is derived from a subsonic flow model it gives good results for applications in
transonic flows. This showed that the ability to obtain a converged solution is the
most essential function of the interaction law (recall that it does not influence the
converged solution).
Coenen [17] applies the three-dimensional interaction scheme to steady turbulent
flows over three-dimensional dented plates and gets results for flows with regions of
slightly separated flow using rather coarse grids. This method is also applied to flow
calculations over wings which match experimental data fairly well. From this work it
is learned that an interaction law equation that only takes into account the influence
of the inviscid flow of the corresponding grid point is the most suitable interaction law
equation for these applications.
3.6 Summary
When the flow domain is split into two separate flow domains, one has to ensure that
there is a continuous solution over the interface of the flow domains. The solutions of
the inviscid and boundary layer flow have to match, see Figure 3.1. This is achieved
by applying a proper interaction method, which ensures a continuous solution of the
flow variables over the domain edge.
For solving the flow problem at hand, the interaction methods are based on an
iterative exchange of flow variables between the two flow domains. Several ways of
achieving this exist. Weak methods assume a hierarchy between the velocity and
displacement thickness. Strong methods treat the boundary layer variables as equally
important.
The quasi-simultaneous interaction method combines the advantages of the weak
direct and the strong simultaneous method by the use of an interaction law. This
interaction law is an approximation of the external flow based on thin-airfoil theory.
It is an algebraic relation which is solved simultaneously with the boundary layer
equations, hence the term ‘quasi’. The main function of the interaction law is to let
the viscous-inviscid calculations ‘survive’ numerically by preventing singularities as
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occur e.g. in a point of flow separation.
Analysis of the interaction law shows that the interaction law coefficients have to
be sufficiently positive and that they depend only on the local grid size.
CHAPTER 4
Mathematical analysis
In the previous chapters the flow models and interaction methods have been discussed.
In order to solve the flow problem in a numerically effective and robust way it is useful
to know the mathematical properties of the equations that are solved. In this chapter
the mathematical properties of the interaction law equations and the boundary layer
equations are analyzed.
Analysis of a system of partial differential equations only is more convenient than
a system that contains both partial and algebraic relations. Therefore, the algebraic
interaction law will be substituted into the partial differential equations of the boundary
layer models. We start with deriving the derivatives of the interaction law equations.
We need these to be able to substitute the interaction law in the boundary layer
equations. This is followed by a discussion on the hyperbolicity of the system of
equations. We use the result of it to analyze the eigenvalues of the boundary layer
models. Finally, based on the result for the eigenvalues, we can derive restrictions for
the interaction law coefficients. We use the restrictions to confirm that the derived






Figure 4.1: Quasi-simultaneous in-
teraction method.
To solve the flow problem (3.1) an iterative quasi-
simultaneous procedure is applied. In the viscous
part the boundary layer equations are solved to-
gether with the interaction law equations; see Fig-
ure 4.1 where we repeated Figure 3.2e. This re-
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sults in a system of equations containing both partial differential equations and an
algebraic equation. This system can be solved as it is. One can also substitute the
algebraic interaction law equation into the partial differential equations modeling the
boundary layer. The resulting system contains partial differential equations only. The
advantage of a system of partial differential equations only is that for analysis of its
character and behavior many tools have been developed.
Furthermore, we will see that the system keeps its hyperbolic character when the
interaction law equation is added to the system of equations. As a consequence of
the hyperbolicity of the equations, a transformation from primary to characteristic
variables is possible. Because of that, a wider range of discretization methods can be
used to solve the system of equations.
4.2 Substitution of the interaction law
To acquire a system of partial differential equations only, the algebraic interaction
law equation is substituted into the derivatives of the velocity in the boundary layer
equations. By doing so, we obtain a system of equations that we can write in matrix-
vector notation. We consider 2D unsteady models and 3D steady models which we














for two- and three-dimensional flows respectively where φ is the vector of unknowns
which are boundary layer variables and velocities; M , N , A and B are matrices with
entries that depend on the solution. Hence equations (4.1) are non-linear. The right-
hand side vector R contains quantities based on values of the former viscous iteration
and inviscid flow calculation.
The procedure of substitution is as follows. The derivatives of the unknowns φ
in the boundary layer equations of the models of Chapter 2 are expanded. It is now
possible to separate the derivatives of the variables of the boundary layer from those
of the edge velocities. These are all stored on the left-hand side of the equation. All
algebraic relations, like Cf , are stored in the right-hand side vector R.
The interaction law equation - relating the velocities to the boundary layer variables
- is now used to write the derivatives of the velocity in terms of the unknown boundary
layer variables. In this way the total number of unknowns in the vector φ is reduced
and we have two (2D) or three (3D) partial differential equations to consider. In the
set of equations (4.1) the velocities appear in derivatives with respect to t, x and y.
We have to express the interaction law in terms of these derivatives too in order to
substitute it into equations (4.1).
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We start with deriving the derivatives of the interaction law equations in terms of
the boundary layer variables. These derivatives are subsequently used for the substi-
tution into the integral boundary layer equations for two- and three-dimensional flow
to obtain systems of equations in partial differential form.
4.2.1 Derivatives of the interaction law
The derivatives of the interaction law equation for two- and three-dimensional flow will
be formulated such that they can be substituted into the derivatives of the velocities
appearing in the integral boundary layer equations.
2D interaction law
The interaction law for two-dimensional boundary layer flow is given by:




with c the 2D interaction law coefficient given in equation (3.21), ue the boundary layer
edge velocity and δ∗ the boundary layer displacement thickness defined in equation
(2.8).



















where E is obtained from the inviscid calculation and will be in the right-hand side
vector R of the system of partial differential equations.
3D interaction law
In three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer flow we have three integral boundary
layer equations and two interaction law equations to solve for the five unknowns: φ5 =
{θ,H, tanβ, ue, ve}T . The velocity components ue and ve, given by two interaction law
equations eq. (3.20), are used to obtain a set of three partial differential equations
for the remaining three unknowns φ = {θ,H, tanβ}T . This is achieved by using the
interaction law equations to get an expression for the velocity components in terms of
the three unknowns.
The interaction law equations can be expressed as:
(1− cxδ∗s)ue + cxδ∗nve = Eu; (1− cyδ∗s )ve − cyδ∗nue = Ev, (4.4)
where Eu = uext − cxδ∗x,extqext and Ev = vext − cyδ∗y,extqext.
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The derivatives of these relations are used to substitute the derivatives of the ve-
locities appearing in the boundary layer equations.































with det the determinant of the matrix on the left-hand side of the left of equation
(4.5). The next step is to determine the x-derivatives of (4.5). The variables in (4.5)
all depend on φ = {θ,H, tanβ}T . The derivation is given in Appendix C.4.2. The
y-derivatives can be found by replacing the ∂
∂x
-terms in equations (C.29) and (C.30)
by ∂
∂y
. The lengthy result in terms of φ is given by equations (C.29) and (C.30) on
page 169.
4.2.2 2D
In this section the two-dimensional interaction law is substituted into the boundary
layer equations for two-dimensional boundary layer flow. We will consider both a
laminar and a turbulent model. In reality a laminar boundary layer flow with separation
will hardly ever occur, but from a numerical point of view the analysis of the laminar
model is interesting and therefore carried out as well.
Laminar
For two-dimensional laminar boundary layer flow, the time and space derivatives of the
interaction law equation (4.3) are substituted into the von Ka´rma´n equation (2.9) and
the mechanical energy equation (2.11). The remaining unknowns are the boundary
layer displacement thickness and shape factor: φ = {δ∗, H}T .

















































































































































































where use is made of equation (B.36) to express δk in terms of H∗. The interaction
law coefficient c is taken out of the derivatives, because this value is constant when
equidistant grids are used. Furthermore, as the interaction law will have no effect on
the converged result, neither will assumption. From Figure B.6b on page 148 it can be
learned that at separation dH
∗
dH
= 0 at H ≈ 4.4, which is the point of flow separation.







, which forms a
part of N2D,l, is always negative, see Figure B.6b.
Turbulent
For a two-dimensional turbulent flow, the time and space derivatives of the interaction
law equation (4.3) are substituted into the von Ka´rma´n equation (2.9) and entrainment
equation (2.12). The result for the von Ka´rma´n equation is equation (4.6). For the




























Expanding the derivatives and taking the interaction coefficient c out of the derivatives,
gives the following system of equations where the unknowns are the boundary layer















































































































































(−qeδy + veδ) = CE. (4.11c)
Before the substitution of the derivatives of the interaction law equations, the integral
thicknesses in the equations are rewritten in terms of streamwise coordinates. Then the
derivatives of the interaction law are substituted. The procedure is given in Appendix
B.4. Finally, a 3× 3 system of first-order partial differential equations in terms of the












In this section some theory and background information about hyperbolic systems is
discussed. More background and theory about hyperbolicity, eigenvalues and charac-
teristic directions can be found in textbooks about partial differential equations like
Boyce and DiPrima [8]. Cousteix & Houdeville [19] show the hyperbolicity of the
integral boundary layer equations.
In the next section we will analyze the hyperbolic systems of equations of the boun-
dary layer models by looking at eigenvalues and characteristic variables. The choice of
coordinate system is not influencing the hyperbolicity of the set of equations. There-
fore, in this analysis we will use the integral boundary layer equations in streamwise
coordinates.
The hyperbolic character of the equations gives information about the direction in
which the physical information travels through the physical domain. The directions
determined by the eigenvalues determine the domains of dependence and influence
which are needed for the discretization.
4.3.1 Eigenvalues









with φ the vector with n unknowns, A, B are n × n matrices and R the right-hand
side vector of length n. The n eigenvalues λ of the system can be found by solving the
characteristic equation for λ from:
|λA−B| = 0,
where the resulting characteristic equation is an n-th order polynomial for λ.
A system of n first-order partial differential equations is called strong hyperbolic if
all the eigenvalues of the system are real and distinct [8]:
λ1 6= λ2 6= ... 6= λn; λi ∈ R, i = 1, ..., n.
The n eigenvectors ~x can be found by solving (λiA− B)~x = ~0 for every eigenvalue λi.
If there are equal eigenvalues, but if there are enough distinct eigenvectors, the system
is called weak hyperbolic.
For n = 2, the characteristic equation of the two eigenvalues λ1, λ2 has the form:
αλ2 + βλ+ γ = 0,
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In the model for two-dimensional unsteady boundary layer flow the flow travels over
a distance x in time t. The eigenvalues represent λ = dx
dt
, which are characteristics of
x = x(t) and can be regarded as the speed with which the information travels through
the computational domain.
In the steady three-dimensional boundary layer model, the flow flows over a domain





is an indication of the direction of the flow.
For two-dimensional flow the analytic expressions for the eigenvalues are derived in
Section 4.4.1. For three-dimensional flow these expressions become too large and only
their numerical behavior will be discussed in Section 4.4.2.
4.3.2 Background
For solving flows numerically, the hyperbolicity of systems of boundary layer equations
has been studied extensively before. A small overview of the most important aspects
is discussed in this section.
Sign of eigenvalues
For unsteady two-dimensional models, Cousteix [20] showed that the system of equa-
tions is found to be hyperbolic and at least one eigenvalue is positive. For laminar flows
without interaction law Matsushita [63] reports that the eigenvalues both have a posi-
tive sign in regions of attached flow. In regions of reversed flow, one eigenvalue changes
sign. In the direct mode (no interaction law) one eigenvalue changes sign at the point
of flow separation by passing through zero [20, 100]. This was the numerical problem
that Goldstein came across. The change of sign of one eigenvalue at the point of flow
separation indicates a change of domain of influence as was also found by Cousteix
[19]. With a sufficiently large value of the interaction coefficient the eigenvalues will
not change sign in separated flows.
For three-dimensional steady integral boundary layer equations, the system of equa-
tions is hyperbolic for direct calculations as well as for cases in which an interaction
law is used, see e.g. [20, 69, 100, 107]. The eigenvalues have the same, positive, sign.
Yoshihara and Wai posed that the system of equations becomes ill-posed numerically at
the point of flow separation [107]. To overcome this problem of ill-posedness, an inter-
action law can be used to prevent the eigenvalues from a change in sign at separation.
This is suggested by van der Wees and van Muijden [100]. Cousteix and Houdeville
[20] conclude that the singularities that appear in 3D are related to a focussing of
streamlines of the flow.
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Direction of information
The eigenvalues can be used to keep track of the direction of information in a calcula-
tion. In many cases [100, 107], the characteristics formed by the eigenvalues are used to
rewrite the system of equations and adapt the discretization scheme. In the approach
in the method matrics-v, developed at the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory
NLR by van der Wees and van Muijden [100], the eigenvalues of the system are used to
split the system of equations with left- and rightrunning characteristic directions and
they adapt the direction of discretization accordingly (see Hirsch [42] for theory about
flux-splitting methods). The CIR directional upwind scheme from Courant, Isaacson
and Rees (1952) is based on this; for details see Ch. 20.3.3 in Hirsch Vol. 2 [42].




















+ E−1Dφ = E−1R, (4.14)
where they use A˜+ = TΛ+T−1, with Λ+ the diagonal matrix with the positive eigenval-
ues and T the matrix consisting of the corresponding eigenvectors which is also called
‘transformation matrix’ (hence the T which is equal to our matrix S introduced in Sec-
tion 4.3.3). Similarly, A˜− = TΛ−T−1, with Λ− the diagonal matrix with the negative
eigenvalues. The ← indicates a right-running discretization (upwind) and → indicates
a left-running discretization (downwind).
This approach of splitting the discretization according to the sign of the eigenvalues
will be used in one of the solvers applied in simulations in this thesis. The difference
with matrics-v is that there is no unsteady term and that in the 3D scheme the
x-derivatives are always discretized with an upwind scheme.
Yoshihara and Wai [107] use a method of characteristics. They convert the system
of primary boundary layer variables into one that uses characteristic variables. They
linearize the obtained set of equations locally. In their application without interac-
tion, they encounter numerical instabilities near lines of separation. The method of
characteristic variables will also be applied in this research.
4.3.3 Characteristic variables
A system of equations expressed in characteristic variables contains ordinary partial
differential equations. The advantage is that the equations can be solved indepen-
dently. In this section we will discuss the procedure to obtain a system of equations in
characteristic variables. The conversion of a set of n equations expressed in primary
variables φ to one expressed in characteristic variables ψ starts by obtaining the n
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The n eigenvalues are used for the determination of the corresponding eigenvectors
via:
(Aλi − B) ~xλi = 0, ~xλi , i = [1, .., n].
The n eigenvectors of A−1B are stored in a n × n transformation matrix S. The
transformation matrix has the properties:
A−1B = SΛS−1; Λ = diag(λ1, ..., λn).
For the transformation from primary to characteristic variables we apply:
φ = Sψ,
where φ is the vector with the primary variables and ψ the vector with the characteristic




















Matrix Λ is a diagonal matrix. This implies that the system of equations (4.15) is now




. Along these characteristic lines, which are formed by the eigenvalues, the
characteristic variables ψ are constant. From a numerical point of view it is easier to
solve a decoupled system of equations.




= S−1M−1R and the characteristic lines are dx
dt
= λi.
4.3.4 Relation between eigenvalues and streamlines
For three-dimensional flows, P.D. Smith [82] claims that “the directions of the three
characteristics of the set of equations all lie within the angle bounded by the external
and limiting streamline directions”, see also Figure 4.2.
For integration in the x-direction (main stream direction) it is required that the
upstream values all lie outside the zone of dependence. For integration in y-direction
the bounding characteristic lines are assumed to be α and α+ β, where α is the angle
between the x-axis and the external streamline and β is the angle between the external
streamline and the corresponding streamline at the wall. Smith [82] defines three kinds
of discretization schemes based on the signs of α and α+β. This is all valid for simple
attached flows and it is assumed that this also holds for separated flows.
Streett [87] suggests that, based on the values of the characteristics, streamlines
give “a convenient conservative approximation to the exact domain of dependence” as
the characteristics lie between the external streamline and wall shear line.









Figure 4.2: Relation between α and β in (x, y, z) and (s, n, z) coordinates for a 3D boundary
layer velocity profile.
4.4 Eigenvalues of the models
Here the eigenvalues of the boundary layer models are analyzed and discussed. We start
with the model for unsteady two-dimensional flow in which the eigenvalues represent
the slope of the characteristics λ = dx
dt
. It will be shown that without interaction
the eigenvalues are positive for attached flow, but at the point of flow separation one
eigenvalue changes sign. A suitably chosen value of the interaction law coefficient c
can keep both eigenvalues positive even when the flow separates.
Later in this section, the eigenvalues λ = dy
dx
of the model for steady three-dimensional
flow will be discussed.
4.4.1 2D
We start our analysis with the eigenvalues of the unsteady laminar equations followed
by an investigation of the eigenvalues of the turbulent model. In the investigation, we
first address the behavior of the eigenvalues for the models without interaction (c = 0).
Then we will show which effect the interaction law coefficient has on the eigenvalues.
Laminar
The system of equations modeling two-dimensional laminar flow is given by equation
(4.8). The two eigenvalues (λ(2d,l)1,2) are found by solving the characterisitic equation
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The signs of the eigenvalues can be found by looking at the sign of their product given
















and changes sign, see Figure B.6b. As a result of this, one eigenvalue changes sign (the
quotient γ/α changes sign). At this point, the matrix N2D,l is singular and problems
with solving the system can be expected for steady flows where M2D,l is zero.
If we want to keep the sign equal - i.e. preventing any singularity - we have to keep
the quotient γ/α positive. A way to achieve this is via the interaction law coefficient.













































































As long as a sign change of α and γ is prevented, the eigenvalues keep the same sign.
From the discussion in Section 3.5.2 we know that the coefficient has to be positive.
































< 0, see Figure
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condition (4.20) changes to:





















where ccrit is an indication of the slope of B in Figure 3.4. From this condition it follows
that c should be positive as in equation (4.21) both the numinator and denominator are
negative in separation. In Section 3.5.1, it was argued that the slope of I in Figure 3.4
needs to be positive enough to ensure an intersection with curve B. Its value depends
on the local values of the boundary layer variables δ∗ and ue. The results of simulations
presented in Chapter 6 will show that for simulations of flows over dented plates with
our boundary layer flow models, the interaction law coefficient derived in Chapter 3
fulfills this condition of ccrit. For coarse grids, the value of ∆x is large thus lowering
the value of c, which in that case can become smaller than ccrit. One has to be careful
not to apply too coarse grids in separated flows.
For models with and without interaction, the sign of the eigenvalues is equal for
attached flows. To determine whether the eigenvalues are positive or negative we look
at the case without interaction. First of all, if we substitute the expressions for α, β and
γ into equation (4.17), we see that the eigenvalues scale with ue. The denominator, 2α,
is always positive. The denominator has to keep the same sign for all flow conditions.
The first term −β is positive. Thus, for a positive denominator we need:
−β >
√
β2 − 4αγ; αγ > 0.
From the investigation above we know that this condition is met for attached flows with
and without interaction and it is met for separated flows if the interaction coefficient
is positive enough (c > ccrit). We already required this in Chapter 3 based on Figure
3.4. Furthermore, we can conclude that the sign of the eigenvalues is positive.
Turbulent
The system of equations for two-dimensional unsteady turbulent flow is given by equa-
tion (4.10). The eigenvalues are found by solving the characteristic equation for λ that







Like we did for the laminar model, we will first investigate the signs of the eigenvalues
for a turbulent model without interaction. The expressions for α, β and γ for c = 0































































< 0, see Figure B.7b. For separated flows we have dH1
dH
> 0. This
means that for separated flows we have γ/α < 0, indicating that the eigenvalues have
an opposite sign, which is also the case for the laminar model.








system becomes singular. This might be the singularity that has been encountered by
van Dommelen and Shen [92], although they considered laminar flows.
Preventing this sign change can again be established via the interaction law coef-









































































If we require that γ/α > 0 for attached and separated flows, then α and γ should
not exhibit a sign change. For α this means that for every positive value of c the
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The term between squared brackets is negative for H < 4.4 and positive if H > 4.4. It
should be noted that this is valid for our choice of closure relations. Thus for attached
flows, condition (4.26) is always fulfilled for any positive value of c. In attached flows
the value of c is even allowed to be negative, although then it might deviate too much
from the slope of E in Figure 3.4, see the analysis in Section 3.5.2.
For separated flow the condition becomes:




































] H > 4.4
(4.27)
The minimum value depends on the local flow variables ue, δ
∗ and H . In Chapter 6
we will show that for this turbulent model the interaction law coefficient derived in
Chapter 3 is large enough to meet condition (4.27).
The sign of the eigenvalues can be determined by substituting the expressions for
α, β and γ into equation (4.22). The denominator (2α) is negative. The sign of the
first term in the numerator is negative. If both eigenvalues have the same sign, we
have the following condition:
−β >
√
β2 − 4αγ; αγ > 0.
For attached flows, this condition is always met, even without interaction. For sep-
arated flows this condition is only met if the interaction coefficient is large enough:
c > ccrit. The sign of the eigenvalues remains positive.
Summary 2D eigenvalues
From the analysis of the eigenvalues for two-dimensional boundary layer flow equations
we learn that for sufficiently large positive values of the interaction law coefficient c the
eigenvalues have the same sign for attached and separated flow for both the laminar
and the turbulent model.
The two eigenvalues of the system of equations are positive. Furthermore, at sepa-
ration no singularity occurs as long as the interaction coefficient is positive and large
enough. Therefore, the interaction law coefficient increases the stability and robustness
of the numerical solver.
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4.4.2 3D
For the substitution of the interaction law equations into the three-dimensional model,
the same steps for the substitution of the interaction law are carried out as were
executed for the two-dimensional model. The derivation is given in detail in Appendix
C.3.
First, the equations are written in streamwise coordinates s, n. Subsequently, the
derivatives are expanded to obtain a formulation in terms of partial differential equa-
tions of the five unknowns: φ = {θss, H, tanβ, ue, ve}. Next, into the derivatives of
ue and ve - equations (C.29) and (C.30) - the derivatives of the interaction law are








The elements of the matrices A and B are quite lengthy and are given in detail in
Appendix B.4.
The eigenvalues of the system are found by solving the characteristic equation from
|λA− B| = 0 which results in a third-order polynomial for λ. The three roots are the
three eigenvalues λ3D,t. Due to the long expressions in matrices A and B, the factors in
the characteristic equation are very long and hard to analyze analytically1. In Chapter
7 it will be shown that the sign of the eigenvalues is linked to the sign of tan β and
the direction of the spanwise velocity ve. All three eigenvalues have the same sign and
become small for smaller values of the spanwise velocity.
If a pure 2D flow is simulated (tanβ = 0, ve = 0), the three eigenvalues become
zero. The system has lost its strong hyperbolic character. However, if there are still
enough eigenvectors, the system becomes weak hyperbolic and the transformation given
in Section 4.3.3 can still be applied. The domain of influence becomes a (2D) line as
the characteristic directions have collapsed into a line and the 2D equations can be
used to get a solution.
In three-dimensional flows, the system becomes singular when det(A) or det(B)
becomes zero. This happens when the spanwise velocity changes sign (tanβ = 0, ve =
0). The system of equations becomes weak hyperbolic. In all other cases, the deter-
minant of the matrices has to remain positive. Based on the requirements for the 2D
interaction law coefficient we require that the value of the interaction law coefficient
has to be positive too. For the three-dimensional model it is not possible to derive an
analytical expression for ccrit.
However, if we take cx = cy = 0 (no interaction) we can see that at the symmetry
line both matrices become singular. If we substitute ve = 0, tanβ = 0 (and therefore
δ∗n, θsn,θsn,θnn = 0), only elements A11,A23,A31,B13 and B33 are non-zero. If we do have
1Even with Mathematica it seemed not possible to get a proper expression for the eigenvalues.
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interaction (c 6= 0) at the symmetry line, matrix A is no longer singular. Matrix B
stays singular. That is because matrix B accounts for the crossflow effects and these
are zero at the symmetry line where the flow behaves as a purely 2D flow.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter the algebraic interaction law equation is substituted into the integral
boundary layer equations to obtain a system of first-order partial differential equations
only. This is achieved by using the interaction law equation for the terms containing
derivatives of the velocity thus expressing them in boundary layer variables (δ∗, H (2D);
θss, H, tanβ (3D)). By doing so, the total number of equations to be solved is reduced
and a system of first-order partial differential equations only remains. This makes the
analysis of the system of equations easier. With the knowledge of the mathematical
behavior of the boundary layer models for 2D and 3D flows, we are better equipped to
select proper disrectization schemes for simulations of these flows.
For models for unsteady two-dimensional boundary layer flows, the system of equa-
tions is shown to be hyperbolic for attached and separated flows. The addition of an
algebraic interaction law with c 6= 0 does not alter its hyperbolic character.
If the interaction coefficient is sufficiently positive, the eigenvalues of models for
both the unsteady 2D laminar and turbulent flows are positive for both attached and
separated flows. Without interaction (c = 0) or if c is not large enough (c < ccrit), one
eigenvalue changes sign at separation where the steady 2D system becomes singular.
From the analysis for the model for steady three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer flow it follows that the three eigenvalues at a given point in the flow always have
the same sign. The eigenvalues change sign when the sign of the spanwise velocity
changes. At a symmetry line, where the flow behaves like a pure 2D flow, matrix B
is always singular. Matrix A can become singular if the interaction law coefficient is
zero.
With the use of a transformation matrix containing the eigenvectors of the system,
a splitting method can be applied for the discretization like a CIR directional upwind
or (flux-)splitting method.
The hyperbolic character of the equations enables the transformation from primary
to characteristic variables. A set of ordinary partial differential equations only remains
which makes it possible to use special tailored discretization schemes for these kinds
of systems.
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CHAPTER 5
Numerical method
In this chapter the numerical method is discussed which is used for simulations of the
boundary layer models introduced and analyzed in the previous chapters.
The models for the 2D simulations are the models for unsteady laminar and turbu-
lent flow defined in Chapter 2: equations (2.9), (2.11) (only laminar) and (2.12) (only
turbulent). The 2D interaction law equation (3.15) is added to the integral equations.
The three unknowns that are solved are the boundary layer displacement thickness δ∗,
the shape factor H and the velocity ue. Finally, the other boundary layer variables are
obtained via the closure relations described in Appendix B.1.2.
The 3D flow model describes a steady turbulent boundary layer flow given by
equations (2.10) and (2.13). The interaction law equations are given by equation (3.20).
For the solution of the system of equations modeling the boundary layer and interaction
laws, the interaction law equations are substituted into the boundary layer equations
according to the procedure described in Chapter 4. The set of equations that is solved
is (4.12). The five unknowns are θss, H , tan β, ue and ve. The remaining boundary
layer variables are obtained with the aid of expressions for the integral thicknesses
and the closure relations as described in Appendices B.1.2 and B.3.3 respectively. The
external flow for both 2D and 3D simulations is modeled with the potential flow model
given in Section 2.3.2.
First, the solution procedure is described. This is followed by a discussion of the
three discretization schemes. In all methods a finite difference discretization scheme is
applied.
The mesh is equally distributed; i.e. ∆x and ∆y are constant on the whole mesh
except for simulations of flows past a NACA0012 airfoil. The distribution of mesh
points is discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
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5.1 Solution procedure
The solution procedure for the two- and three-dimensional flows consists of three global
steps: an initialization, the iterative solution of the external and boundary layer flow
and a post-processing step. This is schematically drawn in Figure 5.1 for both the 2D
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Figure 5.1: Flow charts of the 2D and 3D programs.
5.1.1 Initialization
At the beginning of each simulation the input parameters are read from the input file
and the geometry and initial solution are created. The geometry is an equally sized
mesh with a dent (2D, 3D), trough (3D) or is an airfoil (2D). The airfoil mesh is refined
near the nose, trailing edge and at the beginning of the wake.
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Input parameters
The input parameters are listed in Table 5.1. In the chapters where the simulations
are described the values of these parameters are given.
2D 3D
Reynolds number Reynolds number
number of grid points number of grid points in x and y
dent depth dent depth
laminar or turbulent trough or dent
max. number of iterations per time step max. number of iterations
total number of time steps U∞, V∞, rotation
time step size solver type
solver type
Table 5.1: Input parameters for 2D and 3D simulations.
Initial conditions
At the beginning of each simulation, an initial solution is created at all grid points
based on the initial conditions. If no previous result is used, the initial conditions are
set according to the values in Table 5.2.
2D laminar 2D turbulent 3D turbulent
ue ue0 ue0 ue0






H 2.559 1.35 1.35
tan β - - 10−05 · sign(ve0)
θ - - 0.005
Re0.2
Table 5.2: Default initial values.
The initial values for δ∗, H and θss are based on the Blasius solution for a flat plate.
The value for tanβ in 3D simulations is set to a very small value, because it scales with
ve which is very small in the initial solution and has the same sign. In 3D, the initial
flow is a two-dimensional flow, hence the low initial value of tan β to give the flow a
3D character.
The undisturbed external flow ue0 is calculated using equations (3.11) and (3.17b)
for 2D and 3D flows respectively. In applying these equations, we take qe = q∞ and
for δ∗, δ∗x the current dent depth. The values of δ
∗
y and ve0 are set to zero. The
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influence matrices (A, B) occurring in these relations are based on the geometry and
have been determined in the initialization; details can be found in Appendix C.3.2 and
equations (C.21) and (C.23). These matrices are stored for the whole computation and
are calculated during the initialization.
The external flow is modeled with a potential flow model based on thin-airfoil
theory. The model is given in Section 2.3.2. The equations in 2D and 3D are repeated




Aikun−1ek δ∗n−1k + uoei i = 2, ..., N




















+ v0eij i = 1, ..., Nx j = 1, ..., Ny.
The external flow is steady, therefore we assume that the 2D unsteady boundary layer
model exhibits a steady behavior when t → ∞. We execute simulations in which the
product of the total number of time steps Nt and the time step size ∆t is larger than
100: Nt ×∆t > 100.
Boundary conditions
In 2D simulations, the inflow is at x = 0. Here, a Dirichlet boundary condition is
applied for the three unknowns (δ∗, H, ue) and the values of Table 5.2 are prescribed.
At the end of the plate, a Neumann boundary condition is applied for the boundary
layer displacement thickness as for the determination of the external flow the values of
δ∗ at i = N + 1 are needed.
For 3D simulations, boundary conditions are given at the four edges of the mesh.
The inflow direction is at the line x = 0 and no flow enters the domain via the side
boundaries y = 0 and y = 1. The inflow at infinity is U∞ = 1.0 and V∞ = 0. At
the inflow boundary (x = 0), a Dirichlet condition is applied for θss, H , tanβ and
the velocity using the values of the initialization. At the other three boundaries, a
Neumann condition is applied for the five unknowns.
5.1.2 Iterative procedure
In the iterative part, the external flow and boundary layer flow are calculated iteratively
until convergence is achieved, see also Figure 5.1.
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External flow calculation
The model for the two- and three-dimensional external flow is given in Section 2.3.2.
The boundary layer calculation - an iterative procedure in itself - yields a transpiration
velocity. This is used as input for the external flow calculation that yields a velocity.
In the program for unsteady 2D flow, a new time step is started as soon as the
iterations in the current time step are converged or if the maximum number of viscous-
inviscid iterations for that time step is reached.
Boundary layer calculation
After the external flow calculation, the boundary layer and interaction law equations
are calculated. For 2D simulations these are (2.9), (2.11), (2.12) and (3.15). For 3D
simulations these are (2.10), (2.13) and (3.20). Per iteration we perform only one
sweep through the complete grid. Once a new solution on all points has been found,



























i=i+1; j = 1
nb = nb+1
(b) 3D steady
Figure 5.2: Iterative procedure for the boundary layer calculation (a) per point and (b)
per line (only 3D), where nb is the number of boundary layer calculations.
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In Figure 5.2 the scheme for the iterative procedure of the boundary layer iteration
is given. For every grid point, these equations are solved using one of the three solvers
specified in Section 5.2 until convergence or the maximum number of steady iterations
is achieved before going to the next grid point. Figure 5.2b shows that the iterative
procedure contains two loops. The inner loop is for grid points j on a line i. The
second loop iterates on the values of one line i. When this is converged, the procedure
is applied to a new line which starts at (i+1, 1). A Newton iteration procedure per grid
point is applied to solvers a and b in the part where the boundary layer and interaction
law equations are solved, see Figure 5.2.
The convergence criterion for the boundary layer iterations on a grid point is based
on the differences in the value of the absolute velocity between two iterative steps:
convergence monitor = ǫqij =
|qnbeij − qnb−1eij |
|qnbeij |
< 10−6, (5.2)
where nb is the current iteration number. For 3D simulations we iterate per i-line
(streamwise direction) each grid point (i, j). The above criterion is applied before
going to a next point j on the current line i. The convergence criterion for each i-line
is:








where n is the current iteration number.
The marching direction for the iterations is in streamwise direction and starts at
x = 0. For the 3D calculations per x-line (i) the solution is obtained for each (i, j)
station where the marching in j-direction starts at y = 0. Starting at y = 1 does not
alter the converged solution, however.
In the 2D simulations, after completing one time step, the maximum value of equa-








where n is the number of boundary layer iterations.
We will use this value when discussing the convergence behavior for the 2D simu-
lations in Chapter 6.
5.1.3 Post-processing
When a solution is found or the total number of time steps (2D) or iterations (3D)
has been executed, the final values of the boundary layer variables per grid point are
written to files. These are the displacement thickness, velocity, shape factor and skin
friction coefficient. For the 3D simulations also the momentum thickness is written to
a file. These files are used to visualize the results.
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5.2 Solver types
The sets of equations are solved using three different solvers which are discussed in
detail in this section. We apply these solvers to test the influence of different finite dif-
ference schemes on the convergence and the robustness of the implemented interaction
method. We will test if a solver using characteristic variables (solver c) is possible and
what its drawbacks or benefits are compared to a flux-splitting scheme (solver b). We
investigate how these two solvers differ from an intuitive solver, solver a.
Solver a solves the integral boundary layer equations of Section 2.4.1. This solver
uses for the value of the velocity the interaction law equations. In solver b, the ue is
substituted into the equations. A flux-splitting scheme (CIR) is applied here, inspired
by the approach followed in the matrics-v program developed by van der Wees and
van Muijden [100], see equation (4.14). In solver c, the system of equations is expressed
in characteristic variables, thus obtaining a system of decoupled ordinary differential
equations.
All expressions of the sets of equations are analytically identical, except for solver




-terms as shown in equation (4.16).
5.2.1 Solver a
In solver a the derivatives appearing in the integral boundary layer equations are
calculated in the form as they appear in the equations of Section 2.4.1.
In the two-dimensional program, the equations (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12) are solved.
For the current values1 of the velocity (ue
n
i ) the velocity is eliminated via the interaction
law: ue
n
i − cδ∗ni = uextni − cδ∗n−1i . The discretization is done with an upwind scheme
for the space derivatives and a backward Euler scheme for the time derivatives.
In the 3D program, all variables appearing in equations (2.10) and (2.13) are written
in terms of the unknowns by making use of the closure relations given in Appendix
B.1. The velocity components are eliminated via the interaction law equation (3.20).
The discretization in x-direction is always upwind as the program assumes that the
main flow direction is in x-direction. The direction of the discretization in y-direction
is determined by the value of tanβ. For negative values an upwind scheme is used. If
tan β is positive the direction of the upwind scheme changes.
5.2.2 Solver b
This solver is based on the approach of van der Wees and van Muijden of the Dutch
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR [100] and resembles the CIR scheme of Courant,
1‘current’ means the values at this boundary layer iteration level n
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The eigenvalues of the system of equations are determined and the direction of the







For 2D we use the sign of λ for the spatial discretization. In 3D we use it for the
discretization in y-direction which is the spanwise direction.
The eigenvalues of A−1B are obtained and stored in matrices Λ(+) and Λ(−), were
Λ(+) contains the positive eigenvalues and Λ(−) contains the negative eigenvalues. Next,






























Solver c solves the flow in characteristic variables ψ which are obtained via the proce-
dure described in Section 4.3.3. The eigenvalues of the system are obtained and with
that result the tranformation matrix S is assembled. This matrix is used to find the




















= 0, but we will check this in Chapters 6 and 7. By
neglecting these terms, the numerical method becomes less complicated in terms of
programming.
The sign of the eigenvalues in Λ determines the discretization direction of the y-
discretization in the 3D method2. In spanwise direction, for positive values of Λ an
upwind scheme is used and for negative values a downwind scheme. This system of
equations (5.7) is decoupled and the equations are solved independently. The updated
boundary layer unknows are obtained via: φ = Sψ where φ forms the input for a new
iteration.
2In the 2D method the eigenvalues are always positive due to the value of the interaction law
coefficient in the quasi-simultaneous interaction scheme.
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5.3 Summary
The iterative solution procedure has been explained in this chapter. The boundary
layer equations and interaction law equations are solved iteratively. After a boundary
layer calculation the external flow is calculated until convergence is achieved. Then a
new time step (2D) or steady iteration (3D) is started.
Three solvers with different upwind schemes have been introduced. Solver a solves
the equations in compact form. In solver b the system is written in matrix-vector
notation and the CIR scheme is applied. Solver c solves the equations in characteristic
variables. The derivatives of the transformation matrices are neglected.
Using this numerical method, the quasi-simultaneous interaction method is tested
in Chapters 6 and 7.
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CHAPTER 6
Application to 2D unsteady flow
In the previous chapters the equations modeling the two-dimensional unsteady laminar
and turbulent boundary layer flow have been derived and analyzed. In Chapter 5 the
numerical method has been explained. In this chapter results of simulations with the
2D models are presented.
The aim of the simulations is to show that the quasi-simultaneous interaction
method can be used by applying several kinds of numerical approaches to obtain con-
verged solutions for the sets of equations from the models for boundary layer flow and
the interaction law equations. The numerical applicability to attached and separated
boundary layer flow simulations is tested to confirm the expected properties derived
in the previous chapters. It is not our primary aim to develop a solver that matches
experimental data. Cousteix [20] has the same idea as he aims “to construct a coupling
code to control a certain hypothesis or closure relations in separated regions”.
Tuning of the closure relations involved can be done later. Yet, for the simulations
past an airfoil we compare the obtained lift values with experimental data.
First, the geometry for the simulations past dented plates is given. This is followed
by the presentation of the results for the laminar flow model. Subsequently, the results
of simulations with the turbulent flow model are discussed. The chapter ends with the
results of simulations past a NACA0012 airfoil at various angles of attack where we
will show that our results obtained with the method matches the experimental data
well.
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6.1 Geometry
Most simulations presented in this chapter are performed for flows past 2D dented
plates. This type of geometry has been used before in simulations of separated bound-
ary layer flows, see for example Carter and Wornom [13] and Veldman [97]. The geome-
try is shown in Figure 6.1 where the dent depth is 3% of the total plate length. The plate
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Figure 6.1: Geometry of a 2D dented plate
with dent depth 3% of the total plate length.
y =
d
cosh(12(x− 0.5)) , (6.1)
with d the maximum dent depth at x =
0.5. The plate is divided into N + 1 equal
elements with grid points at x(i) = i
N+1
, i ∈
[0, N + 1]. The calculations are performed
on i ∈ [1, N ]. Points i = 0 and i = N + 1
are needed for the boundary conditions.
6.2 Laminar flow
In this section we present results of simulations of attached and separated laminar
flow past the dented geometry of Section 6.1. Although separated laminar flows are
physically unrealistic, it gives us good insight in the behavior of the equations describing
this flow.
The aim of these simulations is purely a numerical investigation. We want to
investigate if the supposed mathematical properties derived in Chapter 4 can be shown
numerically. Separated laminar flows are physically unrealistic, but we will see that
simulations converge.
The set of three equations is composed of the algebraic interaction law equation
(3.15) and two integral equations: the von Ka´rma´n equation (2.9) and the mechanical
energy equation (2.11).
Results of simulations for three different dent depths d are presented. The first one
is a flat plate (d = 0). The other two have a depth chosen such that in the smaller one
the flow remains attached and that in the larger one separation in the dent occurs.
Table 6.1 lists the default input parameters for these simulations of laminar flow.
If other parameters are used, it is stated explicitly. More parameters can be found in
Chapter 5. The initial values for the simulations are given in Table 5.2.
A time step size of ∆t = 1000 is chosen to simulate a steady boundary layer flow.
The external flow is steady as well. We want to simulate a steady boundary layer
flow because the steady system is more vulnerable to singularities than the unsteady
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Re = 1.0 · 105
N = 200
dent depths: d = 0.0;−0.01;−0.02
∆t = 1000
max. 100 quasi-simultaneous iterations per time step
Table 6.1: Input parameters for 2D laminar flow simulations.
system, see also page 35. Results are obtained using the numerical method described
in Chapter 5. Simulations with the three solvers defined in Section 5.2 are carried out.
The convergence behavior is discussed first to show that the method yields reliable
results. After that, results for simulations over a flat plate are presented. This is
followed by a discussion of the results for simulations in which attached or separated
flow inside the dent occurs. For the latter case also the behavior of the eigenvalues is





















Figure 6.2: Convergence ǫt for simulations
with d = 0.0;−0.01; −0.02, N = 200, ∆t =
1000.
Figure 6.2 shows the convergence be-
havior per viscous-inviscid iteration of
simulations by applying solver b with
three different dent depths. One time
step is carried out in which the conver-
gence criterium was lowered to 10−16.
We see that the convergence is slower for
more complex flows (larger dent depths)
in which a simulation with separation
takes significantly longer to converge.
For simulations with a small time
step size (∆t = 1) on three different
mesh sizes, the convergence behavior ǫt
1
during the iterations in one time step is
shown in Figure 6.3. All simulations car-
ried out 100 iterations per time step and 20 time steps in total are shown. We see that
all simulations exhibit the same behavior: the value of ǫt decreases during the time
steps and increases at the beginning of the next time step. However, we see that the
values of ǫt decrease in subsequent time steps. The finer grids show a smaller conver-
gence rate. In the viscous-inviscid iterations a Jacobi-type iteration is executed, see
page 47. This algorithm is known to converge slower when the number of grid points
increases, which we can also observe in Figure 6.3. In this figure we have exaggerated
the number of iterations per time step to show the convergence behavior. The start of
a new time step is clearly visible in the figure.
1The definition of ǫt is discussed in Chapter 5.























Figure 6.3: ǫt for laminar flow simulations with d = −0.02 (separation), N = 200; 400; 800,

































Figure 6.4: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = −0.02 (separation), with time step
sizes of ∆t = 1000; 1; 0.001, N = 200 for 2D laminar flow simulations with solver a.
The external flow is modeled as a steady flow. Therefore we expect the boundary
layer simulations to converge to a steady state solution. If so, simulations with differ-
ent time step sizes should converge to the same result. In Figure 6.4 the results are
presented for the boundary layer displacement thickness and skin friction coefficient for
































Figure 6.5: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = −0.00 (flat plate), N = 200 for 2D
laminar flow simulations with solver a, b and c.
three different time step sizes for a flow with separation inside the dent. The simulation
with a time step size of ∆t = 1000 is considered to be a steady boundary layer flow
simulation. Here, only 10 time steps were calculated. The simulation with ∆t = 1 used
10.000 time steps and the simulation with ∆t = 0.001 has been calculated using 107
time steps. The results of the simulations are equal up to numerical noise and show
that the boundary layer simulations indeed converge to the same steady-state result
independent of the time step size.
For the simulations of which the results are presented next, we use the time step size
and number of time steps given in Table 6.1. In the convergence process we observed
that in the first time step the convergence value of the boundary layer iterations is
monotonically decreasing until the convergence criterion is achieved. In the succeeding
time steps only one boundary layer iteration is needed to fulfil the convergence criterion
of ǫt = 10
−6 which was discussed in Section 5.1.2.
Flat plate (d = -0.0)
Figure 6.5 shows the boundary layer displacement thickness and the skin friction co-
efficient for a laminar flow over a flat plate. The solutions are comparable with the
Blasius solution for a flat plate. The results of the three solvers are almost on top of
each other. In Figure 6.5b it is visible that solver c shows the most deviation, especially
at the beginning of the plate (x < 0.2) where the differences are about 50% compared
to the results of solver a and b. This is because at x = 0.0 the applied model has a
singularity which we cannot handle numerically. The results of solver a and b coincide
graphically. The differences between the solutions are most probably due to differences
in discretization. The differences will disappear for finer grids as will be shown later.






























Figure 6.6: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = −0.01 (attached flow), N = 200 for































Figure 6.7: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = −0.02 (separation), N = 200 for
2D laminar flow simulations with solver a, b and c.
Attached flow (d = -0.01)
For geometries with a dent depth of 1% of the total plate length, the flow is fully
attached. The convergence rate is smaller compared to flows over a flat plate, see
Figure 6.2. In Figure 6.6 the results of simulations of flows over a plate with a dent
depth of d = −0.01 are presented. On the entire grid a small difference between the
solutions of the solvers is visible. Solver c deviates the most again. The differences are
of the same order as the differences for the simulation on a flat plate.



















Figure 6.8: Grid convergence plot for Cf with dent depth d =
−0.02 (separation), N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 for 2D laminar flow
simulations with solver a. Numerical values are given Table 6.2.
N Cf
50 4.1969 · 10−2
100 4.3419 · 10−2
200 4.4144 · 10−2
400 4.4456 · 10−2
800 4.4607 · 10−2
Table 6.2: Values of
Cf at x = 0.7 for lam-
inar flow simulations
with d = −0.02 for dif-
ferent mesh sizes.
Separated flow (d = -0.02)
The result of a simulation with separation is presented in Figure 6.7. The dent depth is
2% of the total plate length. The flow is separated inside the dent as can be seen from
the negative values for the skin friction coefficient in Figure 6.7b. From the results
it can also be observed that outside the dent solver c is deviating from the results of
solvers a and b. We can conclude that our method is able to solve separated laminar
flows applying the three solvers.
Grid convergence for the skin friction coefficient for a flow over a dented plate with
d = −0.02 is presented in Figure 6.8 and Table 6.2 where the results for x = 0.7
are shown. The plot shows a detail from the result as in this part the differences
between the results are largest. The values and the plot show that the expected order
of convergence is O (h) which is the order of the used upwind scheme in the three
solvers.
Eigenvalues
In Chapter 4 it was argued that a proper value of the interaction law coefficient c will
ensure positive eigenvalues of the system of equations, even in separated flow.
The figure with the eigenvalues, Fig. 6.9, shows also small differences between the
results of the three solvers like those of δ∗ and Cf in Figure 6.7. In these simulations,
throughout the entire grid small differences can be observed between the results of the
solvers. The differences become smaller when finer grids are applied (Figure 6.10a).
The eigenvalues increase when finer grids are used for attached flow (Figure 6.10b).
The eigenvalues decrease when the flow is separated. Here we can also observe that




































Figure 6.9: Eigenvalues for d = −0.02 (separation), N = 200 for 2D laminar flow simulations





































(b) solver b, N = 200, 400, 800
Figure 6.10: Second eigenvalue for d = −0.02 (separation) with solver a (a) and different
mesh sizes (b) for laminar flow simulations.
the values show the tendency to converge to a fixed value if N → ∞ and indicate
first-order accuracy of our method.
Besides that, the figure shows that the eigenvalues are positive throughout the
whole flow, including the regions with separation inside the dent. The effect of the
dent is visible in the value of the two eigenvalues as between x ≈ 0.4 and x ≈ 0.6 a
hump in the eigenvalues appears.
We can conclude that our choice of c ensures positive eigenvalues. We will show
that this is also true for turbulent flow simulations (Figure 6.21).
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6.3 Turbulent flow
In the previous section results of simulations with laminar flow were given and dis-
cussed. This section focusses on simulations with turbulent flow. For turbulent flow
simulations we solve the integral equations, the von Ka´rma´n equation (2.9) and en-
trainment equation (2.12), and the algebraic interaction law equation (3.15).
Simulations are performed using two different formulations of the boundary layer
equations and the interaction law equation. The first set of equations - we will refer to it
as the ‘three-equation formulation’ - solves the two boundary layer equations together
with the interaction law using solver a of Section 5.2. In the second set of equations
- the ‘two-equation formulation’ - the interaction law equation is first substituted into
the boundary layer equations to obtain a set with partial differential equations only.
This set is solved using the three solvers of Section 5.2.
First, the results of the three-equation formulation are presented, followed by results
of simulations with the two-equation formulation. After this, a comparison between
the results of the two formulations is given.
6.3.1 Three-equation formulation
In the three-equation formulation, the system of equations that is solved consists of
two partial differential equations, (2.9) and (2.12), and the algebraic relation of the
interaction law (3.15). The three unknowns that are solved are the boundary layer
displacement thickness δ∗, the shape factor H and the external velocity ue.
We show the results of simulations for flows over plates with two different dent
depths in which different time step sizes have been used.
Input parameters
The input parameters for the simulations are listed in Table 6.3. Other parameters
can be found in Chapter 5. The initial values are given in Table 5.2. The Reynolds
number is chosen such that simulations can be compared with the results from Coenen
[17] for verification.
Re = 11.5 · 106
N = 120
dent depths: d = −0.03;−0.1
∆t = 1000; 1; 0.001; 1 · 10−5
max. 100 quasi-simultaneous iterations per time step
Table 6.3: Input parameters for 2D turbulent flow simulations with the three-equation
formulation.
















Figure 6.11: Grid convergence of d = −0.03 (attached
flow), N = 60; 120; 240; 480 for the turbulent three-
equation formulation. Close-up at x ∈ [0.4, 0.6].
δ∗
60 4.18 · 10−3
120 3.94 · 10−3
240 3.83 · 10−3
480 3.77 · 10−3
Table 6.4: Displacement thick-
ness at x = 0.5 for N = 60;
120; 240; 480, d = −0.03 points
for the turbulent three-equation
formulation.
Convergence
For a simulation with a dent depth of d = −0.03, grid convergence is shown in Figure
6.11 where the results for x ∈ [0.4, 0.6] are shown. Results of the boundary layer
displacement thickness δ∗ from simulations with grid sizes of ∆x = 1/60, 1/120, 1/240
and 1/480 are shown. From the graph and numerical values it follows that the order of























Figure 6.12: Convergence ǫt with N = 120, ∆t = 1000 for four different dent depths.
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Simulations with small time steps need less ‘time’2 to converge to the steady-state
value. Simulations with larger time step sizes need more ‘time’ to obtain the steady-
state solution. This is caused by the limit of the number of steady iterations per
time step. If this value would be increased to e.g. 1000, then there is less ‘time’
needed, because then per time step the solution of the viscous-inviscid iterations has
converged enough. From this we can draw the conclusion that there is no significant
time behavior when the time step size is large. In Figure 6.12 the convergence monitor
ǫt for simulations with N = 120 for four different dent depths is plotted. The figure
shows that for larger dent depths the convergence rate is slower. The rate decreases
when separation occurs. We already saw this in the results of the laminar simulations
(Figure 6.2 on page 81).
Results
Results for the boundary layer displacement thickness and the skin friction coefficient
of a turbulent flow simulation with dent depth d = −0.1 (excessive separation) are
shown in Figure 6.13. We can deduce from the figure that the result is independent
of the time step size and that it is a steady-state result as simulations with the three































Figure 6.13: Boundary layer variables d = −0.10 (excessive separation), N = 120 with
solver a for three time step sizes for the turbulent three-equation formulation.
2‘time’ = ∆t × number of time steps
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Comparison with simultaneous method
Simulations with a simultaneous method have been carried out to compare the result
with the quasi-simultaneous method applied here3. The aim of the simulations is to
confirm that this quasi-simultaneous method and a simultaneous method yield equal
results up to numerical noise. The simultaneous method has been implemented in the
same program by setting I = E. This means that in the flow chart of Figure 5.1a
the boxes with ‘External flow calculation’ and ‘Boundary layer calculation’ have been
merged. This ‘simultaneous program’ contains extra routines for an iterative process.
The external and boundary layer equations are bundled in one system of equations:
the external flow is solved together with the boundary layer flow in a ‘monolithic’
way. In the quasi-simultaneous method the boundary layer flow is solved with an
approximation of the external flow, in fact the diagonal of E, after which the external

































(b) d = −0.10
Figure 6.14: Convergence per boundary layer iterations (a) and boundary layer displace-
ment thickness for d = −0.10, N = 200 (b) for a simultaneous (sim) and quasi-simultaneous
(quasi) turbulent flow simulation.
A simulation in which separation is present has been executed with a dent depth
of 10% (d = −0.1) of the total plate length. Figure 6.14 shows the results. In the left
figure the convergence of both simulations is shown. The simultaneous method needs
less iterations to converge compared to the quasi-simultaneous method. This can be
explained by noting that the quasi-simultaneous method first solves the boundary layer
equations together with an approximation of the external flow followed by a calculation
of the external flow; the simultaneous method solves the boundary layer flow and
the external flow at the same time, which is more effective in terms of convergence.
We see that the simultaneous method needs only half of the number of iterations to
3see Figure 3.2 and Section 3.4 for an explanation on simultaneous methods
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converge compared to the quasi-simultaneous method, see page 47. The simultaneous
method uses a Gauss-Seidel process for the viscous-inviscid iterations and the quasi-
simultaneous method is effectively a Jacobi process. We recognize the theoretical factor
2 between their convergence rates.
The curves for results of the displacement thickness of both methods coincide graph-
ically, Figure 6.14b. The graph shows that the interaction law equation has no influence
on the converged result, compared to a result obtained with a simultaneous method.
6.3.2 Two-equation formulation
The two-equation formulation is a system of two partial differential equations only.
This is achieved by substitution of the algebraic interaction law equation (3.15) into
the boundary layer equations of (2.9) and (2.12) as described in Section 4.4.1. It results
in system (4.10).
System (4.10) can be solved using the three solvers of Section 5.2, whereas the three-
equation formulation can only be solved with solver a. We expect that the results of
the three solvers are comparable, although it should be noted that in solver c we are
neglecting terms. Besides that, we also expect that the result of solver a is almost
identical to the result obtained with solver a in the three-equation formulation. The
differences are the result of a slightly different discretization, although analytically the
formulations are equivalent.
Results for flows over a flat plate (d = 0.0) and plates with dent depths of 3% and
5% of the total plate length are presented. Grid convergence is shown for simulations
over a dent depth of 3%, which corresponds to an attached flow simulation.
Input parameters
Table 6.5 lists the most relevant input parameters of the turbulent simulations per-
formed with the two-equation formulation. Other parameters can be found in Chapter
5.
Re = 11.5 · 106
N = 40; 80; 120; 160; 320
dent depths: d = 0.0;−0.03;−0.05
∆t = 1000
max. 100 quasi-simultaneous iterations per time step
Table 6.5: Input parameters for 2D turbulent simulations with the two-equation formula-
tion.



































Figure 6.15: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = 0.0 (flat plate), N = 120 for
solvers a, b and c for the turbulent two-equation formulation.
Flat plate (d = 0.0)
Figure 6.15 shows the results of a simulation over a flat plate. Graphically, no differ-
ences between the results of the three flow solvers can be seen whereas in the simulations
































Figure 6.16: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = −0.03 (attached flow), N = 120
for solvers a, b and c for the turbulent two-equation formulation.
Attached flow (d = -0.03)
The result of a simulation of a boundary layer flow over a dented plate with attached
flow is shown in Figure 6.16. The dent depth in this simulation is 3% of the total plate
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length. A close look at the results reveals that after the dent a small difference between
the results of solver a and solvers b and c is visible. Results of solvers b and c coincide
graphically. We will show later that this difference is caused by the discretization and



































Figure 6.17: Boundary layer variables δ∗ and Cf for d = −0.05 (separated flow), N = 120
for solvers a, b and c for the turbulent two-equation formulation.
Separated flow (d = -0.05)
In Figure 6.17 the result of a simulation for a turbulent boundary layer flow over a plate
with a dent depth of 5% of the plate length is shown. In the dent, separation occurs
as can be seen in Figure 6.17b where the skin friction coefficient becomes negative. In
this simulation, the differences between the three solvers in the separated region are
not negligible anymore. We can see clearly that solver a deviates from solvers b and c.
However, results of simulations with smaller grid sizes show that the differences
between the three solvers decrease as can be observed from Figure 6.18. Calculations
suggest that these differences eventually will disappear for very fine grids (Table 6.6).
This was also the case for the laminar flow simulations. The observed differences can
be attributed to discretization effects.
Grid convergence
To show grid convergence, simulations using solver c were performed on grids with
N = 40, 80, 160 and 320 past plates with dent depths of 3% and 5% of the total
plate length (d = −0.03 and d = −0.05 resp.). In Figure 6.19a the boundary layer
displacement thickness for attached flow simulations (d = −0.03) is shown. In Figure
6.19b the results for the boundary layer displacement thickness of a simulation with
separated flow (d = −0.05) are plotted. Table 6.6 shows the values of the displacement




























(b) N = 640
Figure 6.18: Displacement thickness for d = −0.05 (separated flow), N = 320, 640 with





































(b) d = −0.05 (separated)
Figure 6.19: Boundary layer displacement thickness for d = −0.03 (attached flow), N =
40; 80; 160; 320; 640 with solver c for the turbulent two-equation formulation.
thickness δ∗ at x = 0.5 for simulations with 40, 80, 160, 320 and 640 points respectively.
Simulations with N = 40 and d = −0.05 did not converge which is probably due to a
too large mesh size causing the interaction law coefficient c to become too small. This
issue has been addressed in Section 4.4, where it was shown that increasing the values
of the grid size decreases the value of c, because c ∝ 1/∆x, hence causing it to get
closer to, or even smaller than, the critical value ccrit. Both figures show that there is
grid convergence for the simulations performed. From the numerical values in Table
6.6 it follows that the order is O (h) for simulations with attached and separated flows,
which is to be expected from the applied first-order upwind discretization scheme.
It follows that performing simulations on finer grids reduces the differences between
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d = −0.03, solver c d = −0.05, solver a d = −0.05, solver c
40 4.63 · 10−3 - -
80 4.13 · 10−3 1.28 · 10−2 1.65 · 10−2
160 3.91 · 10−3 1.11 · 10−2 1.23 · 10−2
320 3.81 · 10−3 1.06 · 10−2 1.10 · 10−2
640 - 1.03 · 10−2 1.04 · 10−2
Table 6.6: Displacement thickness at x = 0.5 for N = 40; 80; 160; 320; 640, d = −0.03;−0.05








































Figure 6.20: Eigenvalues for a flow over a dent with d = −0.03 (attached) d = −0.05
(separated), N = 120 for solvers a, b and c in the turbulent two-equation formulation.
the results of the solvers. This can be seen in Figure 6.18 where the result for the
boundary layer displacement thickness on a grid with N = 320 and N = 640 is shown
for simulations past a plate with dent depth d = −0.05. From the figure it follows that
for the finest grid the differences between the solvers have almost disappeared. This
is what we expected to happen as the solvers use the same boundary layer model but
differ only in their discretization scheme.
Eigenvalues
In Section 4.3 it was shown that the system of equations is hyperbolic and that the
eigenvalues have the same sign if a proper value of the interaction law coefficient is
chosen. Simulations of attached and separated flows over plates with dent depths of
3% and 5% of the total plate length have been performed to confirm this. Figure
6.20 shows the eigenvalues of the system of equations for solvers a, b and c. The
values are positive, even in the separated region, although there is a dent visible. It
is deeper for the separated case than for the attached case (see Figure 6.20a). The
results in the figures show that the interaction law coefficient indeed ensures positive
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eigenvalues. The ‘information’ for the calculations comes from the same direction
because the eigenvalues are postive and of the same magnitude (i.e.: the domain of






























Figure 6.21: Values of the interaction law co-
efficient for a turbulent flow simulation. The c
of the interaction law coefficient is for N = 120
with d = −0.05 (separation). A simulation with
a direct method uses c = 0.
In Chapter 4, the critical value of
the interaction law coefficient has been
derived, equation (4.27). We concluded
that if the value of the interaction
law coefficient is larger than the crit-
ical value ccrit, the quasi-simultaneous
method should work. Figure 6.21
shows c of a simulation with a quasi-
simultaneous interaction scheme. The
critical value is also plotted and one can
observe that: c > ccrit. Figure 6.21
shows that for a simulation with the di-
rect method, where c = 0, the crite-
rion of c > ccrit is not met in the sepa-
rated region. This shows why the direct

































Figure 6.22: Eigenvalues for a flow over a dent with d = −0.1 (separated flow), N = 320
for solvers a and c in the turbulent two equation formulation.
Figure 6.20 shows that the first eigenvalue decreases in the dent for larger dent
depths. A simulation using the three solvers with large separation (d = −0.1) has been
performed to investigate whether the eigenvalues for these simulations can decrease to
zero in the region with separated flow. The flow past a plate with a depth of d = −0.1
is physically an unrealistic case, but numerically interesting, because it can show us
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from a numerical point of view if we can use any dent depth and still obtain a converged
result. In Figure 6.22 the eigenvalues for solvers a and c with N = 320 are shown. In the
dent the results of the two solvers differ significantly, especially for the first eigenvalue.
Also, the behavior of the first eigenvalue in the dent is different for a simulation with
d = −0.05 and d = −0.1 (compare Figs. 6.20a and 6.22a). If the trend of the realistic
(d ≥ −0.05) cases is extrapolated we eventually will have negative eigenvalues in the
dent, but we conclude that the quasi-simultaneous interaction method prevents this.
The differences in eigenvalues between the solvers are expected as for N = 320 the
solvers predict slightly different values. The number of points has been increased in
order to obtain a result that does not show too much differences between the results
of the solvers.















Figure 6.23: Cf for d = −0.03 (attached
flow), N = 120, ∆t = 1000 for the turbulent
two and three-equation model with solver a.
Finally, we compare results of the two-
and three-equation formulations. The
formulations are based on the same
boundary layer model and interaction
law equation and are analytically equal,
but they differ in numerical formulation.
Therefore, if the grid size is small enough,
simulations with both models should con-
verge to the same solution, independently
of the time step size.
In Figure 6.23 the results of the skin
friction coefficient are shown for a sim-
ulation with the two- and three-equation
formulation for simulations with attached
turbulent flow with d = −0.03 and N =
120. The curves show differences after the dent. For simulations with finer grids, these
differences become smaller and we expect that they eventually will disappear. As ex-
pected, the kind of formulation does not influence the final result, which enables us to
choose the formulation that best fits our purposes.
6.4 Flow past an airfoil
In this section we present results of simulations of a flow past a NACA0012 airfoil.
The simulated flow is both laminar and turbulent. The transition is fixed and a wake
is present. The angles of attack in the simulations include flows with separation. The
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turbulent two-equation formulation of Section 6.3.2 is used in combination with solvers
a and b discussed in Section 5.2.
Parameters
In Table 6.7 the input parameters for simulations with the airfoil are given.
Re = 9.0 · 106
Nairfoil = 121; 241; 481, Nwake = 25; 49; 97 (wake is 1/2 airfoil length)
angle of attack: α = 0, ..., 16 degrees
∆t = 1000
max. 10000 quasi-simultaneous iterations per time step
Table 6.7: Input parameters for simulations over a NACA0012 airfoil.
The length of the laminar flow region is two grid elements downstream of the
stagnation point on the pressure and suction side of the airfoil for the coarsest grid and
corresponds with x = 0.02 for α = 0◦ where x = 1 is the position of the trailing edge.
The length of the region of laminar flow is kept equal for all mesh sizes.
For the laminar points, Thwaites’ method [90] is used in combination with solver
a. The equations of Thwaites’ method are given in Appendix B.3.4. This is the same
set of equations that Coenen uses [17] and we use her data for comparison.
1
NN + 1 Nw
Figure 6.24: Points distribution over the airfoil and in the wake.
The wake is modeled as two half wakes. We set Cf = 0 and apply the same
turbulent boundary layer model. In the first point of the wake (i = N + 1), we take:
δ∗(N + 1) =
1
2
(δ∗(N) + δ∗(1)) ;












where points 1 and N are the trailing edge points. The mesh is refined at the nose,
trailing edge and beginning of the wake, see also Figure 6.24.
Every simulation starts from scratch; no former solution is needed. This shows
again that our method is very robust.
















Figure 6.25: Convergence of ǫq in viscous-
inviscid iterations at α = 6.0 withN = 121(25)
for solver a and b.
In Figure 6.25 the convergence behavior
of the viscous-inviscid iterations is pre-
sented. The figure shows the number of
iterations needed to get to a certain con-
vergence level for α = 6.0◦. The value
of ǫq is defined by equation (5.2). It is
clear from the figure that simulations us-
ing solver a need approximately the same
number of boundary layer iterations to
achieve the same convergence level com-
pared to simulations using solver b. The
two solvers use the same set of equations,
but they only differ in their discretization
scheme.
In Figure 6.26 we show the results for the displacement thickness δ∗ using solvers
a and b at two angles of attack. We can see that solvers a and b yield the same result
graphically at α = 6.0◦ and α = 10.0◦. The largest differences occur in the wake, but
they are still very small.



























(b) α = 10.0.
Figure 6.26: Displacement thickness on the airfoil (0 < x ≤ 1) and in the wake (1 < x < 1.5)
for solvers a and b at α = 6, 0◦; 10.0◦. Note that we have plotted the complete wake here.
The results of the simulations with different mesh sizes are compared with exper-
imental data from Abbott and von Doenhoff [1]. In Figure 6.27 the CL-α curves for
results with the solvers a and b are presented.







































Figure 6.27: Lift coefficient vs. angle of attack of simulations using solvers a and b on a
NACA0012 airfoil with N(Nw) = 121(25), 241(49), 481(97).
From the figures we can observe that for smaller angles of attack the results of the
simulations match the experimental data quite well. For large angles of attack, both
numerical methods underestimate the lift coefficient and have the point of maximum
lift at a smaller angle of attack compared to the experimental data. This behavior
was also observed by Coenen [17]. However, we find that the mismatch with the
experimental data for higher angles of attack is mainly caused by the discretization
error. The figures show that for finer grids the results are closer to the experimental
data.
The simulations with the finest grids with solver a at high angle of attack (> 12.0◦)
take about 1000 iterations and a computational time of about one minute on a modern
PC4. Solver a is used in the points around the trailing edge for simulations with solver
b with the grids of 241 and 481 points at angles of attack larger than 12.0◦.
In the work of Coenen [17] it was argued that the differences between the experi-
mental data and the upwind scheme with 121 grid points on the airfoil were probably
due to an inappropriate boundary layer model. From Figure 6.27 we conclude that the
observed differences in [17] were mainly caused by a too coarse grid.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter results of simulations of two-dimensional unsteady boundary layer flow
using a quasi-simultaneous interaction scheme have been presented. Simulations for
laminar and turbulent flows have been carried out past dented plates and a NACA0012
4The PC has an Intel(R) Core (TM)2 Duo CPU E8500, 3.16 GHz processor and 768 MB of ram.
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airfoil with attached and separated flow.
In Chapter 4 criteria for the value of the interaction law coefficient c were posed:
c > ccrit. The applied value of c is the diagonal term of the influence matrix modeling
the external flow. This value is always positive (the off-diagonal terms are negative),
such that ‘I > E’ is ensured thus fulfilling the criterion posed in Chapter 4. The
value of the interaction law coefficient c ensures that the eigenvalues of the system of
equations are positive throughout the whole grid. For attached flow ccrit is negative. For
separated flows the critical value is positive. For all cases investigated, the interaction
law coefficient is sufficiently large to ensure c > ccrit in simulations with regions of
separated flow. For direct methods c = 0 and therefore simulations will break down at
the point of separation.
The eigenvalues of the systems of equations have the same sign for both the laminar
and turbulent models (Figures 6.9 and 6.22). They remain positive everywhere on the
grid, even when the flow separates. This is due to the proper value of the interaction law
coefficient in combination with our choice of closure relations: c is large enough. Thus,
the characteristic directions are positive enabling us to apply an upwind discretization
scheme in space in every grid point. For simulations with laminar and turbulent models
three solver types have been defined in Chapter 5 and are applied here. The reason
to apply several solvers is to show that it is possible to solve the boundary layer flow
with a quasi-simultaneous interaction method while making use of different kinds of
flow solvers.
Simulations with both the laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow models show
that only small differences between the three applied solvers exist. Simulations with
finer grid sizes reduce the differences between the solvers, although in the formulation




-terms are neglected. For larger
dent depths finer grids are needed to get to the same level of differences between the
solvers compared to simulations with smaller dent depths.
Simulations of flows past the airfoil converged with the quasi-simultaneous method.
Solver b converges slightly slower than solver a. All simulations start from scratch.
In figure 6.27 we showed that results of simulations with solvers a and b match the
experimental data quite well. The method is able to simulate flow past the point of
maximum lift.
To summarize, in this chapter we showed that the quasi-simultaneous interaction
method exhibits the expected numerical behavior and that the results of simulations
with this method match experimental data quite well.
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CHAPTER 7
Application to 3D steady flow
In this chapter results are presented of simulations with the quasi-simultaneous inter-
action method of a steady three-dimensional boundary layer flow. The simulations use
the 3D models derived in Chapter 2 and the interaction law of Chapter 3. These are
applied in the numerical method described in Chapter 5.
First, results are shown for a 2D-like geometry to verify the method against the
pure 2D model (Chapter 6). Next, we present results of simulations past a full 3D
geometry to show the applicability of the quasi-simultaneous method to full 3D geome-
tries. Finally, results of simulations on a rotating flat plate will be discussed. With
the results on a full 3D geometry and the rotating plate we test two properties of a 3D
wind turbine blade: a 3D geometry and rotating flow. This will enable us to conclude
whether this method is suitable for application in methods for simulation of flows over
wind turbine blades.
The Reynolds number, based on the length of the plate, of the simulations is 11.5 ·
106. We have chosen this value to compare results to Coenen [17].
7.1 Geometry
Flows are simulated over a plate with a two-dimensional trough or a three-dimensional
dent, see Figure 7.1. The z-coordinate of the plate with the trough is given by:
z(i, j) =
d
cosh(12(x(i, j)− 0.5)) (7.1a)
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and the z-coordinate of the dented plate is obtained via:
z(i, j) =
d
cosh(12(x(i, j)− 0.5)) cosh(12(y(i, j)− 0.5)) , (7.1b)
where d is the maximum depth of the trough or the dent. Figure 7.1 shows the geometry





















































Figure 7.1: Geometry for a plate with a trough (left) and a dent (right) with d = −0.01.
The simulations are performed on a uniformly sized grid with a dimensionless length









; j ∈ 0, 1, 2, ..., Ny
(7.2)
with Nx, Ny the number of grid points in x- and y-direction respectively. The default
grid consists of 121 points in streamwise direction and 40 points in spanwise direction.
To be able to apply a Neumann boundary condition at the outflow boundaries of the
domain, extra lines of points are added: Nx + 1 and Ny + 1 respectively. On the lines
j = 0, j = Ny + 1 and i = Nx + 1 a Neumann boundary condition is applied. The
line i = 0 is the inflow boundary where a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied.
The boundary layer flow is calculated in grid points (i, j) = (1...Nx, 1...Ny). The
external flow has the same inflow conditions and the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary
conditions are applied at the same lines as for the boundary layer flow.
The velocity components in x-direction are labelled with u and the velocity com-
ponents in y-direction are labelled with v.
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7.2 Plate with trough
This section deals with results of simulations for a plate with a two-dimensional trough
(Fig. 7.1a). The input parameters set in Chapter 5 are used. First, a comparison with
a 2D result is made to verify the method. After this, results of simulations of flows
past plates with different depths of the trough are presented, followed by a discussion
on convergence and eigenvalues.
Comparison with a 2D simulation
The geometry with a trough is a two-dimensional geometry and suited to compare
results with a true two-dimensional simulation. For a dent depth of d = −0.03 the
results of a simulation over the plate with the trough are compared with the two-
dimensional equivalent, both having 121 points in streamwise direction. The results of
the simulation on the 3D plate will be shown for y = 0.50 which is the symmetry line of
the 3D plate with a trough. Here we expect that the influence of the side boundaries is
minimal. The flow is not completely constant in spanwise direction due to the influence
of the side boundaries on the external flow velocity.
The two-dimensional data are obtained from the simulation using solver a of a
two-equation turbulent flow model discussed in Section 6.3.2; results are presented in




































Figure 7.2: Streamwise displacement thickness δ∗s (left) and skin friction coefficient Cf
(right) for d = −0.03 (attached flow), Nx = 121, Ny = 21 at y = 0.50 (symmetry line) for a
2D and 3D geometry of simulations using solvers a (2D and 3D), b (3D) and c (3D).
Figure 7.2 shows the results for the streamwise displacement thickness δ∗s and the
skin friction coefficient Cf . From the figure it can be observed that the 3D results
match those of the 2D simulation quite well. The result of a simulation with solver c is
deviating up to 10% in the dent. At the end of the plate the largest differences occur
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between the 2D result and solver a. The differences decrease for smaller dent depths
and for larger numbers of Nx. The deviating result of solver c is most probably due to




−terms, see Section 4.3.3.
Three trough depths
In Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 results of simulations over plates with three different trough
depths are presented: a flat plate and plates with depths of 3% and 5.2% of the total
plate length respectively. The results are plotted for y = 0.25 and y = 0.50. The
differences between the solutions of the three solvers are negligible. Furthermore, it
can be learned from the figures that there is a small difference between y = 0.25 and
y = 0.50. Observing figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 we see that the differences between the
lines at y = 0.25 and y = 0.50 grow when larger dent depths are applied. We can
conclude from the figures that for larger dent depths the effects of the left and right
boundaries (y = 0.0 and y = 1.0) become more pronounced. The number of grid
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Figure 7.3: Streamwise displacement thickness (left) and skin friction coefficient (right) of
simulations with d = −0.0 (flat plate), Nx = 121, Ny = 40 at y = 0.25; 0.50 for solvers a, b
and c.
In a simulation with d = −0.052 separation occurs in the trough (see Figure 7.5).
This can be concluded from the negative values of the skin friction coefficient in Figure
7.5b. Note that we use a finer mesh in cross flow direction. Results of solver a are
shown here. It is interesting to note that the differences between y = 0.25 and y = 0.50
seem to be smaller compared to the simulation with d = −0.03 (Fig. 7.4). A simulation
with a finer grid (Nx = 120, Ny = 60) does not have any separation. We can explain
this by noting that the physical interaction smoothes the flow. Without interaction
there could have been separation; that is why we see separation at coarser meshes.
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Figure 7.4: Streamwise displacement thickness (left) and skin friction coefficient (right) of
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Figure 7.5: Streamwise displacement thickness (left) and skin friction coefficient (right) of
simulations with d = −0.052, Nx = 80, Ny = 60 at y = 0.25; 0.50 with solver a.
The variation of the values of the boundary layer variables in y-direction is caused
by the external flow model in which the effect of the side boundaries is incorporated.
If the value of the external flow at the symmetry line (y = 0.50) is copied over the
whole width, the variation in the value of the boundary layer variables diminishes, see
Figure 7.6, and the flow is a fully 2D flow.
Convergence
Grid convergence is shown of a simulation with a trough depth of d = −0.01 for three
different grid sizes in x-direction. The number of points in y-direction has no significant
effect on the converged result.
The results are shown for simulations using solver b and c. In Figure 7.7 the




















































Figure 7.6: Streamwise displacement thickness δ∗s for d = −0.03, Nx = 121, Ny = 21. Re-
sults of simulations without (left) and with (right) variation in spanwise direction in external





























Figure 7.7: Streamwise displacement thickness δ∗s of simulations with d = −0.03, Nx =
41; 81; 161, Ny = 40 at y = 0.50 using solver b (left) and solver c (right).
streamwise dispacement thickness is shown for three different mesh sizes. The figures
show that the results of simulations with Nx = 81 and Nx = 161 almost coincide. We
expect that simulations on an ever finer grid agree with the results of the mesh size of
Nx = 161. The figure shows us that we have a first-order method.
In Figure 7.8 the convergence behavior of the viscous-inviscid iterations (see Figure
5.2) of the three solvers for simulations with three different depths is shown. The
number of viscous-inviscid iterations is approximately equal for the three solvers. We
see that solver a needs a few iterations more, except for the simulation with d = −0.03.
We saw in the figure with the 2D results of flow past an airfoil that solver a needs
slightly more iterations to get to the same convergence level compared to solver b.
The calculation times are on average 1.30 min (flat plate), 2.50 min (d = −0.03)











































(c) d = −0.05
Figure 7.8: Convergence behavior for d = 0.0;−0.03;−0.05, Nx = 121, Ny = 40 at y = 0.50
with solvers a, b and c. The value ǫ is based on the change of the value of the velocity between
two boundary layer and external flow iterations (I +B and E), see also equation (5.3).
and 14 min (d = −0.0052) to converge on a PC1.
Eigenvalues
The eigenvalues discussed in this section are the eigenvalues of the system of 3D bound-
ary layer equations into which the algebraic interaction law equation is substituted,
equation (4.12). It consists of three partial differential equations only. The mathe-
matical behavior of the eigenvalues has been discussed in Section 4.4.2. The three
eigenvalues should have the same sign in one single grid point. The sign of the eigen-
value depends on the sign of the spanwise velocity.
Figure 7.9 shows the three eigenvalues for a flow over a plate with depth d = −0.01
and grid size Nx = 121, Ny = 41.
Simulations show that the eigenvalues lie for the most part between the external
streamline and wall streamline. At the end half of the plate the first eigenvalue has
a larger value than tan β. From the paper by P.D. Smith [82], discussed at the end
of Section 4.3.3, we expected that for the whole grid the eigenvalues lie between the
external and wall streamline. So this is (more or less) confirmed.
The figure shows that on a single grid point the three eigenvalues have the same
sign. The sign of the eigenvalues changes throughout the grid.
7.3 Plate with dent
For simulations over a full three-dimensional geometry a square grid with a rotational
symmetrical dent in the center is used, see Figure 7.1b on page 104. The dent shape is
given by equation (7.1b). Results of simulations of flows over dented plates with dent
1The PC has an Intel(R) Core (TM)2 Duo CPU E8500, 3.16 GHz processor and 768 MB of ram.

































Figure 7.9: Eigenvalues, wall and external streamlines for d = −0.01, Nx = 121, Ny = 21
using solvers b and c, where ev1 = first eigenvalue; ev2 = second eigenvalue; ev3 = third
eigenvalue; alpha = tanα and beta = tanα + tan β at 25% plate width (for a definition of
tanα, see Figure 4.2).
depths of 1%, 3% and 5.2% of the total plate length are presented in this section. The
input parameters are equal to those of the simulations with the trough and are given
in Chapter 5 in Table 5.1.
Convergence
Grid convergence is shown for simulations of flows on a plate with a dent depth of
d = −0.03 for three different grid sizes in x-direction: Nx = 41, 81, 161 and Ny = 40.
The results for the streamwise displacement thickness are shown in Figure 7.10a at
y = 0.50. The differences between solutions decrease for smaller grid sizes. The
calculation times are 0.15 min, 1.02 min and 22 min respectively on a PC2.
In Figure 7.10b the results of simulations of flows on a plate with a dent depth
of d = −0.03 for three different grid sizes in spanwise direction are plotted (Ny =
11, 21, 41). From this figure it follows that there is convergence in spanwise direction
for smaller grid sizes. For these grid sizes the calculation times are 0.13 min, 0.47 min
and 2.40 min. respectively on a PC.
Figure 7.11 shows the convergence behavior of the viscous-inviscid iterations for the
solvers of simulations with three different depths. The result of the flat plate is not
shown here (see Fig 7.8 for the result of the flat plate). The value of the convergence
monitor ǫ is based on the change of the value of the velocity between a cyclus of a
boundary layer and external flow iteration (I +B and E), see equation (5.3).
The convergence behavior of solvers b and c is almost equal on all dent depths. Fur-
2The PC has an Intel(R) Core (TM)2 Duo CPU E8500, 3.16 GHz processor and 768 MB of ram.































(b) d = −0.03, Ny = 11; 21; 41, Nx = 121 at
x = 0.50.
Figure 7.10: Grid convergence for streamwise displacement thickness δ∗s (left) and stream-
wise momentum thickness θss (right) in streamwise direction (left) and spanwise direction
(right) with solver b on a dented plate.
thermore, it can be learned from the figures that the solvers have an equal convergence
rate compared to solver a. The convergence behavior of the simulations with a dent
depth of d = −0.052 shows irregularities for solver a which are most likely caused by





























(b) d = −0.052
Figure 7.11: Convergence behavior of simulations with d = −0.03;−0.052, Nx = 121,
Ny = 40 using solvers a, b and c on a dented plate.
3% dent depth
Simulations of flows over a plate with a dent depth of d = −0.03 with Nx = 121, Ny =
40 have been performed. In Figure 7.12 the results for the streamwise displacement
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Figure 7.12: Streamwise displacement thickness and skin friction coefficient for d = −0.03,
Nx = 121, Ny = 40 at y = 0.25; 0.50 with solvers a, b and c on a dented plate.
In Figure 7.12 we see that the result using solver a deviates most from the result of
the other solvers. The results of simulations using solver b and c coincide graphically.
The differences with solver a are slightly reduced if finer grids are applied. We can




-terms has no significant influence on the
converged result.
The differences between the results of the solvers occur mainly in the part after the
dent. Towards the side boundaries the differences between the solution of the solvers
decrease. This decrease is caused by a smaller displacement thickness and less complex
flow: the flow hardly ‘sees’ any dent. These kinds of differences were also present in
the simulations of flows over a trough and the differences are of the same magnitude
(compare Fig. 7.4).
In Figure 7.13 the results for ve and tanβ are shown. The spanwise velocity com-
ponent ve and the angle between wall streamline and external streamline, tan β, have
an expected sign change at the line y = 0.50 (symmetry line). We also observe that
ve and tanβ have the same sign on a single grid point. This confirms our choice to
base the direction of discretization for solver a in spanwise direction on tanβ; it can
be based either on tanβ or ve (solvers b and c use the sign of the eigenvalues, but we
will show that their sign corresponds with the sign of tanβ.).
5.2% dent depth
Figure 7.14 shows the result of simulations with a dent depth of d = −0.052. From the
figure with the skin friction coefficient we can conclude that separation occurs in the






















































Figure 7.13: Spanwise velocity and streamline angle of simulations with d = −0.03, Nx =
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Figure 7.14: Streamwise displacement thickness (left) and skin friction coefficient (right)
for d = −0.052, Nx = 80, Ny = 60 at y = 0.25; 0.50 with solvers a and b on a dented plate.
dent. In this simulation we observe that the separation disappears when a finer grid is
applied and it becomes more pronounced when a coarser grid is applied.
Eigenvalues
In Figure 7.15 the three eigenvalues are shown. The effect of the dent is clearly visible.
In Section 4.4.2 the behavior of the eigenvalues was discussed from a mathematical
point of view. It was stated that the three eigenvalues have the same sign on a single
grid point. Figure 7.15 shows that this claim is right for the simulations carried out
here. The three eigenvalues of these simulations are of the same order of magnitude,
indicating that the domain of dependence (bounded by the largest and smallest value)
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is small. Also, the three eigenvalues are of the same magnitude as those for flows over





























(b) Eigenvalue at y = 0.50.
Figure 7.15: Eigenvalues of simulations with d = −0.03, Nx = 121, Ny = 40 with solver b
on a dented plate.
In Figure 7.15 we can observe that at y = 0.50 the eigenvalues are zero. This
means that on this line the spanwise velocity is zero. For the discretization in spanwise
direction this is an unwanted property and it will result in singular behavior. In order
to avoid this, an even number of grid points is applied in spanwise direction. This can
also be seen in Figure 7.10b where the line of Ny = 41 shows an unexpected dent at
y = 0.50. A different approach to deal with this singularity is to see this line with
eigenvalues of zero as a line where the flow is purely 2D and apply the two-dimensional
flow equations there.
7.4 Rotating flat plate
In this section results of simulations with a rotating flat plate are presented. These
simulations have been carried out in order to investigate the effect of rotation on the
magnitude of the boundary layer variables.
In Section 2.4.4 the equations for the three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
flow model with rotation are given in equations (2.14). In these equations extra terms
appear compared to those without rotation. These are scalar terms and do not appear
in the derivatives of the boundary layer variables. This makes them very suitable to
transfer the terms containing the rotational effects to the right-hand side of the equa-
tions. Numerically, only the right-hand side of the boundary layer equations changes
and the eigenvalues (based on the matrix in the left-hand side) should have the same
behavior compared to simulations without rotation (eqns. (B.25), (B.26) and (B.31)).
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As a result of the transfer of terms, only vector {R} changes in the system of equations
which is solved. The advantage is that only one routine in the program is changed.
In the simulations performed, the flat plate rotates around (0, 0), see Figure 2.5.
The model of the undisturbed external flow takes the rotation into account as well. All
other input parameters are kept equal to those of the simulations without rotation, see
Table 5.1.
Results of simulations which are presented here are obtained with solver a. Solvers


































Figure 7.16: Streamwise and spanwise displacement thicknesses δ∗s and δ
∗
n for rotating flow
at y = 0.50: Ω = 0.0; 0.05; 0.1 rad/s on a flat plate with solver a, Nx = 121, Ny = 41.
Figure 7.16 shows the streamwise and spanwise boundary layer displacement thick-
nesses δ∗s and δ
∗
n at y = 0.50 for a flow with Ω = 0.0 rad/s, Ω = 0.05 rad/s and Ω = 0.1
rad/s with Nx = 121 and Ny = 41. Note that the scales in the left and right figure are
different. From the figures it can be learned that rotation has little influence on the
value of the streamwise boundary layer displacement thickness δ∗s and that rotation
increases the value of the spanwise boundary layer displacement thickness δ∗n. This is
the result that we expected, because there should be an increase in spanwise velocity
compared to the non-rotating flat plate.
A smaller value of the total displacement thickness will delay separation. For wind
turbines this is a favorable property.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, results have been presented of simulations with the quasi-simultaneous
interaction method of steady 3D boundary layer flow. The goal of this chapter is to
show that the theory of the flow models, interaction methods and the mathematical
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aspects of the flow problems discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 respectively will yield
the expected results numerically. I.e. can we get converged solutions with the right
properties?
Flows past flat plates and plates with a trough or a dent with depths 3% and 5,2%
of the total plate length have been investigated. For all simulations grid convergence
was shown and the eigenvalues showed the expected behavior.
A two-dimensional geometry (trough) was applied and simulations showed that the
results match well with the full 2D result. This is a confirmation that the 3D solver
works well. This is valid for the three solvers discussed in Chapter 5.
For flows over two-dimensional geometries it could be seen from the results that
there is a small variation in boundary layer variables in y-direction. This is due to the
influence of the side boundaries of the domain.
Simulations of flows past dented plates (full three-dimensional geometry) with at-
tached and separated flows converge. Simulations showed that small differences be-
tween the solvers start to grow in the middle of the dent. These will not decrease
downstream.
The eigenvalues of the cases investigated show the expected behavior. On a single
grid point all three eigenvalues have the same sign as the spanwise velocity ve and
tan β. The sign of the eigenvalues varies throughout the grid because ve and tan β
change sign, see Figures 7.13 and 7.15.
Simulations with rotation show that the streamwise displacement thickness δ∗s de-
creases. The spanwise displacement thickness δ∗n increases slightly as was expected.
The value of the total displacement thickness deacreases which is a favorable property
for wind turbine blades as it delays separation.
Based on all results presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that the quasi-
simultaneous interaction method works well for these three-dimensional simulations.
Conclusion and outlook
For the accurate and fast determination of aerodynamic forces on wind turbine blades
a simulation method is developed at the Energy research Center of the Netherlands.
This method is called RotorFlow.
The aim of RotorFlow is to have a computationally fast method with acceptable
accuracy. In order to achieve this, a domain decomposition of the flow field is applied.
The flow field is split into an inviscid external flow domain and a viscous internal flow
domain. An interaction method is applied to ensure a good connection between the
two flow domains. The inviscid external flow is modeled with a potential flow model
and the viscous flow is modeled as a boundary layer flow. The interaction method is a
quasi-simultaneous interaction method.
The goal of this research is to identify a proper method for the simulation of aero-
dynamic flows over large wind turbine blades that has a relatively high accuracy and
acceptable computational time. Therefore an analysis is performed of the mathematical
properties of the quasi-simultaneous interaction method and these have been verified
numerically with simulations of two- and three-dimensional boundary layer flows over
dented plates.
Results
In Chapter 2 we introduced the flow field decomposition, see Figure 2.1. The inviscid,
external flow is modeled with a potential flow model, which takes the displacement
effect of the boundary layer into account.
The viscous flow is modeled as a boundary layer flow. For a smooth connection
between the inviscid and viscous domain, only values at the edge of the boundary layer
domain are of interest. Therefore, in the boundary layer models, the integral boundary
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layer equations are used. These provide us with the boundary layer variables at the edge
of the domain. In models for unsteady laminar and turbulent 2D flow, the unknowns
are δ∗, H and ue. The model for steady three-dimensional turbulent flow is composed
of two integral equations and an entrainment relation. The unknowns are θss, H , tan β,
ue and ve. The sets of equations for 2D and 3D flows are supplemented with closure
relations.
Interaction methods are the subject of Chapter 3, in which the need for a viscous-
inviscid interaction method has been explained, because at separation the system of
boundary layer equations is singular. The most important interaction methods are
given in Figure 3.2. From the discussion on weak and strong methods it followed that
the quasi-simultaneous interaction method of Veldman [94] is the most appropriate for
the application in RotorFlow.
The quasi-simultaneous interaction method is a smart combination of the weak
direct method and the strong simultaneous method. In the quasi-simultaneous method,
the velocity is treated as an unknown to the boundary layer equations, in line with a
simultaneous method. However, the velocity is modeled by an interaction law which
relates the boundary layer displacement thickness and velocity; it can be treated as a
boundary condition to the boundary layer equations, which is like a direct interaction
method.
The interaction law can be regarded as a crude approximation of the inviscid flow
that is solved together with the boundary layer equations, see Figure 3.2e. Its main
purpose is to let the calculation ‘survive’ in separated flow regions. It is used such that
it does not influence the final result. The interaction law is a simple algebraic relation
which relates the velocity vector and the displacement thicknesses and is of the form:
I : ue − cδ∗ = E with c the interaction law coefficient and E containing information
from the inviscid flow. The interaction law coefficient c is positive and depends only
on the local grid size, making it independent of the local flow variables.
In Chapter 4 we analyzed the mathematical properties of the boundary layer models
in which the interaction law is incorporated. To simplify the analysis, a set of partial
differential equations only is considered. The algebraic interaction law equation is
thereto substituted into the boundary layer equations. With this set of equations it is
possible to transform the set from being expressed in primary variables (~qe, δ
∗, etc.)
into a decoupled system expressed in characteristic variables. The equations of the
latter set can be solved independently along their characteristic directions.
We have shown for the 2D unsteady models that applying a positive value of the
interaction law coefficient is required to prevent a sign change of one of the two eigen-
values of the system of equations at the point of flow separation. The singularity at
the point of flow separation is avoided. This holds for both the laminar and turbulent
boundary layer model. We showed that if the value of the interaction coefficient is
zero, the calculations break down at separation. The required minimum value of the
interaction law coefficient becomes positive in separated flows.
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In the steady 3D turbulent model the signs of the eigenvalues are determined by the
direction of the spanwise velocity. In a single grid point the three eigenvalues are always
either positive or negative. The sign of the spanwise velocity or of the eigenvalues are
used to identify the direction of discretization in y-direction, depending on the kind of
solver applied.
The numerical method was explained in Chapter 5. Flow charts of both the 2D and
3D programs revealed where the quasi-simultaneous interaction in the computational
method takes place. Three solvers were introduced. Solver a solves the boundary layer
equations and the interaction law equation in compact form. Solver b uses a splitting
method based on the CIR scheme and solver c is a solver using characteristic variables.
In Chapter 6 results of simulations past 2D flat and dented plates confirmed the
mathematical behavior and characteristics posed in Chapter 4. Simulations with mod-
els expressed in primary and characteristic variables converge to the same result. Con-
verging simulations with only laminar flow are feasible for arbitrary dent depths, even
if the result is physically unrealistic. We observed that for separated flows, the grid size
needs to be smaller to obtain the same low level of differences between the solutions
of the solvers. The method shows first-order accuracy as is to be expected from an
upwind discretization scheme. Flow simulations with a NACA0012 airfoil geometry
converged. The obtained cL − α-curve underpredicts the lift coefficient for large an-
gles of attack if the mesh size is not small enough. Results of simulations with three
different mesh sizes have been presented. We saw that results of the finest grid are
close to the experimental data. Based on the theoretical analysis, we expected that the
eigenvalues are always positive for all cases investigated. Our numerical investigations
confirmed this. From the numerical results, it is concluded that the interaction law
coefficient c, derived in Chapter 3, satisfies the requirements posed in Chapter 4; it
prevents the sign change of an eigenvalue.
Chapter 7 contains results of simulations of flows with a 3D steady turbulent bound-
ary layer model. Simulations using sets of equations expressed in either primary or
characteristic variables converged for attached and separated flows. The three eigen-
values have the same sign as tan β and ve. This confirmed that our choice to base the
direction of the discretization scheme on either the sign of ve (solver a) or on the sign
of the eigenvalues (solvers b and c) is a good choice. A grid convergence study showed
that the 3D method has first-order accuracy.
Simulations of flows over a steady 2D trough converged to almost the same result
as a pure unsteady 2D simulation, where it should be noted that the pure unsteady
2D flow converged to a steady result as a result of a steady external flow. Differences
between the two simulations are due to the non-infinity boundary conditions at the
sides of the domain.
We showed that it is possible with the quasi-simultaneous interaction method to
simulate a rotating flow over a flat plate. Our simulations showed that the streamwise
displacement thickness decreases and the spanwise displacement thickness increases
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due to the Coriolis forces. This is in agreement with what was expected. Moreover,
the observed behavior of the displacement thicknesses delays separation on a blade,
which is a favorable property of wind turbine blades.
Conclusion
In general we can conclude that the quasi-simultaneous interaction method is applicable
for wind turbine blade simulation codes like RotorFlow. For simulations of unsteady
2D flows with the closure models applied in this research, we can conclude that the
interaction law coefficient prevents the occurence of singularities at the point of flow
separation. If different closure models are used this might change. The eigenvalues of
the systems of equations that are solved show the expected behavior, i.e. for equations
modeling unsteady 2D flows they remain positive and for equations modeling steady
3D flows they all have the same sign which depends on the sign of the spanwise velocity.
From the numerical simulations we can conclude that a change from primary to
characteristic variables does not influence the converged results for both 2D and 3D
flows. Solving the flow in characteristic variables even increases the convergence rate
in three-dimensional simulations. Convergence is also achieved for a 3D rotating flow.
Based on the conclusions we expect that the method in combination with a panel
method for the inviscid flow is suitable for a simulation method for wind turbine blades.
Future research
The results of simulations with a 2D flow over an airfoil are encouraging enough to
test the method on 3D wings. First, a wing with constant cross section should be
tested. When this yields good results, 3D features can be incorporated into the ge-
ometry. Furthermore, higher order discretization schemes might further speed up the
simulations.
Also, more research can be conducted in the field of the eigenvalues of the 3D model.
Criteria for the interaction law coefficient can be derived, to confirm that the choice of
interaction law coefficient is preventing the occurrence of singularities.
On a real wind turbine blade, the flow is three-dimensional and unsteady. Therefore,
tests with an unsteady three-dimensional boundary layer model are required in order to
investigate the behavior of the quasi-simultaneous interaction method in combination
with these models.
If experiments with three-dimensional boundary layer flows give different insight
into the behavior of the closure models, these can easily be adapted. The variables on
which the models depend are measurable in dedicated experiments, whereas the models
for Navier-Stokes solvers consist of variables that are hard to measure experimentally.
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The appendix starts with the integral and partial differential forms of the Navier-Stokes
equations. After that the equations for an incompressible fluid are given.
The complete flow field is described by the three conservation laws of fluid dynamics:
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. These are often referred to as the
Navier-Stokes equations as they were derived at about the same time (1823 vs. 1844)
independently by Navier and Stokes [3]. They form the basis for any flow model.
The derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations can be found in almost any text book
on fluid dynamics; see for example Anderson [4] or Kundu and Cohen [50].
A.1 Integral conservation form
In the Navier-Stokes equations it is assumed that the flow can be treated as a contin-
uum. These equations are applicable to any arbitrary moving volume Ω with boundary
∂Ω, where Ω ∈ R3, see Figure A.1 on the next page.
The Navier-Stokes equations are a set of three conservation laws: conservation of
mass, momentum and energy. The conservation laws in integral conservation form are
given below. The variables in the equations depend on place and time: (~x, t). The
velocity vector is ~u = (u, v, w)T ; t ∈ (0, T ), ~x = (x, y, z).


















Figure A.1: An arbitrary control volume Ω moving with velocity ~u∂V . The flow has velocity
~u, density ρ, viscosity τ¯ and energy E subject to body force ~f . On the boundary ∂Ω pressure
p and τ¯ act and ~n is the outward pointing normal.
























+ λ(~∇ · ~u)I¯ ,
with µ the kinematic viscosity, λ the bulk viscosity and δij the Kronecker delta.








ρE[(~u− ~u∂V ) · ~n]dS =
∫
Ω
ρ~u · ~fdV −
∫
∂Ω
p~u · ~ndS +
∫
∂Ω






~q · ~ndS, (A.3)
with E = e + ‖~u‖
2
2
, Q˙ the volumetric heating by external sources and ~q the heat
transfer across the surface. Thermodynamic equations of state are needed to
obtain the pressure p. For a calorically perfect gas we can use:
p = ρRT and e = cvT,
with R the specific gas constant and cv the specific heat at a constant volume.
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A.2 Partial differential form
To derive the conservation laws in partial differential form the divergence theorem and
the gradient theorem are applied. These theorems enable us to convert the surface
integrals into volume integrals. This is only allowed as long as the integrands in the
surface integrals are integrable. The divergence and gradient theorems are respectively:∫
Ω










where ~A is a differentiable vector field and B is a differentiable scalar field. Further-
more, the time-derivatives in equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) can be taken inside the
volume integral when we assume that Ω does not depend on time.
With these theorems and taking ~u∂V = 0, we can write the Navier-Stokes equations
(A.1) - (A.3) in partial differential form:
• Conservation of mass:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~u) = 0.
• Conservation of momentum:
∂(ρ~u)
∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~u~u) = ρ~f − ~∇p+ ~∇ · τ¯.
• Conservation of energy:
∂(ρE)
∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~uE) = ρ~u · ~f − ~∇ · (p~u) + ~∇ · (τ¯ · ~u) + Q˙− ~∇ · ~q.
A.3 Incompressible flow
If we furthermore assume that the flow has a constant density the flow can be regarded
as incompressible. The density can be taken out of the derivatives. For incompressible
flows with constant viscosity, i.e. µ 6= µ(T ), it is sufficient to use only conservation of
mass and momentum:
• Conservation of mass:
~∇ · ~u = 0. (A.4)
• Conservation of momentum:
∂~u
∂t








This appendix deals with the derivation of the integral boundary layer equations and
the closure models that are used in the simulations performed.
We start with the definitions of the integral thicknesses appearing in the integral
boundary layer equations. These are followed by the derivation of the integral boundary
layer equations for 2D and 3D flow. Next, the closure models for the various flow cases
are discussed. The appendix ends with the definitions of the elements of the matrices
from in the 3D turbulent model with only partial differential equations.
B.1 Boundary layer integral thicknesses
In the derivation of the integral boundary layer equations, we will use integral thick-
nesses. In this section the boundary layer integral thicknesses for two- and three-
dimensional boundary layers are given.
B.1.1 2D incompressible flow
For a two-dimensional boundary layer with the velocity u tangent to the surface in
x-direction and y the coordinate in the direction normal to the surface (Fig. 2.3), the


















where δ∗ is the boundary layer displacement thickness, θ the boundary layer momentum
thickness, H the shape factor and H1 the turbulent shape factor.







Figure B.1: Cartesian and
streamwise coordinate systems
with rotation angle α.
The integral thicknesses for three-dimensional boundary
layer flows are defined here. We use s as the coordinate
in streamwise direction, n as the direction normal to s
and z as the direction normal to the surface. The rela-
tion between the streamwise coordinate system (s, n, z)
and the Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) is given via






















































The integral thicknesses in Cartesian coordinates can be written in terms of the integral
thicknesses in streamwise coordinates.
δ∗x = δ
∗
s cosα− δ∗n sinα, δ∗y = δ∗s sinα + δ∗n cosα. (B.5)
θxx = θss cos
2 α− (2θsn + δ∗n) cosα sinα + θnn sin2 α, (B.6a)
θxy = (θss − θnn) cosα sinα + θsn(cos2 α− sin2 α)− δ∗n sin2 α, (B.6b)
θyx = (θss − θnn) cosα sinα + θsn(cos2 α− sin2 α) + δ∗n cos2 α, (B.6c)
θyy = θss sin
2+(2θsn + δ
∗
n) cosα sinα+ θnn cos
2 α. (B.6d)
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Integral thicknesses in Cartesian coordinates
In a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z), the x and y coordinates are defined in the
plane tangent to the surface of the boundary layer and z is the normal to the plane.






































e represents the total velocity at the edge of the boundary layer.
B.2 Boundary layer equations
In this section we derive the integral boundary layer equations modeling incompressible
two- and three-dimensional flow. We start with an order of magnitude analysis on the
equations for the conservation of mass and momentum (A.4) and (A.5). With that
we can formulate the boundary layer equations. These are then integrated along the










Figure B.2: Boundary layer model, with δ the boundary layer height, ~q = (u, v)T the incom-
ing flow vector, u, v the boundary layer velocities in streamwise (x) and normal (y) direction
respectively and L the characteristic length of the configuration in streamwise direction.
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B.2.1 2D
The boundary layer equations are derived in partial differential form. We start by
performing an order of magnitude analysis. Our scales are (see also Figure B.2):
x ∼ L; y ∼ δ; u ∼ q; δ ≪ L.
We have the following boundary condition at the surface:
y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0. (B.8)


































The spatial derivatives at the left-hand side scale with q
2
L





respectively. The largest of them (ν q
δ2
) balances with the convective






































The convective terms and the diffusive terms are equally important here. This defines
the order of the pressure term: ρq
2δ2
L2
. From the x-momentum equation it can be
deduced that the pressure scales with ρq2. As this is larger than ρq
2δ2
L2
, we can consider




The time-derivative term of the y-momentum equation is of equal order as the convec-
tive terms and can therefore be neglected (like the convective term).
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2D Boundary layer equations
With the result of the order of magnitude analysis, we obtain the partial differential




























The corresponding boundary conditions are:
y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0
y = δ : u = ue; p = pe
The values at the edge (e, y = δ) of the boundary layer follow from the inviscid flow
equations (see Section 2.3).
The boundary layer equations (B.10) are in partial differential equation form also
known as the field equations. If we integrate them along the thickness δ of the bound-
ary layer we obtain the integral boundary layer equations. These equations have one
less spatial dimension compared to the field equations and are computationally more
attractive (see e.g. Swafford [89]).
We start the procedure with the Euler equations that are valid at the edge of the





























































Via mass conservation (B.9) we get for the vertical velocity v at the outer edge:






At the wall the no-slip condition yields (u = 0; v = 0) and τ = τw. Outside the








































are moved outside the integrals because we assume that the integrands














(u− ue)dy = −τw
ρ
.
We apply the definitions of the integral thicknesses for δ∗ and θ given in Appendix B.1
for the derivatives.



















where Cf ≡ τw1
2
ρu2e
is the skin frictin coefficient and H the shape factor H ≡ δ∗/θ. This
is the von Ka´rma´n equation derived by Theodore von Ka´rma´n in 1921. Note that the
expression is dimensionless.
Entrainment equation
In order to close the system of equations in turbulent flow, extra equations are needed
besides the von Ka´rma´n equation. These equations have to be sufficiently universal.
Head [40] applied the concept of entrainment and derived relations for the entrainment.
The entrainment equation is a relation which can be regarded as being a measure of










Figure B.3: Entrainment with its volume flow Q, where ∆Q = E∆x, and boundary layer
thickness δ.
the added volume to the boundary layer: ∆Q = E∆x, where E is the entrainment
velocity, see also Figure B.3.
A way to derive the equation, is to analyze Figure B.3 and determine the added
volume per unit length ∂Q
∂x
. This is the approach followed by Head [40]. For a two-











ue − ue u
ue
)
dy = ue (δ − δ∗) . (B.14)






(ue(δ − δ∗)) . (B.15)




















which in fact defines H1 (see equations (B.1) and (B.2)).
Next, we have to account for the added volume in time. We apply mass conservation
on the control volume shown in Figure B.3. The volume change is equal to the net
inflow, so we can write:
∆x(δ(t +∆t)− δ(t)) = E∆x∆t +Q(x)∆t−Q(x+∆x)∆t
δ(t+∆t)− δ(t)
∆t




= E − ∂Q
∂x
, (B.17)
where the entrainment E was written by Head [40] as E = CEue with CE a closure






































= CE . (B.19)
B.2.2 3D
For steady incompressible three-dimensional flow the same procedure as for 2D flow is
applied to arrive at the integral boundary layer equations. First, the order of magnitude
analysis is carried out on the continuity and momentum equations (Re ≫ 1, δ ≪ L)


















































where z is the direction normal to the surface (Figure B.4). The boundary conditions
are:
z = 0 : ~q = 0 (u = 0; v = 0; w = 0)












Figure B.4: Coordinate system and boundary layer height for a three-dimensional boundary
layer. The dashed line is the edge of the boundary layer (z = δ), the solid line is the surface
(z = 0).
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At the edge of the boundary layer the viscosity is zero (τx = 0; τy = 0) and the





































Next, we apply these at the edge z = 0 where w(x, y, 0) = 0, and we use the continuity























In order to get to the integral boundary layer equations, the x- and y-momentum
equations from (B.20) are integrated along the boundary layer thickness δ.
Integration of x-momentum
At the edge of the boundary layer we have ∂p
∂z
= 0. Thus, the Euler equations (B.22)







































with τw the wall shear stress. The integration of the z-derivative term on the left-hand






















where we eliminated the ∂w
∂z
-term by making use of the continuity equation.





























































































We have taken the derivatives with respect to x and y outside the integrals as we
assume that they decay fast enough when z → δ.
Applying the definitions of the integral thicknesses given in equation (B.7) we get





















We apply the same procedure to the y-momentum equation as for the x-momentum.
The integration is again between z = 0 and z = δ. We get after integration of the
∂
∂z






































































Figure B.5: Three-dimensional control volume with entrainment.
With the definitions of the integral thicknesses in equation (B.7) we find the integral





















For the derivation of the three-dimensional entrainment equation we observe again a
control volume, see Figure B.5. For the derivation we assume that flow enters the
control volume through two side boundaries and the top boundary.





At x = x+∆x the mass flux out of the control volume in z-direction is given by:

























The entrainment velocity E is the rate at which flow enters through the external edge
the control volume per unit base where it balances with the flux through the side
boundaries:
























(−qeδ∗y + veδ) = CE . (B.31)
The closure relation for CE is assumed to be the same as for the two-dimensional case:
equation (B.42).
Coriolis effects
If the flow is rotating, the equations for the conservation of momentum have extra
terms due to the centrifugal and Coriolis forces:
∂~u
∂t




~∇ · τ¯. (B.32)




































































To arrive at the integral boundary layer equations we have to integrate the extra terms
due to the rotation. This results in:
δ∫
0
Ω(ve − v)dz = Ωδ∗yqe and
δ∫
0
Ω(u− ue)dz = −Ωδ∗xqe.
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Finally, the steady incompressible turbulent three-dimensional integral boundary equa-















































(−qeδy + veδ) = CE. (B.34c)
For the rotating 3D flow model we assume that the same boundary conditions apply as
for the non-rotating 3D boundary layer flow. We also assume that the closure relations
do not change as a result of the rotation1. The closure relations for all models discussed
in this section will be discussed next.
B.3 Closure relations
The integral equations modeling boundary layer flow need to be supplemented with
empirical closure relations in order to solve them. First the relations for the models for
2D laminar and turbulent flow are given, followed by those for the model for 3D flow.
B.3.1 2D unsteady laminar flow model (eqns. (2.9), (2.11))
For the two-dimensional unsteady laminar boundary layer flow model the von Ka´rma´n
equation and the mechanical energy equation are used (eqns. (2.9) and (2.11)). The
laminar closure relations are based on the relations given by Nishida [73]. We define:
Reθ ≡ ueθ
ν
; H∗ ≡ δ
k
θ
; Cf ≡ C¯f
Reθ




The derivative of the kinetic energy displacement thickness δk can be written as:
























The relations for the kinetic energy shape factor H∗, the skin friction coefficient C¯f
and the diffusion coefficient C¯D are given next.
1We have to make this assumption because there is a lack of closure relations for rotating 3D
boundary layer flow
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− 0.0278(H − 4.35)
3
H + 1






In this model flow separation occurs at H = 4.35. This corresponds with the minimum
in the curve of H∗(H) in Figure B.6a and the sign change of ∂H
∗
∂H
in Figure B.6b. From







is negative for all values of H . We make
use of this property in the determination of the critical value of the interaction law












































Figure B.6: Kinetic shape factor relations from [73].



























0.207 + 0.00205(4−H)5.5 H ≤ 4
0.207− 0.0016 (H − 4)
2
1 + 0.02(H − 4)2 H > 4
(B.39)
B.3.2 2D unsteady turbulent flow model (eqns. (2.9), (2.12))
For two-dimensional unsteady turbulent boundary layer flow the von Ka´rma´n equation
and the entrainment equation are used (eqns. (2.9), (2.12)).
Streamwise closure





H − 1 H < 2.732
(0.5ht+ 1)ht




H ≥ 2.723, ht > 4
(B.40)
with
ht = 0.5(H − 2.732) + 2.732
In Figure B.7a relation (B.40) is drawn labeled as the NLR-curve together with two
other relations for H1. The minimum of the H1-curves is at H ≈ 2.7 which corresponds
with the point of flow separation.
In Figure B.7b we see that the derivative of H1 changes sign at the point of flow







< 0 for all values of H . We
will make use of this in the derivation of the critical values of the interaction law in
Section 4.4.1.
Skin friction










































Figure B.7: a: H1-H relations (Figure from from Veldman [97]) which were developed
around 1980. All relations show a minimum around H ≈ 2.7 which corresponds with the
onset of flow separation. The differences between the curves at large values of H are due to
insufficient experimental data for flows with severe separation. b: H1/H and dH1/dH for





− 0.00075 and H0 = 1
1− 6.55√Cf0/2
with Reθss the Reynolds number based on θss. In the paper by Green et al. [34] the
model is tested by comparing experimental results for incompressible, non-rotating 2D
flow. The authors conclude that their method is more accurate than other (older)
models for the skin friction coefficient.
Entrainment closure
The entrainment coefficient for Head’s entrainment relation is given by [40]:
CE = 0.0306(H1 − 3)−0.6169. (B.42)
This coefficient is also used in the three-dimensional model which is discussed in the
next section.
B.3.3 3D steady turbulent flow model (eqns. (2.10), (2.13))
The model used in the steady three-dimensional boundary layer simulations is com-
posed of two integral momentum equations (2.10) and the entrainment equation (2.13).
For H1 the relation of Houwink (B.40) is used.
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Crossflow closure
For the three-dimensional turbulent flow the spanwise velocity profile of Mager [62] is









The integral thicknesses can be written in terms of θss, H and tan β only [82]:
θsn =
−2θss tan β
(H − 1)(H + 2); θnn =
−24θss tan2 β
(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 4); (B.43a)
δ∗n =
16θssH tanβ
(H − 1)(H + 3)(H + 5); θsn = θsn − δ
∗
n. (B.43b)
B.3.4 Thwaites’ method for laminar flow
For simulations on the airfoil we make use of Thwaites’ method to model the laminar












For a given velocity ues and an initial guess for θss a new solution for θss can be
obtained. With the new value of θss closure relations can be used to obtain new values















, −0.1 < Λ2 < 0.







0.22 + 1.57Λ2 − 1.8Λ22
)








, −0.1 < Λ2 < 0.
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B.4 System of equations in 3D








where matrices A and B contain the coefficients of the expansion of the derivatives in
equation (4.11) on page 56 and R is the right-hand side vector. The vector φ contains
the three unknowns: φ = {θss, H, tanβ}T . In this section we give the expressions for
the elements of matrices A and B.
The procedure to obtain the expressions for the elements is as follows. First, we
substitute the displacement and momentum thicknesses ((B.5), (B.6)) into the integral
boundary layer equations (B.34) with Ω = 0. Next, we use equations (B.43) for θnn,
θsn, θsn and δ
∗
n. Finally we use the expressions for the derivatives of the velocity in
terms of the derivatives of θ, H , tan β (see the expressions on pages 169 and 170).
The elements of A are given in Section B.4.1 and those of B in Section B.4.2. The
very lenghty expressions have been derived by hand and verified with Mathematica.
They could not be found in the literature. We have to rely on the correctness of
Mathematica and the convergence of simulations to assume that the derived terms in
B.4.1 and B.4.2 are correct. In Chapter 7 we show that the results of solver a and
solvers b and c agree quite well. Solver a does not use matrices A and B, but solvers b
and c do. Based on the small differences between the solvers, we conclude that matrices
A and B are probably correct.
B.4.1 Matrix A




12(H2 − 5) tanβ
(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 5) + v
2
eθss
+ cx (θssue(H + 2)− 2veθns) (ueH + veδ∗n)
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A13 =− ueve 12(H
2 − 5)θss




(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 4)
+ cx (θssue(H + 2)− 2veθns) veδ∗n − cy (2veθnn − ue(2θsn + δn)) ueδ∗n
A21 =ueve (1− θnn)− v2e
2 tanβ(7H + 15)
(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 5)
− u2e
2 tanβ
(H − 1)(H + 2)
+ cx(ve(θss − θnn) + 2ueθns) (ueH + veδ∗n)






















(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 4)
− v2e
2θss(7H + 15)
(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 5)
− u2e
2θssH
(H − 1)(H + 2)



































3 + 7H2 + 15)




2θss tan β(2H + 1)





2 β(4H3 + 24H2 + 34H − 2)












The elements of matrix B are given here. Note that at the symmetry line, where the
flow is a pure 2D flow, this matrix becomes singular.
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B11 =ueve (1− θnn) + v2e
2 tanβ
(H − 1)(H + 2) + u
2
e
2 tanβ(7H + 15)
(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 5)
+ cx(ue(2θsn + δn) + ve(θss(H + 1)− θnn)) (ueH + veδ∗n)






















(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 4)
+ u2e
2θss(7H + 15)
(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 5)
+ v2e
2θss
(H − 1)(H + 2)




12 tanβ(H2 − 5)
(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 5) + u
2
eθnn
+ cx((δn + 2θsn)ve + 2ueθnn) (ueH + veδ
∗
n)






























(H − 1)(H + 2)(H + 3)(H + 4)
+ cx(ve(δn + 2θsn) + 2ueθnn)veδ
∗






























[ue − cxveδn − cyH1ueθss] δ∗n
APPENDIX C
Derivation of interaction law
The interaction law describes how the external flow reacts locally to the presence of
the boundary layer. It has been derived in Section 3.5.
The first section of the appendix deals with the derivation of the transpiration
velocity. Next, the coefficients for the interaction law are derived. The interaction law
is defined in terms of the velocity, not its derivatives. In the boundary layer equations,
the velocity appears in derivatives. In order to substitute the interaction law equation
correctly we have to use its derivatives.
The last section of the appendix contains the derivatives of the velocity expressed
in terms of the interaction law.
C.1 Transpiration velocity
To account for the presence of the boundary layer a transpiration velocity is added to
the inviscid potential flow model of Section 2.3.2. The transpiration velocity is part of
the normal velocity to the real surface. It is an extrapolation from the inviscid flow
towards the surface. We assume that at the edge of the boundary layer the normal
velocity w grows linearly with its height. We obtain the following approximation for
w:








z + w1(x, y) + ..., z →∞, (C.1)
where z →∞ indicates the edge of the boundary layer. The disturbance velocity w1 6= 0
is the next term of the expansion of w for z → ∞ and is the so-called transpiration
velocity describing the transpiration between the boundary layer and the inviscid flow.
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y are the displacement thicknesses.
C.2 Interaction law in 2D
The interaction law equation is based on an approximation of the external flow. The
external flow is in this case represented by the full potential flow model discussed in
Section 2.3.
In the interaction law equation the local influence of the external flow is only taken
into account. Therefore, we search for an expression based on equation (2.16a) that -
from a numerical point of view - only contains the influence of the corresponding grid
point of the external flow.
We will do this by first finding an expression for the velocity from the potential
equation (2.16a). That expression is discretized on an equidistant grid. Finally, we
look at point i to obtain the interaction law coefficient of equation (3.15).
C.2.1 Velocity at point i
x
y
x = 0 x = 1
Yp
Figure C.1: Dented plate with dent depth
Yp.
For the derivation we will use the proce-
dure of Coenen [17]. We consider a flow
over a two-dimensional plate with coordi-
nates (x, y) with a small dent of depth Yp,
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x− ξ dξ + u∞. (C.3)
where we is the normal velocity and contains both the effect of the boundary layer (i.e.






We now discretize the plate of Figure C.1 in Mp equal sized panels of length ∆x =
xk+1 − xk. The collocation points are defined at the panel end points x = xi for















xi − ξdξ + u∞i. (C.5)
The integral in equation (C.5) is not singular for the regions [x1, ..., xi−1],[xi+1, ..., xMp+1]

















xi − ξdξ + u∞i.
In the interval [xi−1, xi+1] containing the singularity at ξ = xi, a linear expansion Lwe
of we is used. The linear expansion is given by:






















The second term on the right-hand side of equation (C.6) is a result of the linear




We use the definition of we (C.4) and store the influence of the ‘pure’ geometry and









∣∣∣∣ i− ki− k − 1
∣∣∣∣− 2qei+1δ∗i+1 − 2qeiδ∗i + qei−1δ∗i−1π∆x + u0ei .
(C.7)




Auikqekδ∗k + u0ei , (C.8)
where the matrix A contains the influence coefficients which are given in equations
(3.12c).
C.2.2 Interaction law coefficient
In order to define the interaction law coefficients we look at the influence of a point






This is the interaction law coefficient that is used in the interaction law equation (3.15).
In Section 4.2.1 derivatives of the interaction law equations are discussed. We need
these derivatives because we have to use the derivatives if we want to substitute the
interaction law into the boundary layer equations.
C.3 Interaction law in 3D
This section deals with the derivation of the three-dimensional interaction law coeffi-
cient. The procedure will be analogous to the derivation in 2D. The main part of the
section will focus on the derivation of a discretized formulation for the two velocity
components ue and ve as mentioned in Section 3.5.1. Equations (C.9) are applied in
the models for the external flow in the simulations. We will derive equations (C.9) in
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[Avijklδ∗xkl + Bvijklδ∗ykl]+ v0ij . (C.9b)
These are the equations from which we will formulate the interaction law. From the
matrices Au and Bv we obtain the interaction law coeffcients at a point (i, j).
In order to get to an expression for ue and ve, we start with integrating the expres-
sions for ue and ve from the viscous potential flow equations (C.10a) and (C.10b). This
is done in several steps as singularities will arise.
The integration will yield four different terms. The next step is to discretize these
terms separately. Finally, we get an expression for ue and ve from which the elements
for matrices Au, Av, Bu and Bv in equation (C.9) can be extracted. The expression
for the interaction law equations is found by taking the expressions for the elements of
the matrices in equations (C.9) with index (ijij).
In this derivation, the coordinate system is Cartesian which implies that the direc-
tions of ue and ve are orthogonal. The grid contains Nx+1 elements in x-direction and
Ny + 1 elements in y-direction.
The integration and discretization will be executed from the midpoints of the cells.
In the derivation use is made of a model plate in x- and y-direction with a small dent
of depth Zp.
C.3.1 Integration of ‘viscous’ potential flow equations
The starting point of the integration are the viscous potential flow equations (C.10a)
and (C.10b) derived in Katz and Plotkin [48] applied to flow over a dented flat plate.
The equations are discretized centrally on (Nx+1)× (Ny+1) panels, where the panels








we(ξ, η)(xi − ξ)
((xi − ξ)2 + (yj − η)2)
3
2








we(ξ, η)(yj − η)
((xi − ξ)2 + (yj − η)2)
3
2
dξdη + v∞ij . (C.10b)




(u∞Zp + qeδx) +
∂
∂y
(v∞Zp + qeδy) . (C.11)
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On the panels, the integrals are evaluated. The velocity is taken at the midpoint of
the panels and discretization will be done centrally. The discrete integrals are split to
avoid the singularity at ξ = xi and η = yj. We will encounter a singularity for xi, yi in
all panels of which (xi, yi) is a cornerpoint which we assemble in Jij:
Jij = {(i− 1, j − 1), (i− 1, j), (i, j − 1), (i, j)}. (C.12)




























((xi − ξ)2 + (yj − η)2)
3
2


























((xi − ξ)2 + (yj − η)2)
3
2
dηdξ + v∞ij , (C.13b)
where Lweij is a linear approximation of weij in the singular point:










The integral without the singularity - the first term on the right-hand side of equations
(C.13a) and (C.13b) - is evaluated next. This is followed by the evaluation of the
singular term.
Integral without singular point
The integrals from the first terms on the right-hand side of equations (C.13a) and
(C.13b) are evaluated. For the evaluation of the integrands a table of integrals is used
(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [33], page 86).
We start with the integral from equation (C.13a). It is rewritten and two sub-
stitutions are applied: Y = yj − η and X = xi − ξ. The integral is first integrated
in y-direction and subsequently integrated in x-direction. The first substitution (Y)
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is done in equation (C.14a). Then in the next line, (C.14b), the second substitution
is made (X ). The minus sign appearing in (C.14a) is a result of the substitutions:
Y = yj − η → η = yj − Y which is used for the boundaries of the integrands. The
same applies for the substitution of X . In the following lines the complete integration








































yj − yl√X 2 + (yj − yl)2 −













yj − yl√X 2 + (yj − yl)2 −














(xi − xk)2 + (yj − yl)2 − (yj − yl)√





(xi − xk+1)2 + (yj − yl)2 − (yj − yl)√





(xi − xk)2 + (yj − yl+1)2 − (yj − yl+1)√





(xi − xk+1)2 + (yj − yl+1)2 − (yj − yl+1)√




Next, in each of the four ln-terms we multiply the numerator and denominator with










(xi − xk+1)2 + (yj − yl)2 + (yj − yl)√





(xi − xk)2 + (yj − yl)2 + (yj − yl)√





Equation (C.14c) can become singular when k = i− 1, i and l = j − 1, j. If the value
of (yj − yl) or (yj − yl+1) is negative when k = i− 1, i, the argument of the logarithm
becomes zero. In order to avoid this, we multiply in equation (C.14c) in each of the










(xi − xk+1)2 + (yj − yl)2 − (yj − yl)√





(xi − xk)2 + (yj − yl)2 − (yj − yl)√




Integral with singular point in equation (C.13a)
We now focus on the evaluation of the integral of ue with the singular point for ue.
Applying the linear approximation at the singular point(ξ = xi, η = y+ j), the integral






















The integral can be split into three separate terms; which will be evaluated separately.
First part


















(yj − yj+1)2 + (xi − ξ)2
− yj − yj−1√




We see that the integrand is an odd function of xi − ξ and therefore the integral will
be zero on an equidistant grid.
Second part
We follow the same procedure as for the first part: we first integrate in y-direction
by substituting Y = yj − η. This is followed by an integration in x-direction where we
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yj − yj+1√X 2 + (yj − yj+1)2 −
yj − yj−1√X 2 + (yj − yj−1)2
]
dξ.







yj − yj+1√X 2 + (yj − yj+1)2 −







(yj − yj+1) ln
∣∣∣∣∣(xi − xi−1) +
√
(xi − xi+1)2 + (yj − yj+1)2
(xi − xi+1) +
√
(xi − xi+1)2 + (yj − yj+1)2
∣∣∣∣∣
−(yj − yj−1) ln
∣∣∣∣∣(xi − xi−1) +
√
(xi − xi−1)2 + (yj − yj−1)2
(xi − xi+1) +
√


















We will use this expression in Section C.3.2 where we give the expression for ue and ve
on an equidistant grid.
Third part
The integrand in the third part of equation (C.15) is an odd function of xi − ξ.
Integrating it on a uniformly sized grid will yield zero.
Integral with singular point in equation (C.13a)
The derivation of the singular point for ve in equation (C.13a) is analogous to the
derivation of that for ue. The difference in the integration is that the integrals are
evaluated in switched order: first η followed by the integration for ξ. We will not show
the lengthy integration with the substitutions X and Y , but only the final result is














We will use this expression in Section C.3.2 where we give the expression for ue and ve
on an equidistant grid.
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C.3.2 Expression of ue and ve on an equidistant grid
Next, we analyze the expressions for ue and ve on an equidistant grid, where ∆x and
∆y are constant.

















∆x2(i− k − 1)2 +∆y2(j − l)2 +∆y(j − l)√





∆x2(i− k)2 +∆y2(j − l − 1)2 +∆y(j − l − 1)√
































∆y2(j − l − 1)2 +∆x2(i− k)2 +∆x(i− k)√





∆y2(j − l)2 +∆x2(i− k − 1)2 +∆x(i− k − 1)√















When in equation (C.18) j < l or in equation (C.19) i < k the ln-terms in the sum-
mation change sign and in each argument the ‘+’is replaced with a ‘-’ for the terms
outsidethe square root (i.e.: replace the part from equation (C.14d) by that from equa-
tion (C.14e)).
In order to compute ueij and veij we need expressions for we. The next step is to









C.3.3 Discretization of we terms
In the derivation of the integrals for the interation law, terms with we and its derivatives
appear, see equations (C.18) and (C.19). These have to be discretized in x- and y-
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direction in order to be useful in a numerical application. The discretization is done
centrally for all terms and is carried out on an equidistant grid. In Figure C.2 the
grids are shown which are used in the discretization. The expression of we is given by:






(a) Point (i, j).










Figure C.2: Grid points for the discretiza-







(v∞Zp + qeδy) .
(C.20)
The terms qeδx and qeδy are replaced by mx
andmy respectively and the terms that rep-
resent the influence of the ‘pure’ geometry
are taken together with u∞ and v∞ resp.
in u0e and v0e . We focus on discretizing mx
and my.
Discretization of mx- and my-terms
We discretize mx and my and its derivatives which appear in the we-terms in (C.18)
and (C.19) here. Figure C.2b shows the grid surrounding point (k + 1
2
























−mxk,l +mxk+1,l −mxk,l+1 +mxk+1,l+1
2∆x
+




















mxi−1,j − 2mxi,j +myi+1,j
∆x2
+
myi+1,j+1 −myi+1,j−1 −myi−1,j+1 +myi−1,j−1
4∆x∆y
.
The term with my is discretized by first applying a central discretization in y-direction
followed by central discretization in x-direction.

















mxi+1,j+1 −mxi+1,j−1 −mxi−1,j+1 +mxi−1,j−1
4∆x∆y
+
myi,j−1 − 2myi,j +myi,j+1
∆y2
.
The term with mx is discretized by first applying a central discretization in x-direction
followed by central discretization in y-direction.
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Discretized expression for ueij and veij on an equidistant grid
Next we assemble the separate terms that have been discretized on the previous pages.
Note that the undisturbed flow, u0e and v0e , represents the effect of the ‘pure’ geometry
and the undisturbed flow.







(−mxk,l +mxk+1,l −mxk,l+1 +mxk+1,l+1
2∆x
+







∆x2(i− k − 1)2 +∆y2(j − l)2 +∆y(j − l)√





∆x2(i− k)2 +∆y2(j − l − 1)2 +∆y(j − l − 1)√





mxi+1,j − 2mxi,j +mxi−1,j
∆x2
+



















[Auijklmxkl + Buijklmykl ] + u0eij , (C.21)
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For ve we get the expression on the next page, with Jij defined by equation (C.12).
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[Avijklmxkl + Bvijklmykl] + v0eij . (C.23)
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Equations (C.21) and (C.23) define the elements for the matrices A and B. These
matrices describe which influence other points (k, l) have on the current point (i, j).
Matrices A and B are therefore called influence matrices.
C.4 3D interaction law
In this section we give the expression for the interaction law and its derivatives. These
derivatives will be used in the expressions of the matrices that are used for solvers b
and c discussed Chapter 5.
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C.4.1 Discretized formulation for the interaction law
For the formulation of the interaction law, we look at equations (C.21) and (C.23). In
the interaction law, only the influence of the corresponding grid points is taken into
account, therefore only values at point (i, j) are considered. As a result of this, two























These are the interaction law coefficients used in the quasi-simultaneous interaction
method. These coefficients will reduce to the 2D coefficients if the limit of ∆y →∞ is
taken (which can be shown by a series expansion of the ln-term).
C.4.2 Derivatives of 3D interaction law
The three-dimensional interaction law equations can be written as:
ue − cxqeδ∗x = uext − cxqextδ∗xext = Eu; (C.26a)
ve − cyqeδ∗y = vext − cyqextδ∗yext = Ev, (C.26b)
with the interaction law equations from equation (C.25) and Eu, Ev are abbreviations
of the right-hand sides.
Using the definitions for δ∗x and δ
∗
y (eqn. (B.5)) we can write equations (C.26) in
matrix-vector notation where the vector (as a result of the use of equations (B.5)) is




































where we have used definitions of equation (B.43): The right-hand side of equation
(C.27) is a product of three terms:
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1. the scalar det,
2. a 2×2-matrix with the interaction law coefficients and displacement thicknesses,
3. a vector containing the known external flow variables.
We want to find the x-derivatives of ue and ve in terms of the three unknowns θss, H, tan β,
because we need them for the substitution of the interaction law equation into the in-




















































u + (1− cxδ∗s )Ev]
)
.
The derivatives of ue and ve are found by applying the product rule. The expression for
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We evaluate the derivative of δ∗n analytically and the derivatives of E
u and Ev in a
discrete manner. We give the expression for ∂ve
∂x



















































































The y-derivatives of the interaction law equations are found by replacing the x with y in
the differentials in equations (C.29) and (C.30). The determination of the y-derivatives
is analogous to the determination of the x-derivatives and is left to the reader.
The lengthy equations have been checked using the Mathematica software.
The derivatives of the interaction law are used for substitution of the interaction
law into the boundary layer equations ((2.10), (2.13)). The expressions derived here
are used to replace the terms in the boundary layer equations containing derivatives of
the interaction law. This will result in a system in which the only unknowns are θss,
H and tanβ.
Summary
Energy from renewable resources is becoming a more important source of energy nowa-
days. Wind energy is one of the major renewable energy resources. More and more
wind turbines are placed on land and offshore to fulfill the demand for energy. The
turbines have to become larger and more efficient in order to reduce the cost of energy
and to achieve the wind energy goals of governments. Nowadays energy from turbines
placed onshore is competitive with energy from fossil fuel plants in terms of cost [35].
Experimental wind turbine blades have rotor sizes of 150 m already [104]. The increase
in blade size increases the demand for accurate prediction of the behavior of the rotor
by which the efficiency and lifetime are better predicted. For weight and structural
analysis a higher level of accuracy in the predicted aerodynamic forces is required.
The widely used Blade Element Momentum methods are fast design methods but
use a very simplified steady flow model for obtaining aerodynamic forces. To achieve
a higher accuracy, more physical effects have to be taken into account. However, this
results in an increase in computational time.
At ECN, the Energy research Center of the Netherlands, the RotorFlow project
aims to develop a design method that has a higher accuracy in the prediction of aero-
dynamic forces on the blade while keeping the computational time acceptable. Even
more, the method will be able to simulate unsteady flows.
In RotorFlow, the flow field around the blade is divided into an inviscid outer
flow region and a viscous inner flow region. The viscous layer is modeled as a boundary
layer in which integral boundary layer equations are applied. These equations give
values of the boundary layer variables at the edge of the boundary layer where it is
connected to the inviscid flow domain. The inviscid flow is modeled as a potential flow
and the velocity is the derivative of the flow potential. A viscous-inviscid interaction
method ensures a smooth connection between the two flow regions. Several methods
exist and some are discussed briefly. It follows that the quasi-simultaneous method is
the best method for application in RotorFlow.
The most straightforward and intuive interaction method is a direct method. First
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a longitudinal velocity is obtained with the external flow calculation. This velocity can
subsequently be used in the boundary layer calculation as a boundary condition. The
method works well for attached flows. However, it will not converge when the flow
separates as a result of a singularity in the set of equations. This is an unfavorable
property for a wind turbine application (in fact for any application).
Another method is to calculate both flow domains at the same time and treat the
velocity and displacement thickness simultaneously as unknowns. Theoretically this is
a smart approach. In practice it has some complications. This is because by solving
the two domains simultaneously a large system of equations has to be solved, which
leads to a very complex program.
Combining the advantages of both approaches for the interaction and at the same
time avoiding their drawbacks is the method we use: the quasi-simultaneous method.
In this interaction method the boundary layer flow is solved simultaneously with an
approx-imation of the inviscid flow. By applying this method, we can prevent the
singularity to occur. The approximation consists of taking only the local effects of the
inviscid flow into account in the boundary layer calculation. The boundary condition
of the actual velocity in the viscous flow solver changes and is now being mo-deled as a
relation between the velocity and displacement thickness. In this method, the external
velocity is not completely known, but depends on the displacement thickness. The
method acts in a ‘quasi’-simultaneous way, hence its name.
In the quasi-simultaneous interaction method, the relation between the velocity and
displacement thickness is called the interaction law and it is formulated such that the
converged result is not influenced by its precise formulation. The interaction law is
chosen to be as simple as possible. It is a linear relation between the velocity and the
displacement thickness; it only takes into account the effect of the inviscid flow of the
corresponding grid point. The coefficient in the interaction law depends only on the
local grid size.
The algebraic interaction law equation is being solved together with the partial dif-
ferential equations of the boundary layer either in one system of equations or with the
interaction law substituted into the boundary layer equations. When the interaction
law equation is substituted into the boundary layer equations a system of partial dif-
ferential equations only remains. This system can be solved with a splitting method or
a characteristics solver. In the latter characteristic variables are used and the system
is decoupled. In the transformation the derivatives of the transformation matrix are
neglected. This does not influence the converged results significantly.
For solving the systems of equations the direction of flow information needs to
be known in order to apply the correct finite difference discretization scheme. The
direction is found by using the characteristic directions which are determined by the
eigenvalues of the system of equations containing partial differential equations only.
The sets of equations are closed by empirical closure relations which are easy to tune
to experimental results and can therefore yield good numerical results.
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For a simulation to converge, it is necessary that the eigenvalues keep the same
sign at a single grid point. For a 2D simulation the signs have to be positive. If one
eigenvalue changes sign, a singularity arises and no solution can be found. This happens
in the direct method for a 2D simulation at the point of flow separation. This is the
Goldstein singularity, although Goldstein probably did not know that the singularity
he encountered was caused by a sign change of the eigenvalues. The interaction law
coefficient of the quasi-simultaneous method prevents such a sign change if the value
is positive and large enough. The minimum value is determined by the boundary layer
variables. As a result of this, in models for two-dimensional boundary layer flow the
sign of the eigenvalues remains positive for attached and separated flows. In the model
for steady three-dimensional boundary layer flow the eigenvalues are either negative or
positive, depending on the sign of the spanwise velocity.
The robustness of the method is high which enables us to use crude initial solutions.
Simulations of unsteady two-dimensional laminar and turbulent flow show that solving
the boundary layer equations with and without substitution of the interaction law yields
similar results. In steady three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer simulations the
expected behavior of the eigenvalues is found. The discretization in the spanwise
direction is determined by the sign of the spanwise velocity or the eigenvalues. The
results of solving the set of equations with and without substitution differ slightly when
the boundary layer thickens and this is carried along in the flow. This deviation does
decrease for finer grids and is assumed to stem from the difference in discretization.
The two solvers solving the system with partial differential equations only show smaller
differences between them than compared to the solver that solves the system without
substitution. Fortunately, the size of the differences is small enough to apply the set
of equations with substitution in RotorFlow.
By analyzing the system of equations used by the quasi-simultaneous interaction
method, it is shown that if the interaction law coefficient is suitably chosen, the method
prevents any non-physical singularities. For 2D and 3D simulations this means that
simulations of attached and separated flows converge.
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Samenvatting
Energie van hernieuwbare bronnen wordt tegenwoordig steeds belangrijker. Wind-
energie is een van de grootste hernieuwbare energiebronnen. Steeds meer windturbines
worden op land en in zee geplaatst om aan de energiebehoefte te voldoen. De turbines
moeten groter en efficie¨nter worden om de kostprijs van de energie te verlagen en om de
wind-energiedoelstellingen van regeringen te kunnen halen. Tegenwoordig concurreert
de prijs van de energie van onshore turbines met die van conventionele energiecentrales
[35]. Experimentele windturbines hebben al een rotordiameter van 150 m [104]. De
toename in bladlengte vraagt om een toename van nauwkeurigheid van het voorspelde
gedrag van de rotor waardoor de efficie¨ntie en levensduur beter voorspeld kunnen wor-
den. Voor analyse met betrekking tot het gewicht en interne structuur is een hogere
nauwkeurigheid van de voorspelde krachten vereist dan nu gebruikelijk is.
De alom gebruikte Blad Element Impuls (Blade Element Momentum) methoden zijn
snelle ontwerpmethoden, maar gebruiken een erg eenvoudig stationair stromingsmodel
om de aerodynamische krachten te bepalen. Om een hogere nauwkeurigheid te bereiken
moet met meer fysische effecten rekening gehouden worden. Echter, dit resulteert in
een toename in rekentijd.
Bij het ECN (Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland) wordt binnen het Rotor-
Flow project gewerkt aan het ontwikkelen van een ontwerpmethode voor windtur-
binebladen met een hogere nauwkeurigheid in de bepaling van aerodynamische krachten
waarbij de rekentijd acceptabel blijft. Bovendien zal de methode in staat zijn om los-
gelaten stromingen te berekenen.
In RotorFlow wordt het stromingsveld rond het blad opgedeeld in een niet-
viskeus extern stromingsgebied en een viskeus intern stromingsgebied. De viskeuze laag
wordt gemodelleerd als een grenslaag waarin integraal-grenslaagvergelijkingen worden
toegepast. Deze vergelijkingen leveren de waarden van de grenslaagvariabelen op de
rand van de grenslaag waar deze grenst aan het niet-viskeuze stromingsgebied. De
niet-viskeuze stroming is gemodelleerd als een potentiaalstroming en de snelheid is
de afgeleide van de stromingspotentiaal. Een viskeus/niet-viskeus-interactiemethode
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zorgt voor een gladde overgang tussen de twee stromingsgebieden. Er bestaan verschil-
lende methoden en sommige hiervan worden hier kort besproken. Het blijkt dat de
quasi-simultane methode het meest geschikt is voor toepassing in RotorFlow.
De meest voor de hand liggende en intu¨ıtieve methode is een directe methode. Eerst
wordt de longitudinale snelheid bepaald met de niet-viskeuze stroming. Deze snelheid
kan vervolgens eenvoudig worden gebruikt in de berekening van de grenslaagstroming
als een randvoorwaarde. Het resultaat van de grenslaagberekening is een grenslaagver-
dringingsdikte. Deze dikte is de toegevoegde dikte aan de geometrie alsof er helemaal
geen viscositeit zou zijn berekend en dient als input voor de niet-viskeuze berekening.
Deze procedure wordt herhaald totdat een gladde oplossing tussen beide stromings-
gebieden is bereikt. De methode werkt goed voor aanliggende stromingen. Echter,
de methode convergeert niet voor losgelaten stromingen doordat een singula-riteit op-
treedt in het systeem van vergelijkingen. Dit is een ongewenste eigenschap voor een
windturbine-applicatie (eigenlijk voor elke applicatie).
Een andere methode is het simultaan berekenen van beide stromingsgebieden en
daarbij de snelheid en verdringingsdikte tegelijkertijd als onbekenden te behandelen.
Theoretisch gezien is dit een slimme methode. In de praktijk zijn er wat complicaties.
Dat komt doordat bij het tegelijkertijd oplossen van de twee stromingsgebieden een
groot systeem van vergelijkingen ontstaat dat in e´e´n keer opgelost moet worden. Dit
leidt tot een erg complex programma.
De quasi-simultane methode combineert de voordelen van beide voorgaande metho-
den, maar vermijdt hun nadelen. In deze interactiemethode wordt de grenslaagstro-
ming tegelijkertijd bepaald met een benadering van de niet-viskeuze stroming. Door
deze methode toe te passen, kunnen we voorkomen dat de singulariteit uit de directe
methode optreedt. Bij de benadering wordt alleen met het lokale effect van de niet-
viskeuze stroming rekening gehouden in de grenslaagberekening. De randvoorwaarde
van de eigenlijke snelheid in de viskeuze stromingsberekening verandert en wordt nu
gemodelleerd als een relatie tussen de snelheid en de verdringingsdikte. In deze methode
is de snelheid van de niet-viskeuze stroming dus niet geheel onbekend, maar afhankelijk
van de verdringingsdikte. De methode werkt op een ‘quasi’-simultane manier, vandaar
de naam.
In de quasi-simultane interactiemethode wordt de relatie tussen de langssnelheid en
verdringingsdikte de interactiewet genoemd en deze is zo geformuleerd dat het gecon-
vergeerde resultaat niet be¨ınvloed wordt door de formulering van de interactiewet. We
kiezen de interactiewet zo dat deze zo eenvoudig mogelijk blijft. Het is een lineaire re-
latie tussen de snelheid en de verdringingsdikte en houdt alleen rekening met het lokale
effect van de niet-viskeuze stroming. De interactiewetcoe¨fficie¨nt in de interactiewet
hangt alleen af van de lokale gridgrootte.
De algebra¨ısche interactiewetvergelijking wordt tegelijkertijd berekend met de par-
tie¨le differentiaalvergelijkingen van de grenslaag. Dit kan ofwel in e´e´n systeem van
vergelijkingen of in e´e´n systeem waarbij de interactiewetvergelijking is gesubstitueerd
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in de grenslaagvergelijkingen. Als de interactiewetvergelijking is gesubstitueerd in de
grenslaagvergelijkingen dan blijft er een systeem van louter partie¨le differentiaalverge-
lijkingen over. Dit systeem kan worden opgelost met behulp van een numerieke methode,
bijvoorbeeld een split-methode of een karakeristieken-methode. Bij de karakteris-
tieken-methode worden karakeristieke variabelen gebruikt en het systeem is ontkop-
peld (d.w.z. de vergelijkingen zijn individueel uit te rekenen). In de transformatie van
primaire naar karakteristieke variabelen worden de afgeleiden van de transformatiema-
trix verwaarloosd. Dit blijkt geen serieuze invloed op het geconvergeerde resultaat te
hebben.
Om het systeem van vergelijkingen te kunnen oplossen moet de richting vanwaar
de stromingsinformatie komt bekend zijn omdat hiermee het juiste eindige-differentie-
discretisatieschema kan worden toegepast. De richting is bepaald door de karakter-
istieke richtingen die op hun beurt weer worden gevonden door middel van de eigen-
waarden van het systeem van vergelijkingen dat alleen partie¨le differentiaalvergelijkin-
gen bevat. De stelsels vergelijkingen worden aangevuld met sluitingsrelaties. Deze
zijn eenvoudig aan te passen aan experimentele resultaten en geven daardoor goede
resultaten.
Om een geconvergeerd resultaat te verkrijgen moeten de eigenwaarden op een enkel
roosterpunt allemaal hetzelfde teken (positief of negatief) hebben. In een 2D-simulatie
moeten de eigenwaarden altijd positief zijn. Als e´e´n eigenwaarde van teken wisselt,
dan kan er geen oplossing gevonden worden. Dit gebeurt in de directe methode bij
een 2D-simulatie op het punt van loslating. Dit is de Goldstein-singulariteit, hoewel
Goldstein destijds waarschijnlijk niet wist dat de singulariteit werd veroorzaakt door
een tekenwissel van de eigenwaarde. De interactiewetcoe¨fficie¨nt van de quasi-simultane
methode voorkomt zo’n tekenwissel mits de waarde hiervan positief is en groot genoeg.
De mini-mumwaarde wordt bepaald door de grenslaagvariabelen. Hierboven blijven de
eigenwaarden in een tweedimensionale simulatie positief voor zowel aanliggende als los-
gelaten stroming. Bij het stationaire driedimensionale model zijn de drie eigenwaarden
ofwel positief ofwel negatief, afhankelijk van het teken van de stroming in dwarsrichting.
Simulaties van niet-stationaire tweedimensionale laminaire en turbulente stromin-
gen tonen aan dat het oplossen van de grenslaagvergelijkingen waarbij de interactiewet-
vergelijking wel of niet is gesubstitueerd in de partie¨le grenslaagvergelijkingen nagenoeg
gelijke resultaten oplevert. Verschillen ontstaan wanneer de verdringingsdikte groter
wordt en nemen af in de rest van de stroming. De verschillen worden kleiner bij fi-
jnere roosters en we mogen aannemen dat de verschillen worden veroorzaakt door de
verschillen in discretisatie. De twee oplosmethoden die het syteem van alleen partie¨le
differentiaalvergelijkingen oplossen hebben onderling minder verschil dan hun verschil
met de oplosmethode die het gecombineerde stelsel oplost. Echter, de grootte van de
verschillen is klein genoeg om oplosmethoden voor het systeem van vergelijkingen met
alleen partie¨le differentiaalvergelijkingen toe te passen in RotorFlow.
Bij simulaties van stationaire driedimensionale turbulente grenslaagvergelijkingen
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vertonen de eigenwaarden het verwachte gedrag. De richting van de discretisatie in
dwarsrichting wordt bepaald door het teken van de dwarsstroming of de eigenwaarden.
Door het systeem van vergelijkingen dat gebruikt wordt door de quasi-simultane
interactiemethode te analyseren is aangetoond dat bij een passend gekozen interac-
tiewetcoe¨fficie¨nt wordt voorkomen dat er niet-realistische singulariteiten optreden. Bij
onze keuze betekent dit dat voor 2D en 3D simulaties zowel aanliggende als losgelaten
stroming simulaties convergeren.
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De tijd van het promotieonderzoek is voorbij gevlogen. Het was leuk, uitdagend,
interessant en soms ook wel lastig. Dit mooie werk had niet tot stand kunnen komen
zonder de hulp en steun van vele mensen. Het is onmogelijk om iedereen persoonlijk
hier in dit dankwoord te vermelden. Het proefschrift is zonder een lange opsomming
van namen al lijvig genoeg. Toch wil ik een aantal mensen hier nog even nadrukkelijk
bedanken.
Ten eerste mijn dagelijks inhoudelijk begeleider: prof. Veldman. Vanaf het eerste
gesprek over de promotie klikte het. Ons contact is vooral per e-mail geweest, omdat
onze werkplekken zich zo’n 160 km van elkaar vandaan bevonden. Het e-mailen heeft
ook prachtige woordspelingen opgeleverd. Zo herinner ik me dat we het in de zomer over
glad ijs hebben gehad en alle mogelijke woordspelingen daarop. Ook met personificaties
van de problemen en resultaten die optreden hebben we de inhoudelijke kant van het
onderzoek mooi en soms ook grappig weten te belichten. Helaas kan zoiets niet in
een paper of een proefschrift. Dus teksten daarvoor zijn regelmatig herschreven. En
uitspraken van “Pak een boek hierover. Maakt niet uit welk, als ’t maar dik genoeg is”
zal ik nog lang met een glimlach bewaren, want ik weet in welke context het gezegd is.
Wat ik ontzettend waardeer is dat u naast uw interesse in het werk ook veel interesse
hebt gehad in wat ik de afgelopen jaren persoonlijk heb meegemaakt. Het is erg fijn
geweest om over beide dingen te kunnen praten en discussie¨ren.
Ook erg inhoudelijk, maar minder dagelijks begeleider zijn mijn collega’s van Ro-
torFlow: Arne van Garrel en Hu¨seyin O¨zdemir met wie ik voor lange tijd een kamer
bij ECN heb gedeeld. Ondanks onze verschillen in karakter, werkwijze en werktijden,
hebben we goede, leuke en vooral inhoudelijke discussies gehad over stromingen en
grenslagen in het bijzonder. Bij al mijn vragen waren jullie direct bereid om mee te
denken en te zoeken naar een passend antwoord. Arne, ik heb altijd je fijne manier van
feedback geven op prijs gesteld en ook je kritische houding met de daarbij behorende
vragen.
Dan is er ook nog mijn niet-inhoudelijk dagelijks begeleider Peter Eecen. Als groeps-
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aanmoedigingen om verder te kijken dan mijn promotieneus lang is heb ik gewaardeerd.
En dan de niet werkgerelateerde hulp en ondersteuning van vrienden en familie.
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dat wordt ook bepaald door dingen die je na(ast) je werk doet. Tjeerd, jij hebt hierin
de allergrootste rol gespeeld. Ik ben nog steeds erg gelukkig met het feit dat we elkaar
hebben leren kennen tijdens ons afstuderen. Samen hebben we heel wat meegemaakt
en zijn daarin elkaar tot steun geweest. Ik heb veel van jou geleerd en samen met jou
geleerd. Met onze gezamenlijke achtergrond in de stromingsleer begreep (en begrijp) je
waar ik aan werkte. En als je het niet deed, dan heb ik toch goed mijn vakinhoudelijke
hart bij je kunnen luchten. En ook mijn niet-vakinhoudelijke hart kon en kan ik bij je
luchten met of zonder woorden.
En mijn directe familie: papa, mama en mijn beide broers. Lieve ouders, het is erg
fijn dat jullie nooit mijn (mateloze) honger naar kennis hebben afgeremd. Misschien
heb ik vroeger veel lastige vragen gesteld en bij een niet-bevredigend antwoord (“Dat
leg ik je later nog wel eens uit”) zelf maar een antwoord geprobeerd te bedenken (“Papa,
wat doet u met die benzine die in de auto gaat: legt u telkens een druppeltje op de
weg?”). Johan, jij bent voor mij de grote uitdager. Omdat je twee jaar ouder bent was
je altijd net iets beter en verder dan ik. En dat stak. Dus ik wilde je evenaren. Ik denk
dat het redelijk gelukt is. Pieter, jij hebt mijn IT-gerelateerde problemen begrepen
en soms ook nog eens kunnen oplossen. Ik denk dat jij van ons driee¨n het meeste
doorzettingsvermogen toont. Ondanks je flinke beperking door dyslexie heb je goede
communicatieve vaardigheden en ik ben enorm trots op je!
Jos en Ans van der Zee, het is fijn om zulke betrokken en ge¨ınteresseerde schoon-
ouders te hebben. Jos, ontzettend bedankt voor het mooie schilderij dat je voor ons
gemaakt hebt en dat ik heb mogen gebruiken als cover.
Geke, Jessie, Marinke, Annelies en Auke, jullie zijn voor mij een fantastische uitlaat-
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zulke vrienden te hebben en ik hoop dat onze vriendschappen nog heel lang stand
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